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SUMMARY
S.1

Overview
Appendix E contains those appendices first referenced in Chapter 6
(Preparation and Publication of the Statement of Community Consultation) of
this report.
This comprises:


Appendix E1: Email sent to the host Boroughs for comment 30th
January 2015 outlining proposed Draft Statement of Community
Consultation (SoCC) approach



Appendix E2: Draft Statement of Community Consultation (SoCC) sent
to the host Boroughs for comment 27 February 2015



Appendix E3: Draft Statement of Community Consultation (SoCC) sent
to the host Boroughs for comment 17 July 2015



Appendix E4: Draft Statement of Community Consultation (SoCC)
email sent to the host Boroughs for comment 11 August 2015



Appendix E5: Statement of Community Consultation



Appendix E6: Emails regarding publicising the Statement of Community
Consultation



Appendix E7: Notices publicising the Statement of Community
Consultation



Appendix E8: Email publicising Statement of Community Consultation
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Appendix E1 Email sent to the host Boroughs for
comment 30th January 2015 outlining proposed
Draft Statement of Community Consultation
(SoCC) approach
E1.1

Introduction
This appendix comprises the proposed draft statement of community
consultation approach, as sent to the host Boroughs on 30th January 2015,
highlighting its proposed use as the basis of the eventual draft SoCC.
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Miles Andrew (ST)
"Kim Smith"; "Tim.jackson
"deirdra.armsby
"murray.woodburn
"richard.finch
"Margaret.Cooper
Yates Matthew (TFL); Saldanha Jason; King Tom; Chester Neil
Approach to consultation on Silvertown Tunnel
30 January 2015 17:58:47
Silvertown Oct - Dec 14 consultation roadshows.docx
Silvertown letter drop distribution.jpg
silvertown launch list.xls

Dear all
Thank you all again for a very useful meeting on Thursday 22 January. I’ve
prepared a draft minute of the meeting and I’ll send it to you for any comments
shortly.
In the meantime I wanted to start the process of pre-consultation on our Statement
of Community Consultation (SoCC) for Silvertown – I wondered if this would be
best via your comms colleagues rather than yourselves, but I’d be really grateful if
you could give me a steer on this?
I’ve set out below a short summary of our approach to the previous consultation
on the Silvertown Tunnel – we’re intending to take a similar approach to the
statutory consultation this summer. I’ve done this because I wanted to give
Greenwich, Newham and Tower Hamlets opportunity to flag any additional
concerns (beyond those set out in responses to the consultation) you may have
with our approach to consultation prior to receiving the draft SoCC. I’d like to
discuss in particular the possibility of arranging for a leaflet for the Silvertown
consultation this summer to be displayed in local libraries, community centres,
etc. – would you be able to steer me towards a contact for this?
A draft of the SoCC is almost ready and I’d like to discuss it with you at our next
meeting.
Many thanks
Andrew
Content of the consultation
We broadly constructed the consultation around three topic areas:
- Why build the tunnel? This set out the case for the scheme as we see it;
- What is the Silvertown Tunnel? This described the tunnel scheme itself and
included a drive-through video. It also included information about the user
charging proposals.
- The effects of the Silvertown Tunnel. This described the tunnel impacts on
traffic and the environment.
We published a supporting factsheet that expanded on each of the three topic
areas above and included more information for people who wanted to read it.

There were also a large range of technical reports.
Viewing the proposals/providing feedback
There were three key channels:
- Our website https://consultations.tfl.gov.uk/rivercrossings/silvertownconsultation. The site included a survey form for people to leave feedback.
The site also provided a link to further reading, including supporting
factsheets and background technical reports and the dates and times of
roadshow events where TfL staff would be available to answer any questions;
- A consultation leaflet that was made available on request to people who called
our Customer Services centre. The leaflet included the same information as
our website with the exception of the supporting factsheets, background
technical reports, the dates/times of roadshow events and the survey form.
The survey form was printed and sent separately to people who did not have
access to the internet.
- We organised roadshow events on a weekday and Saturday at two separate
venues in each of the boroughs of Greenwich, Newham and Tower Hamlets
(I’ve attached a list of the venues we chose and the timings). The roadshows
comprised of display banner boards which contained a summary of the
information about the scheme set out on the website/in the leaflet. The
roadshows were staffed by TfL project team members. Visitors to the
roadshows were handed a copy of the consultation leaflet as it included the
address of our website, and directed to the site to leave feedback providing
internet connection was not an issue for them. We gave visitors without
internet access a hardcopy of the survey form, which could be completed and
sent back to TfL’s Freepost address.
Promoting the consultation:
We used a number of tools, as follows.
- A letter drop to around 500,000 properties in east and south-east London. I’ve
attached a map which indicates in blue the distribution area we chose,
- Press advertising in the Evening Standard, Metro and City AM. Also
Docklands & East London Advertiser, Newham & Stratford Recorder Series,
East End Life, Greenwich Times and the packages Capital Package (which
comprises 34 separate titles) and Real London (which comprises 14 titles).
There were two separate ads – a generic version, which promoted the
consultation and directed potential respondents to the web or to call us for a
copy of a consultation leaflet; and a version specific to the roadshows which
included the date, time and venue (these specific versions were targeted and
timed for titles local to the roadshow venues we’d booked);
- MMS messaging promoting the consultation and web address to people living
within 1.5 miles of the Blackwall Tunnel, Woolwich Ferry and Rotherhithe
Tunnel;
- Banner ads geo-targetted at residents browsing the ‘net in Greenwich,
Newham and Tower Hamlets;
- Sponsoring key word searches in Google (eg. ‘Silvertown’) to return the
consultation web address at the top of any search;

- Emails to registered Oyster card holders living in Greenwich, Newham and
Tower Hamlets – almost 850,000 of these at the start of the consultation;
- A stakeholder engagement launch email to a number of different stakeholder
groups – see spreadsheet attached which sets out who we emailed. We also
emailed all those circa 7k people who had responded to our consultation on
river crossings ‘east of Silvertown’ in the summer 2014 and who provided a
valid email address.

Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Transport for London
Surface Transport
Consultation Delivery Team
11th Floor - zone G8
Palestra, 197 Blackfriars Road
London SE1 8NT

w www.tfl.gov.uk
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Director of Environment
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BID Manager
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Councillor & Cabinet Member for Environmment
Communications Director
WLA Director
Bi-borough Executive Director for Transport & Technical Services
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Director
Chief Executive
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Chief Executive
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Executive Director of Environment and Customer Services
Corporate Director of Environment and Enterprise
Chief Executive & Director of Administration
Director of Environment & Community Services
Leader of the Council
Assistant Director Traffic & Transport
Director of Environment
Chief Executive
Director, Worldwide Marketing Communications
Chief Executive
Chief Executive
Director of Environment & Neighbourhood Services
Chief Executive
Parliamentary Private Secretary to the Leader of the Opposition
Uprising Project Leader for London
Transport & Strategy Manager
Head of Policy and Business Development
Chief Executive
General Counsel and Cheif Corporate Officer
Market Development Director
Chief Executive
Logistics & Quality Control

London Borough of Hounslow
London Borough of Hounslow
Croydon BID
West London Partnership
Love Wimbledon BID
London Borough of Sutton
London Borough of Croydon
Croydon BID
London Borough of Redbridge
London Borough of Croydon
London Borough of Croydon
Hammersmith London
West London Alliance
London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham
London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham
London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham
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London Borough of Sutton
London Borough of Sutton
London Borough of Ealing
London Borough of Ealing
London Borough of Ealing
London Borough of Harrow
London Borough of Wandsworth
London Borough of Wandsworth
London Borough of Richmond upon Thames
London Borough of Richmond upon Thames
London Borough of Richmond upon Thames
London Borough of Richmond upon Thames
Cubic Transportation Systems Ltd
Royal Borough of Greenwich
London Borough of Brent
London Borough of Brent
Merton Chamber of Commerce
House of Commons
Uprising
Royal Borough of Greenwich
South Bank Employers Group
South Bank Employers Group
Balfour Beatty plc
Balfour Beatty plc
Civil Engineering Contractors Association (CECA)
Barts & The London NHS Trust - The Royal London Hospital
Hughes Electronics Ltd

Chairman
Marketing Manager
Deputy Executive Director
Chief Executive Officer
Senior Development Manager
City Transport Commissioner
Programme Director, Transport
Campaigns and Outreach Co-ordinator
Director
London Director
Senior Economic Adviser, Energy and Transport
Chief Executive
Managing Director
Chief Executive Officer (Interim)
Policy Manager
General Secretary
Head of Operations
Senior Transport Advisor
Environment Specialist
Public Affairs Manager
Public Affairs Manager
Director
Chair
Opposition Lead Member for Environment and Transport
Director of Public Affairs
CEO
Project Director
Environmental Projects & Infrastructure Manager
Chief Executive Officer
Interim Head of Regeneration
Regional Campaigns Officer
Business and Partnership Development Executive
Policy Manager (Streetworks)
Participation Manager

Chief Executive
Chairman
Secretary of State for International Development

London Cab Drivers' Club Ltd
Team London Bridge BID
Team London Bridge BID
New West End Company BID
Federation of Small Businesses (FSB)
Westminster City Council
London First
Transport for All
RAC Foundation for Motoring
Sustrans
Institute of Directors (IoD)
InStreatham
Better Bankside
Southeastern
Visit London
National Council for Voluntary Youth Services (NCVYS)
Licensed Taxi Drivers Association
New West End Company BID
East & South East London Transport Partnership
Network Rail
Southeastern
Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE)
Greater London Forum for Older People (GLF)
Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Committee
Royal Borough of Kingston Upon Thames
UPS
Kingston First BID
Stratford Renaissance Partnership
London Borough of Hounslow
People First Ltd
London Borough of Waltham Forest
Department for Transport (DfT)
Royal National Institute of the Blind (RNIB)
Royal National Institute of the Blind (RNIB)
Department for Communities & Local Government (DCLG)
National Grid plc
Kings Cross Business Partnership
Action for Children
Licensed Private Car Hire Association
Tower Bridge Road Alliance
Successful Sutton
National Childbirth Trust
Private Hire Car Association
Department for International Development (DfID)

Youth Democracy Coordinator - London and South East
Assistant Director
Stakeholder Engagement Manager - Streetworks
Minister of State for Children and Families
Chief Executive
Operations Manager - London
Director, Policy & Investigaation
Head of Public Affairs

British Youth Council
National Union of Students
Thames Water Utilities Ltd
Department for Education
Walk England
National Joint Utilities Group Ltd (NJUG)
Duke of Edinburgh's Award- London region
London TravelWatch
E11 BID
Amey plc
Centre for London
Centre for London

Venue
Idea Store, Chrisp Street
At the Ground Floor Foyer
1 Vesey Path,
E14 6BT

Dates
1pm – 7pm, Wednesday 22 October
11am – 4pm, Saturday 1 November

Canary Wharf Shopping Centre
At the Canada Place crossroads
E14 5AB

11am – 5pm, Saturday 8 November
10am – 7pm, Monday 10 November

The Forum
Trafalgar Road
SE10 9EQ

1pm – 7pm, Friday 14 November
12pm – 4pm, Saturday 22 November

The Hub
123 Star Lane
E16

12pm – 6pm, Friday 24 October
11am – 4pm, Saturday 25 October

The Crystal
At ‘The Restaurant’
1 Siemens Brothers Way
E16 1GB

11am – 4pm, Saturday 15 November
1pm – 7pm, Tuesday 18 November

The O2
At the main entrance
Peninsula Square
SE10 0DX

1pm – 7pm, Tuesday 25 November
11am – 4pm, Saturday 29 November

Many thanks
Andrew
Content of the consultation
We broadly constructed the consultation around three topic areas:
-

Why build the tunnel? This set out the case for the scheme as we see it;
What is the Silvertown Tunnel? This described the tunnel scheme itself and included a drivethrough video. It also included information about the user charging proposals.
The effects of the Silvertown Tunnel. This described the tunnel impacts on traffic and the
environment.

We published a supporting factsheet that expanded on each of the three topic areas above and
included more information for people who wanted to read it.
There were also a large range of technical reports.
Viewing the proposals/providing feedback
There were three key channels:
-

-

-

Our website https://consultations.tfl.gov.uk/rivercrossings/silvertown-consultation. The site
included a survey form for people to leave feedback. The site also provided a link to further
reading, including supporting factsheets and background technical reports and the dates and
times of roadshow events where TfL staff would be available to answer any questions;
A consultation leaflet that was made available on request to people who called our Customer
Services centre. The leaflet included the same information as our website with the exception
of the supporting factsheets, background technical reports, the dates/times of roadshow
events and the survey form. The survey form was printed and sent separately to people who
did not have access to the internet.
We organised roadshow events on a weekday and Saturday at two separate venues in each
of the boroughs of Greenwich, Newham and Tower Hamlets (I’ve attached a list of the venues
we chose and the timings). The roadshows comprised of display banner boards which
contained a summary of the information about the scheme set out on the website/in the
leaflet. The roadshows were staffed by TfL project team members. Visitors to the roadshows
were handed a copy of the consultation leaflet as it included the address of our website, and
directed to the site to leave feedback providing internet connection was not an issue for them.
We gave visitors without internet access a hardcopy of the survey form, which could be
completed and sent back to TfL’s Freepost address.

Promoting the consultation:
We used a number of tools, as follows.
-

A letter drop to around 500,000 properties in east and south-east London. I’ve attached a map
which indicates in blue the distribution area we chose,
Press advertising in the Evening Standard, Metro and City AM. Also Docklands & East
London Advertiser, Newham & Stratford Recorder Series, East End Life, Greenwich Times
and the packages Capital Package (which comprises 34 separate titles) and Real London
(which comprises 14 titles). There were two separate ads – a generic version, which promoted
the consultation and directed potential respondents to the web or to call us for a copy of a
2
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Attachments:

Copy of Copy of silvertown launch list (3).xls; mediapages_business_lr.pdf

From: Emily.Brewer@
Sent: 20 February 2015 13:31
To: Miles Andrew (ST)
Subject: RE: Approach to consultation on Silvertown Tunnel

Hi Andrew,
Thanks for giving us the opportunity to feed back on this.
We have added some names (highlighted in green) to the attached stakeholders list: our mayor, deputy
mayor, CE, the two MPs for East and West Ham, and the London Assembly Member for City & East.
Our public policy team has also highlighted some names (in yellow) that they feel may not be relevant to
the consultation.
We are happy with a broadly similar approach in terms of roadshows and letter distribution. I don't see any
issues with having your leaflets displayed in libraries; we have 10 around the borough and I can give you a
central contact for distribution. Alternatively, you might be interested in putting the leaflet as an insert in the
Newham Mag which is delivered into every home in the borough. I'm including the media pack for the Mag
in case you haven't already seen it.
Let me know if you need any more information or input.
Thanks,
Emily

Emily Brewer I Marketing and Information Manager I Communications Team
Resources and Commercial Development
London Borough of Newham
Newham Dockside I 1000 Dockside Road I London E16 2QU
www.newham.gov.uk

From: Miles Andrew (ST)
Sent: 03 February 2015 11:49
To: Emily Brewer
Subject: FW: Approach to consultation on Silvertown Tunnel

Dear Emily
Thank you again for your time.
As discussed, I set out in the email chain below our approach to our previous consultation on the
Silvertown Tunnel, which concluded just before Christmas. I’ve reattached the files which
dropped off – specifically these are the times, dates and venues of a series of roadshow events
we organised to support the consultation; a map showing the distribution area of a letter to
1

publicise the consultation and a list of the stakeholders we contacted at the start of the
consultation to seek comments.
We propose that our approach to the next consultation on the Silvertown Tunnel will be broadly
similar, although if Newham has any particular concerns with this then we can certainly review our
plans. I’d like to discuss whether it would be possible to have our consultation leaflet displayed in
Newham libraries or other public buildings, and I wondered if you might have a view on the
roadshow venues we chose previously, or the letter-drop area, as examples only.
I’ll let you digest the detail and consider your thoughts – my contact details are below.
Kind regards
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: Faith Lawson House, 1st Floor, 15-17 Dacre Street, London, SW1H 0DJ

From: murray.woodburn@newham.gov.uk [mailto:murray.woodburn@newham.gov.uk]
Sent: 02 February 2015 13:24
To: Miles Andrew (ST)
Subject: RE: Approach to consultation on Silvertown Tunnel

Hi Andrew
Our comms team will be happy to assist – we worked with TfL previously on the CS2Ext consultation on
the agreement of the consultation area, materials and locations for events – and they have confirmed they
are happy to do so again.
The contacts here are:

Kristianah Fasunloye, Senior Press Officer
Resources Department
London Borough of Newham
Newham Dockside, 1000 Dockside Road, London E16 2QU (MAP)

and

Name

Job Title / Description

Brewer,
Emily

Marketing and Information
Manager

Extension
DDI

Service Area
Team

Communications
Media Marketing and Publications->Marketing Information and Graphic
Design
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Kind regards
Murray
Murray Woodburn I Principal Transport Planner I working with Traffic & Transportation and Strategic
Regeneration, Planning and Olympic Legacy I Environment and Strategic Commissioning and
Communities Directorates
London Borough of Newham
Newham Dockside I 1st/3rd Floors, West Wing I 1000 Dockside Road I London E16 2QU

Please note that the above opinion represents informal officer observation only, offered without prejudice to any future
formal Council decisions.

 Please consider the environment before printing this e‐mail

From: Miles Andrew (ST) [mailto:Andrew.Miles@TfL.gov.uk]
Sent: 30 January 2015 17:59
To: 'Kim Smith'; 'Tim.jackson@royalgreenwich.gov.uk'; Deirdra Armsby; Murray Woodburn;
'richard.finch@towerhamlets.gov.uk'; 'Margaret.Cooper@towerhamlets.gov.uk'
Cc: Yates Matthew (TFL); Saldanha Jason; King Tom; Chester Neil
Subject: Approach to consultation on Silvertown Tunnel

Dear all
Thank you all again for a very useful meeting on Thursday 22 January. I’ve prepared a draft
minute of the meeting and I’ll send it to you for any comments shortly.
In the meantime I wanted to start the process of pre-consultation on our Statement of Community
Consultation (SoCC) for Silvertown – I wondered if this would be best via your comms colleagues
rather than yourselves, but I’d be really grateful if you could give me a steer on this?
I’ve set out below a short summary of our approach to the previous consultation on the Silvertown
Tunnel – we’re intending to take a similar approach to the statutory consultation this summer. I’ve
done this because I wanted to give Greenwich, Newham and Tower Hamlets opportunity to flag
any additional concerns (beyond those set out in responses to the consultation) you may have
with our approach to consultation prior to receiving the draft SoCC. I’d like to discuss in particular
the possibility of arranging for a leaflet for the Silvertown consultation this summer to be displayed
in local libraries, community centres, etc. – would you be able to steer me towards a contact for
this?
A draft of the SoCC is almost ready and I’d like to discuss it with you at our next meeting.
Many thanks
Andrew
Content of the consultation
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We broadly constructed the consultation around three topic areas:
-

Why build the tunnel? This set out the case for the scheme as we see it;
What is the Silvertown Tunnel? This described the tunnel scheme itself and included a drivethrough video. It also included information about the user charging proposals.
The effects of the Silvertown Tunnel. This described the tunnel impacts on traffic and the
environment.

We published a supporting factsheet that expanded on each of the three topic areas above and
included more information for people who wanted to read it.
There were also a large range of technical reports.
Viewing the proposals/providing feedback
There were three key channels:
-

-

-

Our website https://consultations.tfl.gov.uk/rivercrossings/silvertown-consultation. The site
included a survey form for people to leave feedback. The site also provided a link to further
reading, including supporting factsheets and background technical reports and the dates and
times of roadshow events where TfL staff would be available to answer any questions;
A consultation leaflet that was made available on request to people who called our Customer
Services centre. The leaflet included the same information as our website with the exception
of the supporting factsheets, background technical reports, the dates/times of roadshow
events and the survey form. The survey form was printed and sent separately to people who
did not have access to the internet.
We organised roadshow events on a weekday and Saturday at two separate venues in each
of the boroughs of Greenwich, Newham and Tower Hamlets (I’ve attached a list of the venues
we chose and the timings). The roadshows comprised of display banner boards which
contained a summary of the information about the scheme set out on the website/in the
leaflet. The roadshows were staffed by TfL project team members. Visitors to the roadshows
were handed a copy of the consultation leaflet as it included the address of our website, and
directed to the site to leave feedback providing internet connection was not an issue for
them. We gave visitors without internet access a hardcopy of the survey form, which could be
completed and sent back to TfL’s Freepost address.

Promoting the consultation:
We used a number of tools, as follows.
-

-

A letter drop to around 500,000 properties in east and south-east London. I’ve attached a
map which indicates in blue the distribution area we chose,
Press advertising in the Evening Standard, Metro and City AM. Also Docklands & East
London Advertiser, Newham & Stratford Recorder Series, East End Life, Greenwich Times
and the packages Capital Package (which comprises 34 separate titles) and Real London
(which comprises 14 titles). There were two separate ads – a generic version, which
promoted the consultation and directed potential respondents to the web or to call us for a
copy of a consultation leaflet; and a version specific to the roadshows which included the date,
time and venue (these specific versions were targeted and timed for titles local to the
roadshow venues we’d booked);
MMS messaging promoting the consultation and web address to people living within 1.5 miles
of the Blackwall Tunnel, Woolwich Ferry and Rotherhithe Tunnel;
Banner ads geo-targetted at residents browsing the ‘net in Greenwich, Newham and Tower
Hamlets;
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-

Sponsoring key word searches in Google (eg. ‘Silvertown’) to return the consultation web
address at the top of any search;
Emails to registered Oyster card holders living in Greenwich, Newham and Tower Hamlets –
almost 850,000 of these at the start of the consultation;
A stakeholder engagement launch email to a number of different stakeholder groups – see
spreadsheet attached which sets out who we emailed. We also emailed all those circa 7k
people who had responded to our consultation on river crossings ‘east of Silvertown’ in the
summer 2014 and who provided a valid email address.

Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Transport for London
Surface Transport
Consultation Delivery Team
11th Floor - zone G8
Palestra, 197 Blackfriars Road
London SE1 8NT
t 020 3054 3867
m 07738 140 788
f 020 3054 2002
e Andrew.Miles@tfl.gov.uk
w www.tfl.gov.uk

***********************************************************************************
The contents of this e-mail and any attached files are confidential. If you have received this email in error, please notify us immediately at
postmaster@tfl.gov.uk and remove it from your system. If received in error, please do not use, disseminate, forward, print or copy this email or its
content. Transport for London excludes any warranty and any liability as to the quality or accuracy of the contents of this email and any attached
files.
??
Transport for London is a statutory corporation whose principal office is at Windsor House, 42-50 Victoria Street, London, SW1H 0TL. Further
information about Transport for London???s subsidiary companies can be found on the following link: http://www.tfl.gov.uk/corporate/about-tfl/
??
Although TfL have scanned this email (including attachments) for viruses, recipients are advised to carry out their own virus check before opening
any attachments, as TfL accepts no liability for any loss, or damage which may be caused by viruses.
***********************************************************************************
??

NOTE: This communication is sent for and on behalf of the London Borough of Newham.
However the views expressed within it are not necessarily the views or policies of the Council. The unauthorised use, disclosure, copying or alteration of this
communication and any attachments is forbidden. This communication and any attachments are intended for the addressee only and may be confidential. If
this has come to you in error you should immediately permanently destroy it.
You should take no action based on it or copy or show it to anyone and telephone the Council immediately with any issues on 020 8430 2000 or any other
number provided in the communication. Please note that electronic communication is not considered a secure medium for sending information and therefore
maybe at risk.
We advise that you understand and accept this lack of security when using this form of communication with us. Although we have taken steps to ensure that
this email and attachments are free from any virus, we advise that in keeping with good computing practice the recipient should ensure they are actually virus
free and should run current anti-virus software. Please note that email may be monitored and checked to safeguard the council network from viruses, hoax
messages or abuse of the Council's systems. Action may be taken against any malicious and deliberate attempts to infect the council network.
The information contained in this email maybe subject to public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act 2000. Unless the information is legally
exempt from disclosure the confidentiality of this email and your reply cannot be guaranteed.

Click here to report this email as SPAM.
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Why advertise in the newham mag?
The Newham Mag is published fortnightly and delivered free of charge to every home
in Newham. Copies can also be found at key locations in Newham such as libraries,
universities, colleges, schools, doctors’ surgeries, hospitals, charities, social care
organisations, leisure centres, theatres, pubs, shopping centres, ExCeL international
exhibition and convention centre, Stratford railway and international station, and
London city airport.
We can help you reach your target audience across Newham, East London and
commuters who pass through the area daily.
With Newham Mag you can reach up to:
> 265,782 Newham residents and over 97,000 households
> Over 6,000 businesses
> 23,000 students at the University of East London, 637 students at
Birkbeck College, 20,000 students at Newham College and young people
at 94 schools in the borough
> 12,500 Newham Council employees and 686 Newham Homes employees
> 66.8 million commuters who use our train stations (including 27.23
million who use Stratford railway and international station)
> 2.8 million international travelers who fly through London city airport
> Annual visitors of:
– 21.1 million to Stratford shopping centre
– 1.2 million to Excel international exhibition and convention centre
– 1.4 million to Newham leisure centres
– 1.9 million to Newham libraries
> Over 35,000 West Ham United football fans
> Key London 2012 Olympics stakeholders

• 76% of people who receive the Newham Mag read it
• 88% of readers say it is the best source of local information

specifications and rates
Advert artwork sizes and rates
Display Adverts (VAT not included)

Local page Adverts (VAT not included)

Full page advert: 297mm (H) x 230mm (W)
£2,150

We also offer a local services page with advertising at a
discounted rate for smaller ads.
Small ads are made up of panels (one twelfth of a
page) at £105 each.

Back page:
£2,500
Inside cover: £2,300
Half page advert: 147mm (H) x 230mm (W)
£1,200
Quarter page advert: 147mm (H) x 113.5 (W)
£650

Inserts

To go alongside Newham Mag at £37.50 + VAT
per 1000

1 panel:
41.5mm (H) x 106mm (W)
£105
2 panels:
86.75mm (H) x 106mm (W)
£210
3 panels:
132mm (H) x 106mm (W)
£315
6 panels:
132mm (H) x 220mm (W)
£630

To give your advertising an extra edge, try our range of additional services including in-house design,
bespoke advertorials and professional photography. Rates are available on request

Please supply all artwork as a high resolution PDF (minimum 300 dpi) by email to julie.madell@newham.gov.uk
For queries concerning technical specification only, please email adam.renvoize@newham.gov.uk

advertisement booking form
Please return this form, signed and dated, as soon as possible.
Fax to:
020 8430 1549
or Post to:
Julie Madell, London Borough of Newham, Newham Dockside, 1000 Dockside Road, London E16 2QU

Advertiser Details:
Contact Name:				Organisation/Company:

Address:

						Postcode:
Phone:				 		Fax:
Email: 				

		

Web:

Rate (Exclusive of V.A.T):

Advertisement details:
Position in Magazine
Early right hand
Inside back cover
Inside front cover
							
Size
							
Full page
1⁄2 page horizontal
1⁄4 page			
Issue			

Duration		

Cost

Outside back cover

Panels		

Inserts

advertisement booking form (cont)
Please circle one:
1 Please find enclosed a cheque/postal order for £		

(payable to London Borough of Newham)

or
2 Please issue an invoice to the name and address on the first page of the booking form

Signed:					Date: 				
If you’re an internal advertiser, write the cost code to be debited here

Terms and conditions
1 This agreement commences on the date of signature and any client wishing to cancel should inform Newham Mag within 15 days
of advertising deadline date. Failure to do so will result in Newham Mag charging for the full cost of the advert.
2 It is the advertiser’s responsibility to check that the artwork to be inserted is correct.
3 The placing of an order or contract will be deemed on acceptance of these conditions.
4 Although every effort will be made to meet the needs of advertisers, Newham Mag, reserves the right to cancel or refuse to accept
an order without giving explanation and should not be held liable for any loss or damage caused by an error or inaccuracy in the
printing or non appearance of any advertisement.

Advertising Deadlines
Issue No				Ad deadline				Date published
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Contact details:
Julie Madell
Ph: 020 3373 7510 / Mob: 07890 529 090 / Email: julie.madell@newham.gov.uk
London Borough of Newham, Newham Dockside, 1000 Dockside Road, London E16 2QN

terms and conditions
Advertisement Conditions
Conditions of Acceptance of All Advertisements or Other Inserted Material
1. The term Advertiser, as used in these conditions, means
the party who directly, or through an agent, books the
space in the Newham Magazine and is responsible for
payment.
2. The Term Publisher, as used in these conditions, means
the London Borough of Newham of the Newham Mag.
3. The term Newham Mag, as used in these
conditions, means the journal, newspaper or the
periodical for which the order was placed.
4. The term Advertisement includes loose or other insert
material where appropriate and these conditions apply to
all advertisements appearing in or distributed with the
publication and any supplementary or ancillary
publication produced by the London Borough of
Newham.
5. Acceptance of advertisements by the London Borough
of Newham, does not imply approval or endorsement of
goods or services offered.
6. All advertisements must comply with the British Code of
Advertising Practice and it is the advertiser’s
responsibility to ensure compliance. The London
Borough of Newham reserves the right to refuse,
amend, withdraw or otherwise deal with all
advertisements submitted to it at its absolute discretion
and without explanation.
7. The London Borough of Newham does not accept
responsibility for damage to, or loss of any submitted
materials including but not limited to – Artwork, Disks,
Digitally Transferred Files, Photographs or Films. The
London Borough of Newham and its agent reserves the
right to destroy all art work which has been in its custody
for six months from the date of its last appearance
without prior notification to the ADVERTISER.
8. Cancellation of advertisements: four weeks notice prior

to copy date is required to cancel or suspend a mono
advertisement. Colour advertisements are non
cancellable.
9. Where the ADVERTISER has undertaken to supply
inserts which the London Borough of Newham has
agreed to include, the London Borough of Newham,
reserves the right to charge the rate agreed if they fail
to arrive at the agreed time and place for insertion.
Regardless of whether the London Borough of Newham
does refuse to accept inserts, the cost incurred in
producing the inserts shall be borne by the ADVERTISER
in each and every case.
10. Copy must be supplied without application from the
London Borough of Newham. In the event of the
copy instructions not being received by the copy date,
the agreed charge remains payable and in the case of
repeat copy the London Borough of Newham reserves
the right to repeat the last most appropriate issued copy.
11. Whilst the London Borough of Newham cannot
guarantee publication dates, every effort will be made to
adhere to the dates given.
12. Additional charges will be made to the ADVERTISER or
its agent where the printers are involved in extra
production work owing to acts or defaults of the
ADVERTISER or its agent.
13. Accounts are strictly net payable within 30 days of
publication. All direct advertisers must pre-pay by copy
date.
14. Complaints regarding reproduction of advertisements
must be received in writing within one calendar month
of the cover date.
15. Agency commission will only be given to agencies
recognised by the PPA.

Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Appendix E2 Draft Statement of Community
Consultation (SoCC) sent to the host Boroughs for
comment 27 February 2015
E2.1

Introduction
This appendix comprises the draft SoCC to the host Boroughs by email on 27
February 2015 and copies of relevant email exchanges with the host
Boroughs with regard to this document.
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rivercrossings
Attachments:

silvertown summer 15 letter distribution.pdf; Silvertown stakeholder list.xls; DRAFT
SoCC v0.5.doc

Importance:

High

From: Miles Andrew (ST)
Sent: 27 February 2015 12:09
To: 'Tim Jackson'; Kim Smith; Sam Margolis; 'Richard Finch'; 'margaret.cooper
Morris; 'deirdra.armsby
'murray.woodburn
'emily.brewer
Subject: IMPORTANT - Draft 'Statement of Community Consutlation' for comment
Importance: High

Jonathan

Dear all
Further to our previous emails/discussions, I have attached a draft Statement of Community
Consultation (SoCC), setting out our intended approach to formal ‘pre-application’ consultation on
the Silvertown Tunnel, due to start this summer.
This email marks the start of the required 28 day consultation on the SoCC with you all. Please
review the document and return any comments to me by 30 March 2015.
I’ve also attached a separate version of a map indicating our letter drop area, so it is clear and a
list of those stakeholders we will write to at the start of the consultation, to invite them to take part.
Section 5.3 of the SoCC lists a series of venues we propose using for ‘roadshow’ events to
support the consultation. The dates/times shown against each venue are indicative only – we
have not yet booked any venue but will do so once we have received your comments on the
SoCC. Our intention is to hold two events at each venue: a mid-week event, to start at 1pm and
finish at 7pm (or as close as possible to this if a particular venue closes to the public before 7pm)
and a Saturday event, starting at 11am and finishing at 4pm (or as close to these timings as
possible).
Section 5.3 also includes a table indicating locations in each of the three host Boroughs where we
will make our consultation leaflet available. I would be able to arrange for supplies of our leaflet to
be displayed in as many libraries/other public buildings as you think is reasonable. It would be
useful to know your thoughts on what venues the leaflet might be displayed in, either through your
comments on this SoCC or separately.
I hope this is clear but if there are any questions please let me know. The SoCC is also an agenda
item at our meeting on 5 March.
Regards
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: Faith Lawson House, 1st Floor, 15-17 Dacre Street, London, SW1H 0DJ
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Silvertown Tunnel – Statement of Community Consultation
1.

Introduction

Transport for London (TfL) is developing proposals to build a new road tunnel – the
Silvertown Tunnel – to link Silvertown with the Greenwich Peninsula. We propose to
apply to the Secretary of State for a Development Consent Order (DCO) to build and
operate the tunnel.
Part of this process requires us to undertake a public consultation in advance of
submitting our application and this Statement of Community Consultation (SoCC)
explains how we will consult the local community. Amongst other issues, this
document sets out:
•
•
•

When we will hold our consultation,
The information that will be included in it,
Who we will consult and the tools we will use to reach them and gather their
views.

We consulted the Royal Borough of Greenwich, London Borough of Newham and
London Borough of Tower Hamlets about the content of this SoCC and we had
regard to the local authorities' views when preparing it.
2.

The planning process

In June 2012, the Secretary of State directed that the Silvertown Tunnel be treated
as a ‘Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project’ for the purposes of the Planning
Act 2008. This means that the Silvertown Tunnel can only be authorised by means
of a Development Consent Order (DCO) made under the Planning Act 2008.
The DCO application will be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, who will
examine it on behalf of the Secretary of State for Transport. Interested parties can
participate in the examination. Following the examination, the Planning Inspectorate
will make a recommendation to the Secretary of State for Transport who will then
decide whether or not to make the DCO. The DCO application must be determined
in accordance with the National Policy Statement (NPS) for National Networks,
which sets out the Government’s policies for nationally significant road and rail
projects. Further information about the NPS is available online:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-policy-statement-for-nationalnetworks
Further information about the DCO process is available on the Planning Inspectorate
website at http://infrastructure.planningportal.gov.uk
Environmental information
The proposed Silvertown Tunnel is ‘EIA Development’ for the purposes of the
Environmental Impact Assessment Directive. An Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) is being undertaken to ensure the likely significant effects of the scheme are
understood and that appropriate mitigation of those effects is put in place. The

results of the EIA will be set out in an Environmental Statement that will accompany
our DCO application.
The preliminary results of the EIA will be presented in a ‘Preliminary Environmental
Information Report’ (PEIR) during our consultation on the proposed application, and
we will be seeking the local community’s views on the information contained in the
report.
TfL has undertaken several previous consultations on this scheme; the most recent
of which was held from October – December 2014. We have considered all of the
feedback raised during the previous consultations in developing and refining our
proposals.
We have also taken into account the National Networks NPS for road and rail
projects, which was designated by the Government in January 2015 following
Parliamentary approval.
3.

What is the Silvertown Tunnel?

In east London, the river Thames forms a barrier to travel by road. Demand to cross
the river by vehicle in this area is focussed at the Blackwall Tunnel, which was
simply not designed to carry this volume of traffic. The result is that there is regular
congestion in and around the Blackwall area, particularly so during busy peak times.
Journeys through the tunnel can often take up to 20 minutes or more.

An incident at the tunnel makes the every-day congestion much worse and causes
knock-on congestion across a much wider area – including as far out as Stratford

and Eltham. As London continues to grow over the coming years the congestion at
Blackwall will simply get worse if we do not take action to deal with it. Congestion
benefits no-one and contributes to poor air quality, amongst other issues.
TfL has proposed building the Silvertown Tunnel to reduce congestion, make
journeys more reliable and significantly reduce the impact of congestion.

The proposed
Silvertown Tunnel will
be a new twin-bore
tunnel providing a
road link beneath the
Thames from the
A102 on the
Greenwich Peninsula
to the Tidal Basin
roundabout in the
Royal Docks area.
There will be two
traffic lanes in each
direction, in a
separate bore. One
lane in each direction
will be reserved for
buses and freight.
The soonest that the
tunnel could be open
is 2021/2022.

We propose making a number of changes to the road network on each side of the
river, to link the tunnel to the existing road network.
On the south side, we would:
•
•
•
•
•

Widen the A102 Blackwall Tunnel Approach to create a new access route to
the Silvertown Tunnel,
Replace the footbridge over the A012 near the junction with Boord Street,
Build a new flyover to take southbound traffic exiting the Blackwall Tunnel
over the northbound approach to the Silvertown Tunnel,
Create a new tunnel services building over the mouth of the Silvertown
Tunnel, to house vital tunnel infrastructure,
Undertake any work as necessary at junctions elsewhere.

On the north side, we would:
•
•
•
•

Create a new signal-controlled roundabout at the Tidal Basin roundabout,
Temporarily close the existing junction of Dock Road with the Lower Lea
Crossing, and realign Dock Road so that it links with the new Tidal Basin
roundabout,
Create a new tunnel services building over the mouth of the Silvertown
Tunnel, to house vital tunnel infrastructure,
Undertake any work as necessary at junctions elsewhere.

We also propose to introduce user charging at the Silvertown and Blackwall Tunnels
once the new tunnel opens. The charge is necessary to manage demand for the
tunnels and ensure that local roads can accommodate future traffic levels. A charge
at the Blackwall Tunnel is necessary to avoid motorists diverting to it to avoid paying
to use the Silvertown Tunnel. The benefits of the scheme to road users would be
reduced if we did not introduce a consistent charge across both tunnels. The charge
will also provide us with revenue to help pay for the new tunnel to be built and
operated.
We propose to apply for a DCO containing the following powers in particular:
•
•
•
•
•
4.

Development consent for the tunnel, the new approach roads, the
connections to the existing road network and improvements to the public
realm where required,
Powers to carry out related street works,
Powers to introduce user charging at the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels, to
come into effect only when the Silvertown Tunnel has opened. This would
include a power to collect and enforce the charges,
Powers to acquire land or rights over land, and
Other powers necessary to operate and maintain the tunnel.
Benefits and impacts of the Silvertown Tunnel

The scheme would provide a number of benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Congestion in the peak periods at the Blackwall Tunnel would be relieved and
journey times reduced,
Journeys would be more reliable and predictable,
Demand to travel by vehicle would be managed through the effects of the
proposed user charge,
The resilience of the road network would be considerably improved, and
The tunnel would give opportunities to create new cross-river public transport
connections.

The opening of the Silvertown Tunnel would lead to a change in traffic flow in the
local area. This would mean that some roads would experience an increase in traffic
and emissions while others would experience a decrease. Information about these
impacts will be set out in our Preliminary Environmental Information Report, which
will also include information about the measures we would take to mitigate these
impacts.
5.

Consulting the community

We think it vital that the public and other stakeholders are closely involved in the
development of the Silvertown Tunnel scheme. Consultations help us to identify key
issues of concern, enabling us to address these and improve our proposals.

Section 47 of the Planning Act 2008 requires that we consult people living in the
vicinity of the proposed new tunnel. This section sets out how we intend to carry out
the consultation.
5.1.

When will the consultation be held?

Our consultation will run from Monday 10 August until Friday 16 October, providing
10 weeks for the public and other stakeholders to comment.
5.2.

Who will be able to comment on the proposals and how will we publicise
the consultation?

Our consultation will be open to anyone who has a view that they wish us to
consider. We will contact residents, landowners and other stakeholders at the start
of the consultation, to inform them how they can view the proposals and let us know
their views.
At the start of the consultation, we will write directly to residents living across the
area bordered in blue in the map below. At the same time, we will also write to all
those people and organisations that own or have an interest in land that will be
affected by our scheme, as well as a number of additional stakeholder groups,
including local authorities, political representatives, residents associations and
others. We will also contact all those people and stakeholders who replied to our
previous consultation on the Silvertown Tunnel, which ran from October – December
2014, and provided us with valid contact details.

A larger version of this map is available

We will supplement our correspondence to residents, landowners, stakeholders and
others with a number of additional steps to promote the consultation and the
channels for taking part in it. These will ensure that as many people as reasonably
possible are aware of the consultation:
•
•
•
•

5.3.

Through targeted advertising in local press titles, as well as in London-wide
titles. Our advertising will appear throughout the consultation,
By sending a targeted email to members of the public judged most likely to
have an interest in the Silvertown Tunnel at the start of the consultation,
Through a range of digital marketing tools targeted locally or at people most
likely to have an interest in the scheme. These tools will be used throughout
the consultation,
Through a press release at the start of the consultation and by sending
regular tweets throughout the consultation.
How and where can the community view the scheme proposals?

During our consultation the community will be able to view the proposals via:
•

•
•

A website for the scheme at www.tfl.gov.uk/silvertown-tunnel. The website
will summarise our proposals, give access to more detailed documents on the
scheme and include a questionnaire so that the public and other stakeholders
can let us know their thoughts;
A consultation leaflet, which will contain a summary of the scheme proposals.
The leaflet will be available on request from our Customer Services centre on
0343 222 1155; and
A series of roadshow events, held at venues in the boroughs of Greenwich,
Newham and Tower Hamlets. TfL staff involved in the project will be available
at each event to answer questions and we will prepare display boards, printed
with information about the proposals, to help aid discussions. The staff will
also have a supply of consultation leaflets and other relevant information
including the Preliminary Environmental Information Report. The dates, times
and venues for the roadshow events are shown below.

Venue
Idea Store, Chrisp Street
At the Ground Floor Foyer
1 Vesey Path,
E14 6BT

Dates
1pm – 7pm, Tuesday 1 September
11am – 4pm, Saturday 5 September

Canary Wharf Shopping Centre
At the Canada Place crossroads
E14 5AB

10am – 7pm, Tuesday 8 September
11am – 5pm, Saturday 12 September

The Forum
Trafalgar Road
SE10 9EQ

1pm – 7pm, Tuesday 15 September
12pm – 4pm, Saturday 19 September

The Hub
123 Star Lane
E16

1pm – 7pm, Tuesday 22 September
11am – 4pm, Saturday 26 September

Canning Town Library
Barking Road
London
E16 4HQ

10am – 7pm, Tuesday 29 September
11am – 5pm, Saturday 3 October

The O2
At the main entrance
Peninsula Square
SE10 0DX

1pm – 7pm, Tuesday 6 October
12pm – 4pm, Saturday 10 October

Our consultation publicity will include clear reference to our website, leaflet and
roadshows so that people understand how and where they can view our proposals.
We will make our consultation leaflet available throughout the consultation at a
number of libraries and other public buildings, although TfL staff will not be present
at these locations. The locations and opening times of these venues are shown
below.
Venue
TBC
TBC
TBC

Opening times

Finally we will hold copies of the consultation leaflet, this Statement of Community
Consultation, the Preliminary Environmental Information Report and other important
background technical reports at the following deposit point locations. The
documents will be available for the public to inspect and copies of the consultation
leaflet will be available to take away, during normal working hours.
Location
Windsor House
42 - 50 Victoria Street
London
SW1H 0TL
Pier Walk
14 Pier Walk
London
SE10 0ES

Palestra
197 Blackfriars Road
Southwark
London
SE1 8NJ

5.4.

What information will be available during the consultation?

Our consultation leaflet and website will cover a range of issues about the scheme,
as set out below. Both the consultation leaflet and website will detail those issues on
which we are seeking feedback. In each case, we will outline how feedback to our
previous consultations has helped to shape our thinking.
•

•

•
•
•

•

The specific issues facing east London that we believe can be best resolved
by building the Silvertown Tunnel. During previous consultations the public
and other stakeholders have suggested a range of alternative schemes that
they feel we should pursue. We will explain why we have concluded that the
tunnel scheme was the right approach, having considered these suggestions
in full;
A description of the scheme, including the outline design of new junctions to
link the tunnel to the existing road network as well as our current
understanding of the impacts from constructing the tunnel and how we will
mitigate and manage these;
An outline of the improvements to the public transport network that
construction of the new tunnel might make possible, as well as improvements
to the local walking and cycling network;
Our proposals for charging for use of the new tunnel as well as for use of the
Blackwall Tunnel, including our approach to any exemptions and discounts;
A description of the benefits and impacts the scheme might bring about. This
will include a Preliminary Environmental Information Report, which will contain
information about the likely environmental impacts of the scheme and how we
propose to mitigate these; and
The further steps we will take to ensure the scheme is a success. This will
include our proposals for changes to highway junctions elsewhere on the road
network in east London that are necessary as part of the scheme.

As with our previous consultations, we will also publish background technical reports,
engineering drawings and other documents that we have produced in the course of
developing the scheme. In light of feedback to our previous consultations, however,
we will also publish a reading guide to this background information. The guide will
explain in plain English the purpose of each document, the methodology we followed
in producing it and summarise its main findings.
5.5.

How can the community provide their comments?

Our website will include a questionnaire setting out questions we would like
respondents to consider. Our consultation leaflet will direct respondents to our

website to record their views, although we will also make a paper copy of our
questionnaire available on request.
Respondents will also be free to write to us with their thoughts about the project,
rather than complete our questionnaire. Our post and email contact details will be:
Post – FREEPOST TFL CONSULTATIONS
Email – rivercrossings@tfl.gov.uk
Our consultation leaflet and website will include these details, along with the times
and dates of our roadshow venues.
6.

How we will respond to the consultation

Once the consultation has closed we will begin to collate and analyse the responses.
We will carefully consider all of the issues raised and will take account of this
feedback when finalising the proposed application. We will publish a Consultation
Report, listing the issues raised in the consultation and our response to them.
7.

Further Information

If you want to know more about the Silvertown Tunnel project you can:
Visit our website www.tfl.gov.uk/silvertown-tunnel
Email us at rivercrossings@tfl.gov.uk
Call us on 0343 222 1155
Write to us via our freepost address ‘FREEPOST TFL CONSULTATIONS’

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Abdul.Shahim
Miles Andrew (ST)
murray.woodburn
RE: IMPORTANT - Draft "Statement of Community Consutlation" for comment
01 April 2015 13:37:23

Hi Andrew,
I work in the communications team at Newham Council. A few comments below:
Roadshow venues
Is there a particular reason why it is being suggested that two roadshows take place in Canning
Town? Canning Town library and the Hub are quite close geographically and one venue with
two dates/times may be sufficient to capture feedback from local residents. Having said that, in
theory it does no harm to provide that extra opportunity to residents to be able to make
comments if resources permit.
As well as Canning Town, I would suggest another location more closer to the actual tunnel
itself in Royal Victoria. There are two options available for this, The Siemens Crystal and
Britannia Village Hall (65 Evelyn Road, E16 1TU). I imagine that those living in the immediate
surrounding area of the entrance of the tunnel will want to have a say about the proposals.
Britannia Village is a very active community and have engaged positively in the past with
consultation exercises.
Consultation leaflet
I would suggest having the leaflets available at the following locations:
-          Canning Town Library
-          The Hub
-          The Siemens Crystal, 1 Siemens Brothers Way, Royal Victoria Dock, London E16 1GB
-          Britannia Village Hall, 65 Evelyn Road, E16 1TU
-          Emirates Air Line
-          Newham Dockside, 1000 Dockside Road, London E16 2QU
-          East Ham Library and Customer Service Centre, 328 Barking Road, East Ham, London
E6 2RT
-          Beckton Globe library, 1 Kingsford Way, London E6 5JQ
-          Beckton Community Centre, 14 East Ham Manor Way,E6 5NG
-          Custom House Library, Prince Regent Lane, Custom House, E16 3JJ
-          North Woolwich Library, 5 Pier Road, E16 2LJ
-          Cundy Community Centre, Hartington Road, Custom House, E16 3NP
-          Drew Community Centre, 14a Camel Road, Silvertown, E16 2DG
-          Hathaway Community Centre, Hathaway Crescent, Manor Park, E12 6LR
-          Grassroots Community Centre, Grassroots CRC, Memorial Avenue, Memorial Park,
E15 3DB
-          Flanders Community Centre, 116 Napier Road, East Ham, E6 2SG
-          Jack Cornwell Centre, Jack Cornwell Street, Manor Park, E12 5NN
-          Jeyes Community Centre, 1 James Close, Plaistow, E13 9BB
-          Katherine Road Community Centre, 254 Katherine Road, Forest Gate, E7 8PN
-          Manor Park Community Centre, 524 High Street North, Manor Park, E12 6QN
-          Trinity Community Centre, Bothwell Close, Canning Town, E16 1QS
-          Upton Community Centre, The Upton Centre, Claude Road, Upton Park, E13 0QB
-          Queens Road West Community Centre, 63 Queens Road West,Plaistow, London , E13

0PE
-          Woodman community Centre, Woodman Street,North Woolwich, E16 2NF
-          Queens Terrace Community Centre, Queens Terrace (off Queens Road), Plaistow,E13
9AL
Many thanks
Shahim

Abdul Shahim, Marketing and Information Officer, Communications Team
Resources and Commercial Development
London Borough of Newham
Newham Dockside, 1000 Dockside Road, London E16 2QU
www.newham.gov.uk I

@newhamlondon

From: Emily Brewer
Sent: 11 March 2015 11:55
To: Abdul Shahim
Subject: FW: IMPORTANT - Draft 'Statement of Community Consutlation' for comment
Importance: High

Hi Shahim
We discussed this last week – can we pick up on it when you’re back in the office tomorrow
please?
Thanks
Emily

From: Miles Andrew (ST) [
Sent: 27 February 2015 12:09
To: 'Tim Jackson'; Kim Smith; Sam Margolis; 'Richard Finch';
'margaret.cooper
Jonathan Morris; Deirdra Armsby; Murray Woodburn;
Emily Brewer
Subject: IMPORTANT - Draft 'Statement of Community Consutlation' for comment
Importance: High

Dear all
Further to our previous emails/discussions, I have attached a draft Statement of
Community Consultation (SoCC), setting out our intended approach to formal
‘pre-application’ consultation on the Silvertown Tunnel, due to start this summer.
This email marks the start of the required 28 day consultation on the SoCC with
you all. Please review the document and return any comments to me by 30
March 2015.
I’ve also attached a separate version of a map indicating our letter drop area, so it
is clear and a list of those stakeholders we will write to at the start of the
consultation, to invite them to take part.

Section 5.3 of the SoCC lists a series of venues we propose using for ‘roadshow’
events to support the consultation. The dates/times shown against each venue
are indicative only – we have not yet booked any venue but will do so once we
have received your comments on the SoCC. Our intention is to hold two events
at each venue: a mid-week event, to start at 1pm and finish at 7pm (or as close
as possible to this if a particular venue closes to the public before 7pm) and a
Saturday event, starting at 11am and finishing at 4pm (or as close to these
timings as possible).
Section 5.3 also includes a table indicating locations in each of the three host
Boroughs where we will make our consultation leaflet available. I would be able
to arrange for supplies of our leaflet to be displayed in as many libraries/other
public buildings as you think is reasonable. It would be useful to know your
thoughts on what venues the leaflet might be displayed in, either through your
comments on this SoCC or separately.
I hope this is clear but if there are any questions please let me know. The SoCC
is also an agenda item at our meeting on 5 March.
Regards
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: Faith Lawson House, 1st Floor, 15-17 Dacre Street, London, SW1H 0DJ

***********************************************************************************
The contents of this e-mail and any attached files are confidential. If you have received this email in error, please notify
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Transport for London is a statutory corporation whose principal office is at Windsor House, 42-50 Victoria Street,
London, SW1H 0TL. Further information about Transport for London’s subsidiary companies can be found on the
following link: http://www.tfl.gov.uk/corporate/about-tfl/

Although TfL have scanned this email (including attachments) for viruses, recipients are advised to carry out their own
virus check before opening any attachments, as TfL accepts no liability for any loss, or damage which may be caused
by viruses.
***********************************************************************************
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destroy it.
You should take no action based on it or copy or show it to anyone and telephone the Council immediately with any issues on 020
8430 2000 or any other number provided in the communication. Please note that electronic communication is not considered a
secure medium for sending information and therefore maybe at risk.
We advise that you understand and accept this lack of security when using this form of communication with us. Although we have
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kim Smith
Miles Andrew (ST)
Tim Jackson
RE: IMPORTANT - Draft "Statement of Community Consutlation" for comment
31 March 2015 12:52:46

Andrew,
This is an office level response only, and having spoken with colleagues in our Comms
section they are generally happy with the content and clarity of the draft. . A few points:
·
·

·

As it is a statement about the scheme’s consultation finding detail of the
consultation itself in Section 5 seems to have it somewhat buried. I know you are
spending time scene setting, but maybe this needs to have more prominence?
The Forum I think is fine as a venue, Peninsula Square, as the O2’s is a nondriving venue of primarily one-off visitors, seems somewhat anomalous. I think
somewhere like Charlton Retail Park would maybe give a better local
representation?
We’d like to see the consultation publicised, as usual, in RBG buildings and
libraries within the catchment area and advertised in Greenwich Time

Many thanks
Kim
Kim Smith
Royal Borough of Greenwich
Transportation Planning and Strategy Manager

From: Miles Andrew (ST)
Sent: 27 February 2015 12:09
To: Tim Jackson; Kim Smith; Sam Margolis; 'Richard Finch'; 'margaret.cooper
Jonathan Morris; 'deirdra.armsby
'murray.woodburn
'emily.brewer
Subject: IMPORTANT - Draft 'Statement of Community Consutlation' for comment
Importance: High

Dear all
Further to our previous emails/discussions, I have attached a draft Statement of
Community Consultation (SoCC), setting out our intended approach to formal
‘pre-application’ consultation on the Silvertown Tunnel, due to start this summer.
This email marks the start of the required 28 day consultation on the SoCC with
you all. Please review the document and return any comments to me by 30
March 2015.
I’ve also attached a separate version of a map indicating our letter drop area, so it
is clear and a list of those stakeholders we will write to at the start of the
consultation, to invite them to take part.

Section 5.3 of the SoCC lists a series of venues we propose using for ‘roadshow’
events to support the consultation. The dates/times shown against each venue
are indicative only – we have not yet booked any venue but will do so once we
have received your comments on the SoCC. Our intention is to hold two events
at each venue: a mid-week event, to start at 1pm and finish at 7pm (or as close
as possible to this if a particular venue closes to the public before 7pm) and a
Saturday event, starting at 11am and finishing at 4pm (or as close to these
timings as possible).
Section 5.3 also includes a table indicating locations in each of the three host
Boroughs where we will make our consultation leaflet available. I would be able
to arrange for supplies of our leaflet to be displayed in as many libraries/other
public buildings as you think is reasonable. It would be useful to know your
thoughts on what venues the leaflet might be displayed in, either through your
comments on this SoCC or separately.
I hope this is clear but if there are any questions please let me know. The SoCC
is also an agenda item at our meeting on 5 March.
Regards
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: Faith Lawson House, 1st Floor, 15-17 Dacre Street, London, SW1H 0DJ

***********************************************************************************
The contents of this e-mail and any attached files are confidential. If you have received this email in error, please notify
us immediately at postmaster@tfl.gov.uk and remove it from your system. If received in error, please do not use,
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viruses.
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Royal Borough of Greenwich - LGC Council Of The Year 2013

Click here to report this email as SPAM.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jonathan Morris
Miles Andrew (ST)
RE: IMPORTANT - Draft "Statement of Community Consutlation" for comment
01 April 2015 11:00:17

Andrew,
My apologies -I should’ve responded already.
Tower Hamlets have no comments to make regarding the draft SoCC.
Regards
Jonathan
Jonathan Morris
Infrastructure Planning Officer
Infrastructure Planning Team | LB Tower Hamlets | Mulberry Place | 5 Clove
Crescent| E14 1BY

For CIL enquiries or submission of CIL forms, please email: cil@towerhamlets.gov.uk

From: Miles Andrew (ST)
Sent: 01 April 2015 10:58
To: Richard Finch; Margaret Cooper; Jonathan Morris; 'deirdra.armsby
'murray.
'emily.brewer
Subject: RE: IMPORTANT - Draft 'Statement of Community Consutlation' for comment

Dear all
I received comments from colleagues in Greenwich on the draft SoCC yesterday –
did you have any comments to make? If you had no comments I’d be really
grateful for a ‘nil return’ email.
Many thanks
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: Faith Lawson House, 1st Floor, 15-17 Dacre Street, London, SW1H 0DJ

From: Miles Andrew (ST)
Sent: 27 February 2015 12:09
To: Tim Jackson; Kim Smith; Sam Margolis; 'Richard Finch'; 'margaret.cooper
Jonathan Morris; 'deirdra.armsby
'murray.woodburn
'emily.brewer
Subject: IMPORTANT - Draft 'Statement of Community Consutlation' for comment
Importance: High

Dear all
Further to our previous emails/discussions, I have attached a draft Statement of
Community Consultation (SoCC), setting out our intended approach to formal
‘pre-application’ consultation on the Silvertown Tunnel, due to start this summer.
This email marks the start of the required 28 day consultation on the SoCC with
you all. Please review the document and return any comments to me by 30
March 2015.
I’ve also attached a separate version of a map indicating our letter drop area, so it
is clear and a list of those stakeholders we will write to at the start of the
consultation, to invite them to take part.
Section 5.3 of the SoCC lists a series of venues we propose using for ‘roadshow’
events to support the consultation. The dates/times shown against each venue
are indicative only – we have not yet booked any venue but will do so once we
have received your comments on the SoCC. Our intention is to hold two events
at each venue: a mid-week event, to start at 1pm and finish at 7pm (or as close
as possible to this if a particular venue closes to the public before 7pm) and a
Saturday event, starting at 11am and finishing at 4pm (or as close to these
timings as possible).
Section 5.3 also includes a table indicating locations in each of the three host
Boroughs where we will make our consultation leaflet available. I would be able
to arrange for supplies of our leaflet to be displayed in as many libraries/other
public buildings as you think is reasonable. It would be useful to know your
thoughts on what venues the leaflet might be displayed in, either through your
comments on this SoCC or separately.
I hope this is clear but if there are any questions please let me know. The SoCC
is also an agenda item at our meeting on 5 March.
Regards
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: Faith Lawson House, 1st Floor, 15-17 Dacre Street, London, SW1H 0DJ
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Appendix E3 Draft Statement of Community
Consultation (SoCC) sent to the host Boroughs for
comment 17 July 2015
E3.1

Introduction
This appendix comprises the draft SoCC to the host Boroughs by email on 17
July 2015 and copies of relevant email exchanges with the host Boroughs with
regard to this document.
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Allder Chris
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Miles Andrew (ST)
17 July 2015 11:38
'Kim Smith'; Tim Jackson; 'murray.woodburn
'deirdra.armsby
'jack.ettinger
'margaret.cooper
Allder Chris; Saldanha Jason; Chester Neil
For comment - TfL's Statement of Community Consultation
SoCC final.pdf

Importance:

High

Dear all
I am writing to seek your comments on a revised Statement of Community Consultation (SoCC)
for the Silvertown Tunnel scheme.
Please review the attached draft SoCC and let me have your comments by Monday 17 August.
The key differences between this and the previous SoCC are:




The consultation dates have been changed. The consultation will now run from Monday 28
September until Monday 20 November.
The order has been revised, so that the more immediate focus of the document is on our
consultation methodology,
We include confirmed dates, times and venues for roadshows to support the
consultation. We have been mindful of your comments on the previous SoCC in
determining the roadshow locations.

The document makes clear that we will make our consultation leaflet available in a number of
libraries, community centres and Children’s centres in the boroughs of Newham and Greenwich,
as requested by comms contacts we established in the respective boroughs. We made contact
with comms contacts in Tower Hamlets but haven’t yet received their advice on where our leaflet
should be placed. We will follow our conversation up but would be grateful for Tower Hamlets’
comments on this issue in response to the SoCC.
The SoCC also confirms a number of ‘deposit points’ for the SoCC itself, Preliminary
Environmental Information Report and consultation leaflet. We’ve suggested that these deposit
points could be our offices on Blackfriars Road and also the main offices of each Borough. We’d
be very grateful for your comments on this.
We look forward to your comments,
Regards
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: 3rd floor, 230 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8NW
1

Statement of Community
Consultation

1.

Introduction

Transport for London (TfL) is developing proposals to build a new twin bore road
tunnel – the Silvertown Tunnel – to link Silvertown with the Greenwich Peninsula.
We also propose to introduce user charging at the Silvertown and Blackwall Tunnels,
once the new tunnel opens. A description of the scheme is provided in section 5 and
a summary of its benefits in section 6 below. We propose to apply to the Secretary of
State for a Development Consent Order (DCO) to build and operate the tunnel
scheme.
This Statement of Community Consultation (SoCC) is prepared in accordance with
section 47 of the Planning Act 2008 and explains how we will consult the local
community on the proposed DCO application. Amongst other matters, this
document sets out:
•
•
•

When we will hold our consultation,
The information that will be included in it,
Who we will consult and the tools we will use to reach them and gather their
views.

We consulted the Royal Borough of Greenwich, London Borough of Newham and
London Borough of Tower Hamlets about the content of this SoCC and we had
regard to these local authorities' views when preparing it.
2.

The planning process

In June 2012, the Secretary of State directed that the Silvertown Tunnel be treated
as a ‘Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project’ for the purposes of section 35 of
the Planning Act 2008. This means that the Silvertown Tunnel can only be
authorised by the granting of a DCO made by the Secretary of State under the
Planning Act 2008.
The DCO application for the Silvertown Tunnel will be submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate who will accept the application only if it complies with the relevant
statutory formalities and standards.
If the application is accepted, TfL will carry out further publicity in relation to the
scheme, and interested parties will be able to register their interest in the application
which will enable them to participate in the Examination of the application and be
kept informed of opportunities to present their views.
The Planning Inspectorate will examine the application on behalf of the Secretary of
State. Interested parties will be able to submit written comments on the proposed
tunnel development and participate in the public hearings held as part of the
Examination which must be completed within six months.
Following the Examination, the Planning Inspectorate will make a recommendation
to the Secretary of State for Transport who will then decide whether or not to make
the DCO.

The DCO application must be determined in accordance with the National Policy
Statement for National Networks (NPS/NN), which sets out the Government’s
policies for nationally significant road and rail projects. Further information about the
NPS/NN is available online: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/nationalpolicy-statement-for-national-networks
Further information about the DCO process is available on the Planning Inspectorate
website at http://infrastructure.planningportal.gov.uk
Environmental information
The proposed Silvertown Tunnel is classified as ‘EIA Development’ for the purposes
of the EU Environmental Impact Assessment Directive. An Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) is therefore being undertaken to ensure the likely significant
effects of the scheme are understood and that appropriate mitigation of those effects
where necessary is put in place. The results of the EIA will be set out in an
Environmental Statement that will accompany the DCO application.
The preliminary results of the EIA will be presented in a ‘Preliminary Environmental
Information Report’ (PEIR) during our consultation on the proposed application, and
we will be seeking the local community’s views on the information contained in the
report.
3.

Consulting the community

We think it vital that the public and other stakeholders are closely involved in the
development of the Silvertown Tunnel scheme. Consultations help us to identify key
issues of concern, enabling us to address these and improve our proposals.
TfL has undertaken several previous non-statutory consultations on this scheme; the
most recent of which was held from October – December 2014. We have
considered all of the feedback received during the previous consultations in
developing and refining our proposals.
Section 47 of the Planning Act 2008 requires that we now consult people living in the
vicinity of the proposed new tunnel. This section sets out how we intend to carry out
that community consultation.
3.1.

When will the consultation be held?

Our consultation will run from Monday 28 September until midnight Monday 20
November, providing eight weeks for the public and other stakeholders to comment.
3.2.

Who will be able to comment on the tunnel proposals and how will we
publicise the consultation?

Our consultation will be open to anyone who has a view that they wish us to
consider.

At the start of the consultation, we will write directly to residents living across the
area bordered in blue in the map below. We will also write separately to all those
people and organisations that own or have an interest in land that will be affected by
our scheme, and to a number of additional stakeholder groups, including local
authorities, political representatives, residents’ associations and others. We will also
contact all those people and stakeholders who replied to our previous consultation
on the Silvertown Tunnel, which ran from October – December 2014, and provided
us with valid contact details.

In addition to writing to residents, landowners, stakeholders and others, we will also
undertake the following steps to promote the consultation more widely and ensure
that as many people as reasonably practicable are aware of it:
•
•
•
•

3.3.

Using targeted advertising in local news media, as well as in London-wide
news media. A number of adverts will appear throughout the consultation;
Sending a targeted email at the start of the consultation to members of the
public considered likely to have a particular interest in the Silvertown Tunnel;
Using a range of digital marketing tools targeted locally or at people
considered likely to have a particular interest in the scheme. These tools will
be used throughout the consultation; and
By issuing a press release at the start of the consultation and sending regular
tweets throughout the consultation period.
How and where can the community view the scheme proposals?

During the consultation period the community will be able to view the proposals via:

•

•
•

a website for the scheme at www.tfl.gov.uk/silvertown-tunnel. The website
will summarise our proposals, give access to more detailed documents on the
scheme and include a questionnaire so that the public and other stakeholders
can let us know their thoughts,
a consultation leaflet, which will contain a summary of the scheme proposals.
The leaflet will be available on request from our Customer Services centre on
0343 222 1155 and at a number of venues throughout the consultation; and
a series of roadshow events, held at venues in the boroughs of Greenwich,
Newham and Tower Hamlets. TfL staff involved in the project will be available
at each event to answer questions about the tunnel scheme and we will
prepare display boards, printed with information regarding the proposals, to
help aid discussions. The staff will also have a supply of consultation leaflets
and other relevant information available including the Preliminary
Environmental Information Report. The dates, times and venues for the
roadshow events are shown below.

Venue
Idea Store, Chrisp Street
At the Ground Floor Foyer
1 Vesey Path,
London
E14 6BT

Dates
12pm – 7pm, Tuesday 29 September
10am – 4pm, Saturday 7 November

Canary Wharf Shopping Centre
At the Canada Place crossroads
London
E14 5AB
The Forum
Trafalgar Road
London
SE10 9EQ

10am – 7pm, Tuesday 20 October
11am – 5pm, Saturday 14 November

Britannia Village Hall
65 Evelyn Road
London
E16 1TU

12pm – 5pm, Saturday 17 October
12pm – 7pm, Tuesday 27 October

Canning Town Library
Barking Road
London
E16 4HQ

1pm – 7pm, Tuesday 8 October
10am – 4pm, Saturday 24 October

Mycenae House
90 Mycenae Road
London
SE3 7SE

12pm – 7pm, Tuesday 6 October
12pm – 5pm, Saturday 31 October

10am – 4pm, Saturday 10 October
12pm – 7pm, Tuesday 10 November

Our consultation publicity will include clear reference to our website, leaflet and
roadshows so that people understand how and where they can view the tunnel
proposals and comment upon them.
We will make our consultation leaflet available throughout the consultation at a
number of libraries and other public buildings, although TfL staff will not be present
at these locations. The locations and opening times of these venues are shown
below.
Venue

Opening Hours

Libraries in the London Borough
of Newham

See
www.newham.gov.uk/Pages/Services/Libraries-inNewham-information.aspx for opening times and
locations

Community Centres in the
London Borough of Newham

See
www.newham.gov.uk/Pages/Services/Communitycentres.aspx for opening times and locations

Libraries in the Royal Borough
of Greenwich

See www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/libraries for
opening times and locations

Children’s Centres in the Royal
Borough of Greenwich

See www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/childrenscentres
for opening times and locations

Finally, we will hold copies of the consultation leaflet, this Statement of Community
Consultation and the Preliminary Environmental Information Report at the deposit
point locations indicated below.
Location
Transport for London
230 Blackfriars Road
Southwark
London
SE1 8NJ

Opening times
10am – 4pm

Royal Borough of
Greenwich
The Woolwich Centre
Wellington Street
Woolwich
SE18 6HQ

10am – 4pm

London Borough of
Newham
Newham Dockside
1000 Dockside Road
London
E16 2QU
London Borough of
Tower Hamlets
Town Hall,
Mulberry Place,
5 Clove Crescent,
London
E14 2BG

10am – 4pm

10am – 4pm

Other important background technical reports will be made available to inspect by
appointment. To make an appointment, please email rivercrossings@tfl.gov.uk
3.4.

What information will be available during the consultation?

Both the consultation leaflet and website will detail those matters about which we are
seeking feedback. In relation to each topic we will outline how responses to our
previous consultations have helped to shape our thinking. Our consultation leaflet
and website will cover a range of matters concerning the tunnel scheme, as set out
in the bullet points below:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

The specific traffic and other related issues facing east London that we
believe can be best resolved by building the Silvertown Tunnel. During
previous consultations the public and other stakeholders have suggested a
range of alternative schemes that they feel we should pursue. We will explain
why we have concluded that the tunnel scheme is the right solution to the
issues identified, having considered these suggestions in full.
A description of the scheme, including the outline design of new junctions to
link the tunnel to the existing road network.
An outline of the improvements to the public transport network that
construction of the new tunnel could enable, as well as improvements to the
local walking and cycling network.
Our proposals for charging for use of the new tunnel as well as for use of the
Blackwall Tunnel, including our approach to exemptions and discounts;
A description of the benefits of the scheme
The likely impacts of the scheme. This will include a Preliminary
Environmental Information Report, which will contain preliminary information
about the likely environmental impacts of the construction and operation of the
tunnel scheme and how we propose to mitigate and manage these.
The further steps we will take to ensure the scheme is a success. These will
include our proposals for changes to highway junctions elsewhere on the road
network in east London that are necessary as part of the scheme.

As with our previous consultations, we will also publish background technical reports,
engineering drawings and other documents that we have produced in the course of

developing the scheme. In light of the responses to our previous consultations,
however, we will also publish a reading guide to this background information. The
guide will explain in plain English the purpose of each document, the methodology
we followed in producing it and summarise its main findings.
3.5.

How can the community provide their comments?

Our website will include a questionnaire setting out questions we would like
respondents to consider. Our consultation leaflet will direct respondents to our
website to record their views on-line, although we will also make a paper copy of our
questionnaire available on request.
Respondents will also be free to write to us with their thoughts about the project,
rather than complete our questionnaire. Our post and email contact details will be:
Post – FREEPOST TFL CONSULTATIONS
Email – rivercrossings@tfl.gov.uk
Our consultation leaflet and website will include these details, along with the times
and dates of our roadshow venues.
4.

How we will respond to the consultation

Once the consultation has closed we will collate and analyse the responses
received. We will carefully consider all of the issues raised and will take account of
this feedback when finalising the proposed application. As part of the DCO
application we will publish a Consultation Report, listing the issues raised in the
consultation and our response to them.
In accordance with the guidance in paragraphs 73 to 76 of the Department for
Communities and Local Government’s ‘Planning Act 2008: Guidance on the preapplication process’ March 2015, if, in response to the consultation feedback, the
proposals change to the extent that it is considered necessary to undertake further
consultation or geographically targeted consultation on the tunnel scheme, this will
be undertaken, and publicised via methods judged to be most appropriate by TfL.
Otherwise we will continue to update the public and other stakeholders on our
proposals at appropriate milestones throughout the project and keep them informed
of changes. We will also keep our project website up to date with the latest
information.
5.

What is the Silvertown Tunnel?

In east London, the river Thames forms a barrier to travel by road. Demand to cross
the river by vehicle in this area is focussed at the Blackwall Tunnel, which was
simply not designed to carry current volumes of traffic. The result is that there is
regular congestion in and around the Blackwall Tunnel on both sides of the river
particularly during busy peak hours. Journeys through the tunnel can often take up
to 20 minutes or more.

An incident at the tunnel makes the everyday congestion much worse and causes
knock-on congestion across a much wider area – including as far out as Stratford
and Eltham. As London continues to grow over the coming years the congestion at
Blackwall will simply get worse if we do not take action to deal with it. Congestion
benefits no-one and contributes to poor air quality, amongst other issues.
TfL has proposed building the Silvertown Tunnel to reduce congestion, make
journeys more reliable and significantly reduce the impact of traffic disruption.

The proposed
Silvertown Tunnel will
be a new twin-bore
tunnel providing a
road link beneath the
Thames from the
A102 on the
Greenwich Peninsula
to the Tidal Basin
roundabout in the
Royal Docks area.
There will be two
traffic lanes in each
bore. One lane in
each direction will be
reserved for buses
and freight.
The soonest that the
tunnel could be open
is 2021/2022.

As part of the tunnel scheme propose making a number of changes to the road
network on each side of the river, to link the tunnel to the existing road network.
On the south side, we would:
•
•
•
•
•

Widen the A102 Blackwall Tunnel Approach to create a new access route to
the Silvertown Tunnel,
Replace the footbridge over the A012 near the junction with Boord Street,
Build a new flyover to take southbound traffic exiting the Blackwall Tunnel
over the northbound approach to the Silvertown Tunnel,
Create a new tunnel services building over the mouth of the Silvertown
Tunnel, to house vital tunnel infrastructure, and
Undertake any work as necessary at junctions elsewhere on the road network
as appropriate.

On the north side, we would:
•
•
•
•

Create a new signal-controlled roundabout at the Tidal Basin roundabout,
Temporarily close the existing junction of Dock Road with the Lower Lea
Crossing, and realign Dock Road so that it links with the new Tidal Basin
roundabout,
Create a new tunnel services building over the mouth of the Silvertown
Tunnel, to house vital tunnel infrastructure, and
Undertake any work as necessary at junctions elsewhere on the road network
as appropriate.

We propose to introduce user charging at the Silvertown and Blackwall Tunnels once
the new tunnel opens. The charges are necessary to manage demand for the
crossing and ensure that local roads can accommodate future traffic levels. A
charge at the Blackwall Tunnel is necessary to avoid motorists diverting to it to avoid
paying to use the Silvertown Tunnel. The benefits of the scheme to road users
would be reduced if we did not introduce a consistent charge across both tunnels.
The charge will also provide us with revenue to help pay for the new tunnel to be
built and operated.
We propose to apply for a DCO containing the following powers in particular:
•
•
•
•
•
6.

Development consent for the tunnel, the new approach roads, the
connections to the existing road network and improvements to the public
realm where required,
Powers to carry out related street works,
Powers to introduce user charging at the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels, to
come into effect only when the Silvertown Tunnel has opened. These would
include a power to collect and enforce the charges,
Powers to acquire land or rights over land, and
Other powers necessary to operate and maintain the tunnel.
Benefits and impacts of the Silvertown Tunnel

The scheme would provide a number of benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Congestion in the peak periods at the Blackwall Tunnel would be relieved and
journey times reduced
Demand to travel by vehicle would be managed through the effects of the
proposed user charge,
The resilience of the road network would be considerably improved, and
The tunnel would give opportunities to create new cross-river public transport
connections,
Supporting regeneration and development in east London

The opening of the Silvertown Tunnel would lead to a change in traffic flow in the
local area of the crossing. This would mean that some roads would experience an
increase in traffic and emissions while others would experience a decrease.
Information about these impacts will be set out in our Preliminary Environmental
Information Report, which will also include information about the measures we would
take to mitigate these impacts.
7.

Further Information

If you want to know more about the Silvertown Tunnel project you can:
Visit our website www.tfl.gov.uk/silvertown-tunnel
Email us at rivercrossings@tfl.gov.uk
Call us on 0343 222 1155
Write to us via our freepost address ‘FREEPOST TFL CONSULTATIONS’

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

murray.woodburn
Miles Andrew (ST)
Deirdra.Armsby
Silvertown SOCC
20 August 2015 10:32:22
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Hi Andrew
Shahim has confirmed to me that his observations and suggestions on venues for drop-ins have
been addressed in the revised draft, so we are happy to sign off the SOCC.
However, I remain concerned about the readiness of the supporting documentation that will be
available during the consultation – and this is something I’m sure we’ll discuss at length this
afternoon.
Kind regards
Murray
Murray Woodburn I Principal Transport Planner I working with Traffic & Transportation
and Strategic Regeneration, Planning and Olympic Legacy I   Environment and
Strategic Commissioning and Communities Directorates
London Borough of Newham
Newham Dockside I 1st/3rd Floors, West Wing I 1000 Dockside Road I London E16
2QU

Please note that the above opinion represents informal officer observation only, offered without
prejudice to any future formal Council decisions.
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secure medium for sending information and therefore maybe at risk.
We advise that you understand and accept this lack of security when using this form of communication with us. Although we have
taken steps to ensure that this email and attachments are free from any virus, we advise that in keeping with good computing
practice the recipient should ensure they are actually virus free and should run current anti-virus software. Please note that email
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Action may be taken against any malicious and deliberate attempts to infect the council network.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Matt Kent
Miles Andrew (ST)
Jack Ettinger
Silvertown Tunnel London Borough of Tower Hamlets response
20 August 2015 14:16:11

Dear Andrew,
Please find below LBTH’s response to TfL’s consultation on the SoCC
Notice of the consultation of the scheme should be placed in East End Life as well as the East London
Advertiser. East end life is distributed free of charge to all addresses in the borough and will provide a
greater reach than other publications and to those without Internet access.
Would TFL be willing to allow a set of paper documents to be available for inspection by the public at Tower
Hamlets town hall? I would anticipate there may be some demand for this and having a set of documents in
the borough would be more convenient for local residents and businesses than Pier Wharf.
There will need to be clear rationale presented as to why local residents and businesses will not be entitled a
discount a la Dartford crossings - I anticipate this to be a key issue locally.
There should also be some flexibility during the consultation to engage with groups that may have not made
known their interests to date but come forward during this consultation. It is likely that the statutory
consultation will garner wider interest than previously, drawing additional awareness of individuals and
groups
Regards
Matt Kent
Development Control Engineer
Development, Compliance and Commissioning
London Borough of Tower Hamlets
Mulberry Place, 5 Clove Crescent, London, E14 2BG

Please note that I do not work on Mondays
*********************************************************************************
Working Together for a Better Tower Hamlets
Web site : http://www.towerhamlets.gov.uk
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as possible and delete this E-Mail and any attachments. This message has been checked for viruses, however we cannot guarantee that this message or any
attachment is virus free or has not been intercepted or amended. The information contained in this E-Mail may be subject to public disclosure under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000. Unless the information is legally exempt from disclosure, the Confidentiality of this E-Mail and your reply cannot be guaranteed.
If your request relates to a Freedom of Information enquiry, please resend this to foi@towerhamlets.gov.uk
************************************************************************************

Please consider your environmental responsibility: Before printing this e-mail or any other document , ask yourself whether
you need a hard copy.
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been checked for viruses, however we cannot guarantee that this message or any attachment is virus
free or has not been intercepted or amended. The information contained in this E-Mail may be subject
to public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act 2000. Unless the information is legally
exempt from disclosure, the Confidentiality of this E-Mail and your reply cannot be guaranteed.
If your request relates to a Freedom of Information enquiry, please resend this to
foi@towerhamlets.gov.uk
************************************************************************************
Please consider your environmental responsibility: Before printing this e-mail or any other document ,
ask yourself whether you need a hard copy.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Tim Jackson
Miles Andrew (ST)
Kim Smith
RE: For comment - TfL"s Statement of Community Consultation
17 August 2015 17:28:30

Dear Andrew,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the latest draft of the Statement of
Community Consultation (SoCC).
We welcome the wide written consultation area and note that all residents, those with land
interests in the area and stakeholders (including amenity and residents groups, political
representatives and local authorities) will be contacted directly. We also note you will
directly contact all those who responded to the 2014 consultation.
The SoCC also proposes a number of ‘deposit points’ for access to the consultation
documents, including the Woolwich Centre which we would concur with.
As with the previous consultation the SoCC shows a wide range of background
information will be published, and while the proposed ‘reading guide’ is welcome we
would also encourage TfL to ensure that all relevant background information is made part
of the package. This is especially relevant in relation to the traffic model and forecasts
which inform the baseline of other reports. We would also encourage the ‘document
creep’ found in the earlier consultation, where documents reproduced identical
information, is rationalised.
TfL is suggesting two venues for ‘roadshow’ events in Royal Greenwich –The Forum and
Mycenae House - both are relatively near to each other and Mycenae House is not easily
accessible by public transport. A second venue to the east of the A102/A2 corridor would
be preferable for one of these events, and ideally one which has a high footfall. We would
also encourage TfL to ensure these events are staffed by team members who are able to
answer, what may be technical, questions at the time of the event and do not have to
respond retrospectively.
You proposal to use local newspapers to promote availability of the SOCC. In addition to
the newspapers you have identified you are advised to use Greenwich Time. That weekly
publication is published by the Council and delivered to every address within the Royal
Borough. For the purpose of publishing “official notices” (Traffic Orders, Planning
Notices etc) it is classed as a local newspaper. Clearly it is not read widely beyond the
Royal Borough boundary but it would be an excellent publication to use.
We note that information will be made available in libraries and children’s centres in the
Borough, we would also encourage TfL to make use of community centres to distribute
their leaflets
Yours etc
Tim Jackson
Assistant Director
Strategic Transportation
The Royal Borough of Greenwich
5th Floor
The Woolwich Centre

*   The Woolwich Centre, 35 Wellington St, Woolwich, London SE18 6HQ

From: Miles Andrew (ST)
Sent: 11 August 2015 15:38
To: Kim Smith; Tim Jackson; 'murray.woodburn
;
'deirdra.armsby
'jack.ettinger
'margaret.cooper
Cc: Allder Chris; Saldanha Jason; Chester Neil
Subject: RE: For comment - TfL's Statement of Community Consultation

Dear all
I’m writing further to my email below as I wanted to bring to your attention a small
change in our consultation schedule.
We intend to commence our statutory consultation on Monday 5 October, running
until midnight Friday 27 November. This would still provide however a full eight
weeks for a response.
We’d be very grateful if, when providing comments on the draft Statement of
Community Consultation (SoCC) I sent to you all on 17 July, you could
acknowledge receipt of this note and confirm your understanding that we have
shifted very slightly our consultation start and finish dates. The deadline for
comments on the draft SoCC remains Monday 17 August.
You might recall that its necessary for us to promote the availability of the SoCC in
the local press prior to the start of consultation (specifically, the
locations/channels through which a person could see the SoCC, rather than the
SoCC in its entirety). We’ve given some thought as to which local titles we might
use for this and thought it would be useful to share these with you:
LB Newham - the Newham Recorder
RB Greenwich - the Greenwich Mercury or Greenwich News Shopper (our
preference is to use the Mercury as it has higher circulation figures)
LB Tower Hamlets - the Docklands & East London Advertiser
The SoCC itself would be available on line and at certain deposit point locations
(as specified in the SoCC itself). We’re also planning to link to the SoCC to our
contact database. If you have any comments on the titles we should use to
publicise the availability of the SoCC, please let me know by Monday 17 August.
Regards
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London

Mail: 3rd floor, 230 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8NW

From: Miles Andrew (ST)
Sent: 17 July 2015 11:38
To: 'Kim Smith'; Tim Jackson; 'murray.woodburn
'deirdra.armsby
; 'jack.ettinger
'margaret.cooper
Cc: Allder Chris; Saldanha Jason; Chester Neil
Subject: For comment - TfL's Statement of Community Consultation
Importance: High

Dear all
I am writing to seek your comments on a revised Statement of Community
Consultation (SoCC) for the Silvertown Tunnel scheme.
Please review the attached draft SoCC and let me have your comments by
Monday 17 August.
The key differences between this and the previous SoCC are:
·         The consultation dates have been changed. The consultation will now run
from Monday 28 September until Monday 20 November.
·         The order has been revised, so that the more immediate focus of the
document is on our consultation methodology,
·         We include confirmed dates, times and venues for roadshows to support
the consultation. We have been mindful of your comments on the previous
SoCC in determining the roadshow locations.
The document makes clear that we will make our consultation leaflet available in a
number of libraries, community centres and Children’s centres in the boroughs of
Newham and Greenwich, as requested by comms contacts we established in the
respective boroughs. We made contact with comms contacts in Tower Hamlets
but haven’t yet received their advice on where our leaflet should be placed. We
will follow our conversation up but would be grateful for Tower Hamlets’
comments on this issue in response to the SoCC.
The SoCC also confirms a number of ‘deposit points’ for the SoCC itself,
Preliminary Environmental Information Report and consultation leaflet. We’ve
suggested that these deposit points could be our offices on Blackfriars Road and
also the main offices of each Borough. We’d be very grateful for your comments
on this.
We look forward to your comments,
Regards
Andrew

Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: 3rd floor, 230 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8NW

***********************************************************************************
The contents of this e-mail and any attached files are confidential. If you have received this email in error, please notify
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rivercrossings
From: Kim Smith
Sent: 26 August 2015 16:03
To: Miles Andrew (ST); Tim Jackson
Cc: Allder Chris
Subject: RE: For comment - TfL's Statement of Community Consultation

Dear Andrew,
I’ve just had a word with Tim and we agree that Charlton House would be preferable to Mycenae House as
an accessible venue which is the east of the A102
Thanks
Kim
Kim Smith
Royal Borough of Greenwich
Transportation Planning and Strategy Manager

From: Miles Andrew (ST)
Sent: 26 August 2015 14:48
To: Tim Jackson; Kim Smith
Cc: Allder Chris
Subject: RE: For comment - TfL's Statement of Community Consultation

Dear Tim/Kim
I wanted to drop you a note in follow up to the chain below. I need to make a decision on the
location of the second roadshow venue in Greenwich by the end of this week so that we can start
planning our publicity of the event. I’ve set out all the options we can think of in the table below,
along with our thoughts on whether each venue is suitable or not. In pulling this together I’ve
been minded of your feedback that the venue should be:




East of the A102/A2 corridor
Preferably with a high foot-fall
Be easily accessible, including to motorists who would ordinarily use the Blackwall Tunnel

Based on these requirements, I think the options are:
Venue
Ravensbourne College

The Valley (Charlton FC
home ground)

Assessment
Located on the Greenwich Peninsula. Easily accessible
to public transport passengers and likely with a high
foot-fall, however rejected as less easily accessible
directly by vehicle.
Located to the east of the A102/A2 corridor and easily
accessible from Charlton Station and local
roads. Unlikely to be a high passing footfall
however. Consider a possible venue.
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East of the A102/A2 corridor and accessible by local
roads/Woolwich Dockyard Rail station. Potential for
footfall to be higher given the nature of the
venue. However, is more distant from the
Blackwall/Silvertown area and thus may be less suitable
as a venue. Rejected as a venue.
East of the A102/A2 and easily road by road and
Blackheath Rugby Club
Westcombe Park/Charlton rail stations. Unlikely to be a
high passing footfall and the Rugby World Cup may
impact on our ability to hold events here in
October. Rejected as a possible venue.
Located on the Greenwich peninsula and to the east of
Greenwich Yacht Club
A102/A2, however more distant from North Greenwich
LUL station. Rejected as less easily accessible by
vehicle.
The highest passing footfall and the most easily
North Greenwich LUL
accessible venue to public transport passengers. Less
Station
easily accessible by vehicle so rejected as a possible
venue.
Charlton House Community East of the A102/A2 corridor and accessible by local
road/short walk from Charlton rail station. Likely to be a
Centre
higher footfall as venue is a focus for a number of
community activities. Consider as a possible venue.
The Forum is to the west of the A102/A2 corridor so
Hold x2 weekday and x2
would not meet the criteria for a second
Saturday events at The
venue. Additionally, holding all events at a single venue
Forum
would limit Greenwich residents ability to
attend. Rejected.
Suggestion by RB Greenwich. The centre could only
Charlton Retail Park
offer us space within the car park. We judged that this
would be unsuitable, including because the roadshows
would be held in autumn/winter. Rejected.
New Charlton Community
Centre

So I’m left with The Valley and Charlton House Community Centre. Of these, the community
centre feels like a more appropriate venue, and I propose that we use it. If you have in mind an
alternative venue please let me know by close of play Friday 28 August, otherwise we will book
Charlton House.
Regards
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: 3rd floor, 230 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8NW

From: Miles Andrew (ST)
Sent: 18 August 2015 16:41
To: 'Tim Jackson'
Cc: Kim Smith; Allder Chris
Subject: RE: For comment - TfL's Statement of Community Consultation
2

Dear Tim
Thanks for your note and comments. All very useful and I’ll write again shortly with a copy of the
finalised SoCC and a full response to your feedback to the draft version. I wanted to drop you and
Kim a quick line in advance on the issue of the venue for our second set of roadshow events.
Based on your comments, we’ve identified a number of potential alternatives to Mycenae House,
as follows:








Ravensbourne College
The Valley (Charlton FC’s home ground)
New Charlton Community Centre
Blackheath Rugby Club
Greenwich Yacht Club
North Greenwich Station
Charlton House Community Centre

Of these, we’ve spoken today with The Valley, New Charlton Community Centre and Charlton
House and all three have confirmed that they would be available to us. We’ve made contact with
the other venues by email and hope to speak to them directly shortly. We’d like to make a
decision on the second venue by the end of this week, so perhaps can discuss on Thursday
afternoon? Alternatively, if you’ve any particular concerns about any of the alternatives, please let
me know. While there are some limitations on the number of potential venues available to us, we
do want you to be content with the venues we choose.
Regards
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: 3rd floor, 230 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8NW

From: Tim Jackson
Sent: 17 August 2015 17:28
To: Miles Andrew (ST)
Cc: Kim Smith
Subject: RE: For comment - TfL's Statement of Community Consultation

Dear Andrew,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the latest draft of the Statement of Community Consultation
(SoCC).
We welcome the wide written consultation area and note that all residents, those with land interests in the
area and stakeholders (including amenity and residents groups, political representatives and local
authorities) will be contacted directly. We also note you will directly contact all those who responded to the
2014 consultation.
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The SoCC also proposes a number of ‘deposit points’ for access to the consultation documents, including
the Woolwich Centre which we would concur with.
As with the previous consultation the SoCC shows a wide range of background information will be
published, and while the proposed ‘reading guide’ is welcome we would also encourage TfL to ensure that
all relevant background information is made part of the package. This is especially relevant in relation to the
traffic model and forecasts which inform the baseline of other reports. We would also encourage the
‘document creep’ found in the earlier consultation, where documents reproduced identical information, is
rationalised.
TfL is suggesting two venues for ‘roadshow’ events in Royal Greenwich –The Forum and Mycenae House both are relatively near to each other and Mycenae House is not easily accessible by public transport. A
second venue to the east of the A102/A2 corridor would be preferable for one of these events, and ideally
one which has a high footfall. We would also encourage TfL to ensure these events are staffed by team
members who are able to answer, what may be technical, questions at the time of the event and do not have
to respond retrospectively.
You proposal to use local newspapers to promote availability of the SOCC. In addition to the newspapers
you have identified you are advised to use Greenwich Time. That weekly publication is published by the
Council and delivered to every address within the Royal Borough. For the purpose of publishing “official
notices” (Traffic Orders, Planning Notices etc) it is classed as a local newspaper. Clearly it is not read
widely beyond the Royal Borough boundary but it would be an excellent publication to use.
We note that information will be made available in libraries and children’s centres in the Borough, we
would also encourage TfL to make use of community centres to distribute their leaflets
Yours etc

Tim Jackson
Assistant Director
Strategic Transportation
The Royal Borough of Greenwich
5th Floor
The Woolwich Centre


 The Woolwich Centre, 35 Wellington St, Woolwich, London SE18 6HQ

From: Miles Andrew (ST)
Sent: 11 August 2015 15:38
To: Kim Smith; Tim Jackson; 'murray.woodburn
'deirdra.armsby
'jack.ettinger
'margaret.cooper
Cc: Allder Chris; Saldanha Jason; Chester Neil
Subject: RE: For comment - TfL's Statement of Community Consultation

Dear all
I’m writing further to my email below as I wanted to bring to your attention a small change in our
consultation schedule.
We intend to commence our statutory consultation on Monday 5 October, running until midnight
Friday 27 November. This would still provide however a full eight weeks for a response.
4

We’d be very grateful if, when providing comments on the draft Statement of Community
Consultation (SoCC) I sent to you all on 17 July, you could acknowledge receipt of this note and
confirm your understanding that we have shifted very slightly our consultation start and finish
dates. The deadline for comments on the draft SoCC remains Monday 17 August.
You might recall that its necessary for us to promote the availability of the SoCC in the local press
prior to the start of consultation (specifically, the locations/channels through which a person could
see the SoCC, rather than the SoCC in its entirety). We’ve given some thought as to which local
titles we might use for this and thought it would be useful to share these with you:
LB Newham - the Newham Recorder
RB Greenwich - the Greenwich Mercury or Greenwich News Shopper (our preference is to use
the Mercury as it has higher circulation figures)
LB Tower Hamlets - the Docklands & East London Advertiser
The SoCC itself would be available on line and at certain deposit point locations (as specified in
the SoCC itself). We’re also planning to link to the SoCC to our contact database. If you have
any comments on the titles we should use to publicise the availability of the SoCC, please let me
know by Monday 17 August.
Regards
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: 3rd floor, 230 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8NW

From: Miles Andrew (ST)
Sent: 17 July 2015 11:38
To: 'Kim Smith'; Tim Jackson; 'murray.woodburn
'deirdra.armsby
'jack.ettinger
; 'margaret.cooper
Cc: Allder Chris; Saldanha Jason; Chester Neil
Subject: For comment - TfL's Statement of Community Consultation
Importance: High

Dear all
I am writing to seek your comments on a revised Statement of Community Consultation (SoCC)
for the Silvertown Tunnel scheme.
Please review the attached draft SoCC and let me have your comments by Monday 17 August.
The key differences between this and the previous SoCC are:



The consultation dates have been changed. The consultation will now run from Monday 28
September until Monday 20 November.
The order has been revised, so that the more immediate focus of the document is on our
consultation methodology,
5



We include confirmed dates, times and venues for roadshows to support the
consultation. We have been mindful of your comments on the previous SoCC in
determining the roadshow locations.

The document makes clear that we will make our consultation leaflet available in a number of
libraries, community centres and Children’s centres in the boroughs of Newham and Greenwich,
as requested by comms contacts we established in the respective boroughs. We made contact
with comms contacts in Tower Hamlets but haven’t yet received their advice on where our leaflet
should be placed. We will follow our conversation up but would be grateful for Tower Hamlets’
comments on this issue in response to the SoCC.
The SoCC also confirms a number of ‘deposit points’ for the SoCC itself, Preliminary
Environmental Information Report and consultation leaflet. We’ve suggested that these deposit
points could be our offices on Blackfriars Road and also the main offices of each Borough. We’d
be very grateful for your comments on this.
We look forward to your comments,
Regards
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: 3rd floor, 230 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8NW

***********************************************************************************
The contents of this e-mail and any attached files are confidential. If you have received this email in error, please notify us immediately at
postmaster@tfl.gov.uk and remove it from your system. If received in error, please do not use, disseminate, forward, print or copy this email or its
content. Transport for London excludes any warranty and any liability as to the quality or accuracy of the contents of this email and any attached
files.

Transport for London is a statutory corporation whose principal office is at Windsor House, 42-50 Victoria Street, London, SW1H 0TL. Further
information about Transport for London’s subsidiary companies can be found on the following link: http://www.tfl.gov.uk/corporate/about-tfl/

Although TfL have scanned this email (including attachments) for viruses, recipients are advised to carry out their own virus check before opening
any attachments, as TfL accepts no liability for any loss, or damage which may be caused by viruses.
***********************************************************************************

This message is for the named person's use only. It may contain confidential, proprietary or legally privileged
information. No confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any mistransmission. If you receive this message in
error, please immediately delete it and all copies of it from your system, destroy any hard copies of it and notify the
sender. You must not, directly or indirectly, use, disclose, distribute, print, or copy any part of this message if you are
not the intended recipient. Royal Borough of Greenwich reserves the right to monitor all e-mail communications
through its networks, in accordance with legislation.
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Royal Borough of Greenwich has scanned this e-mail for viruses but does not accept any responsibility once this email has been transmitted. You should scan attachments (if any) for viruses.
Royal Borough of Greenwich can be contacted by telephone on +44 (0) 20 8854 8888
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Appendix E4 Draft Statement of Community
Consultation (SoCC) email sent to the host
Boroughs for comment 11 August 2015
E4.1

Introduction
This appendix comprises the email sent to the host Boroughs by email on 11
August 2015 revising the start date of the consultation, and requesting
feedback with relation to publishing notices advertising the SoCC once
finalised.
Copies of relevant email exchanges with the host Boroughs with regard to this
are also included in this appendix.
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rivercrossings
From: Miles Andrew (ST)
Sent: 11 August 2015 15:38
To: 'Kim Smith'; 'Tim Jackson'; 'murray.woodburn
'deirdra.armsby
'jack.ettinger
'margaret.cooper
Cc: Allder Chris; Saldanha Jason; Chester Neil
Subject: RE: For comment - TfL's Statement of Community Consultation

Dear all
I’m writing further to my email below as I wanted to bring to your attention a small change in our
consultation schedule.
We intend to commence our statutory consultation on Monday 5 October, running until midnight
Friday 27 November. This would still provide however a full eight weeks for a response.
We’d be very grateful if, when providing comments on the draft Statement of Community
Consultation (SoCC) I sent to you all on 17 July, you could acknowledge receipt of this note and
confirm your understanding that we have shifted very slightly our consultation start and finish
dates. The deadline for comments on the draft SoCC remains Monday 17 August.
You might recall that its necessary for us to promote the availability of the SoCC in the local press
prior to the start of consultation (specifically, the locations/channels through which a person could
see the SoCC, rather than the SoCC in its entirety). We’ve given some thought as to which local
titles we might use for this and thought it would be useful to share these with you:
LB Newham - the Newham Recorder
RB Greenwich - the Greenwich Mercury or Greenwich News Shopper (our preference is to use
the Mercury as it has higher circulation figures)
LB Tower Hamlets - the Docklands & East London Advertiser
The SoCC itself would be available on line and at certain deposit point locations (as specified in
the SoCC itself). We’re also planning to link to the SoCC to our contact database. If you have
any comments on the titles we should use to publicise the availability of the SoCC, please let me
know by Monday 17 August.
Regards
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: 3rd floor, 230 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8NW

From: Miles Andrew (ST)
Sent: 17 July 2015 11:38
To: 'Kim Smith'; Tim Jackson; 'murray.woodburn
'jack.ettinger
'margaret.cooper
Cc: Allder Chris; Saldanha Jason; Chester Neil

'deirdra.armsby

1

Subject: For comment - TfL's Statement of Community Consultation
Importance: High

Dear all
I am writing to seek your comments on a revised Statement of Community Consultation (SoCC)
for the Silvertown Tunnel scheme.
Please review the attached draft SoCC and let me have your comments by Monday 17 August.
The key differences between this and the previous SoCC are:




The consultation dates have been changed. The consultation will now run from Monday 28
September until Monday 20 November.
The order has been revised, so that the more immediate focus of the document is on our
consultation methodology,
We include confirmed dates, times and venues for roadshows to support the
consultation. We have been mindful of your comments on the previous SoCC in
determining the roadshow locations.

The document makes clear that we will make our consultation leaflet available in a number of
libraries, community centres and Children’s centres in the boroughs of Newham and Greenwich,
as requested by comms contacts we established in the respective boroughs. We made contact
with comms contacts in Tower Hamlets but haven’t yet received their advice on where our leaflet
should be placed. We will follow our conversation up but would be grateful for Tower Hamlets’
comments on this issue in response to the SoCC.
The SoCC also confirms a number of ‘deposit points’ for the SoCC itself, Preliminary
Environmental Information Report and consultation leaflet. We’ve suggested that these deposit
points could be our offices on Blackfriars Road and also the main offices of each Borough. We’d
be very grateful for your comments on this.
We look forward to your comments,
Regards
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: 3rd floor, 230 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8NW
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Matt Kent
Miles Andrew (ST)
Jack Ettinger
Silvertown Tunnel London Borough of Tower Hamlets response
20 August 2015 14:16:11

Dear Andrew,
Please find below LBTH’s response to TfL’s consultation on the SoCC
Notice of the consultation of the scheme should be placed in East End Life as well as the East London
Advertiser. East end life is distributed free of charge to all addresses in the borough and will provide a
greater reach than other publications and to those without Internet access.
Would TFL be willing to allow a set of paper documents to be available for inspection by the public at Tower
Hamlets town hall? I would anticipate there may be some demand for this and having a set of documents in
the borough would be more convenient for local residents and businesses than Pier Wharf.
There will need to be clear rationale presented as to why local residents and businesses will not be entitled a
discount a la Dartford crossings - I anticipate this to be a key issue locally.
There should also be some flexibility during the consultation to engage with groups that may have not made
known their interests to date but come forward during this consultation. It is likely that the statutory
consultation will garner wider interest than previously, drawing additional awareness of individuals and
groups
Regards
Matt Kent
Development Control Engineer
Development, Compliance and Commissioning
London Borough of Tower Hamlets
Mulberry Place, 5 Clove Crescent, London, E14 2BG

Please note that I do not work on Mondays
*********************************************************************************
Working Together for a Better Tower Hamlets
Web site : http://www.towerhamlets.gov.uk

London Borough of Tower Hamlets E-Mail Disclaimer.
This communication and any attachments are intended for the addressee only and may be confidential. It may contain privileged and confidential information and if
you are not the intended recipient, you must not copy, distribute or take any action in reliance on it. If you have received this E-Mail in error please notify us as soon
as possible and delete this E-Mail and any attachments. This message has been checked for viruses, however we cannot guarantee that this message or any
attachment is virus free or has not been intercepted or amended. The information contained in this E-Mail may be subject to public disclosure under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000. Unless the information is legally exempt from disclosure, the Confidentiality of this E-Mail and your reply cannot be guaranteed.
If your request relates to a Freedom of Information enquiry, please resend this to foi@towerhamlets.gov.uk
************************************************************************************

Please consider your environmental responsibility: Before printing this e-mail or any other document , ask yourself whether
you need a hard copy.
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must not copy, distribute or take any action in reliance on it. If you have received this E-Mail in error
please notify us as soon as possible and delete this E-Mail and any attachments. This message has

been checked for viruses, however we cannot guarantee that this message or any attachment is virus
free or has not been intercepted or amended. The information contained in this E-Mail may be subject
to public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act 2000. Unless the information is legally
exempt from disclosure, the Confidentiality of this E-Mail and your reply cannot be guaranteed.
If your request relates to a Freedom of Information enquiry, please resend this to
foi@towerhamlets.gov.uk
************************************************************************************
Please consider your environmental responsibility: Before printing this e-mail or any other document ,
ask yourself whether you need a hard copy.

Click here to report this email as SPAM.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

murray.woodburn
Miles Andrew (ST)
Deirdra.Armsby
Silvertown SOCC
20 August 2015 10:32:22
image001.png

Hi Andrew
Shahim has confirmed to me that his observations and suggestions on venues for drop-ins have
been addressed in the revised draft, so we are happy to sign off the SOCC.
However, I remain concerned about the readiness of the supporting documentation that will be
available during the consultation – and this is something I’m sure we’ll discuss at length this
afternoon.
Kind regards
Murray
Murray Woodburn I Principal Transport Planner I working with Traffic & Transportation
and Strategic Regeneration, Planning and Olympic Legacy I   Environment and
Strategic Commissioning and Communities Directorates
London Borough of Newham
Newham Dockside I 1st/3rd Floors, West Wing I 1000 Dockside Road I London E16
2QU

Please note that the above opinion represents informal officer observation only, offered without
prejudice to any future formal Council decisions.

ü Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

NOTE: This communication is sent for and on behalf of the London Borough of Newham.
However the views expressed within it are not necessarily the views or policies of the Council. The unauthorised use, disclosure,
copying or alteration of this communication and any attachments is forbidden. This communication and any attachments are
intended for the addressee only and may be confidential. If this has come to you in error you should immediately permanently
destroy it.
You should take no action based on it or copy or show it to anyone and telephone the Council immediately with any issues on 020
8430 2000 or any other number provided in the communication. Please note that electronic communication is not considered a
secure medium for sending information and therefore maybe at risk.
We advise that you understand and accept this lack of security when using this form of communication with us. Although we have
taken steps to ensure that this email and attachments are free from any virus, we advise that in keeping with good computing
practice the recipient should ensure they are actually virus free and should run current anti-virus software. Please note that email
may be monitored and checked to safeguard the council network from viruses, hoax messages or abuse of the Council's systems.
Action may be taken against any malicious and deliberate attempts to infect the council network.
The information contained in this email maybe subject to public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act 2000. Unless the
information is legally exempt from disclosure the confidentiality of this email and your reply cannot be guaranteed.

Click here to report this email as SPAM.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Matt Kent
Miles Andrew (ST)
Jack Ettinger
Silvertown Tunnel London Borough of Tower Hamlets response
20 August 2015 14:16:11

Dear Andrew,
Please find below LBTH’s response to TfL’s consultation on the SoCC
Notice of the consultation of the scheme should be placed in East End Life as well as the East London
Advertiser. East end life is distributed free of charge to all addresses in the borough and will provide a
greater reach than other publications and to those without Internet access.
Would TFL be willing to allow a set of paper documents to be available for inspection by the public at Tower
Hamlets town hall? I would anticipate there may be some demand for this and having a set of documents in
the borough would be more convenient for local residents and businesses than Pier Wharf.
There will need to be clear rationale presented as to why local residents and businesses will not be entitled a
discount a la Dartford crossings - I anticipate this to be a key issue locally.
There should also be some flexibility during the consultation to engage with groups that may have not made
known their interests to date but come forward during this consultation. It is likely that the statutory
consultation will garner wider interest than previously, drawing additional awareness of individuals and
groups
Regards
Matt Kent
Development Control Engineer
Development, Compliance and Commissioning
London Borough of Tower Hamlets
Mulberry Place, 5 Clove Crescent, London, E14 2BG

Please note that I do not work on Mondays
*********************************************************************************
Working Together for a Better Tower Hamlets
Web site : http://www.towerhamlets.gov.uk

London Borough of Tower Hamlets E-Mail Disclaimer.
This communication and any attachments are intended for the addressee only and may be confidential. It may contain privileged and confidential information and if
you are not the intended recipient, you must not copy, distribute or take any action in reliance on it. If you have received this E-Mail in error please notify us as soon
as possible and delete this E-Mail and any attachments. This message has been checked for viruses, however we cannot guarantee that this message or any
attachment is virus free or has not been intercepted or amended. The information contained in this E-Mail may be subject to public disclosure under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000. Unless the information is legally exempt from disclosure, the Confidentiality of this E-Mail and your reply cannot be guaranteed.
If your request relates to a Freedom of Information enquiry, please resend this to foi@towerhamlets.gov.uk
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you need a hard copy.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Tim Jackson
Miles Andrew (ST)
Kim Smith
RE: For comment - TfL"s Statement of Community Consultation
17 August 2015 17:28:30

Dear Andrew,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the latest draft of the Statement of
Community Consultation (SoCC).
We welcome the wide written consultation area and note that all residents, those with land
interests in the area and stakeholders (including amenity and residents groups, political
representatives and local authorities) will be contacted directly. We also note you will
directly contact all those who responded to the 2014 consultation.
The SoCC also proposes a number of ‘deposit points’ for access to the consultation
documents, including the Woolwich Centre which we would concur with.
As with the previous consultation the SoCC shows a wide range of background
information will be published, and while the proposed ‘reading guide’ is welcome we
would also encourage TfL to ensure that all relevant background information is made part
of the package. This is especially relevant in relation to the traffic model and forecasts
which inform the baseline of other reports. We would also encourage the ‘document
creep’ found in the earlier consultation, where documents reproduced identical
information, is rationalised.
TfL is suggesting two venues for ‘roadshow’ events in Royal Greenwich –The Forum and
Mycenae House - both are relatively near to each other and Mycenae House is not easily
accessible by public transport. A second venue to the east of the A102/A2 corridor would
be preferable for one of these events, and ideally one which has a high footfall. We would
also encourage TfL to ensure these events are staffed by team members who are able to
answer, what may be technical, questions at the time of the event and do not have to
respond retrospectively.
You proposal to use local newspapers to promote availability of the SOCC. In addition to
the newspapers you have identified you are advised to use Greenwich Time. That weekly
publication is published by the Council and delivered to every address within the Royal
Borough. For the purpose of publishing “official notices” (Traffic Orders, Planning
Notices etc) it is classed as a local newspaper. Clearly it is not read widely beyond the
Royal Borough boundary but it would be an excellent publication to use.
We note that information will be made available in libraries and children’s centres in the
Borough, we would also encourage TfL to make use of community centres to distribute
their leaflets
Yours etc
Tim Jackson
Assistant Director
Strategic Transportation
The Royal Borough of Greenwich
5th Floor
The Woolwich Centre

*   The Woolwich Centre, 35 Wellington St, Woolwich, London SE18 6HQ

From: Miles Andrew (ST)
Sent: 11 August 2015 15:38
To: Kim Smith; Tim Jackson; 'murray.woodburn
;
'deirdra.armsby
'jack.ettinger
'margaret.cooper
Cc: Allder Chris; Saldanha Jason; Chester Neil
Subject: RE: For comment - TfL's Statement of Community Consultation

Dear all
I’m writing further to my email below as I wanted to bring to your attention a small
change in our consultation schedule.
We intend to commence our statutory consultation on Monday 5 October, running
until midnight Friday 27 November. This would still provide however a full eight
weeks for a response.
We’d be very grateful if, when providing comments on the draft Statement of
Community Consultation (SoCC) I sent to you all on 17 July, you could
acknowledge receipt of this note and confirm your understanding that we have
shifted very slightly our consultation start and finish dates. The deadline for
comments on the draft SoCC remains Monday 17 August.
You might recall that its necessary for us to promote the availability of the SoCC in
the local press prior to the start of consultation (specifically, the
locations/channels through which a person could see the SoCC, rather than the
SoCC in its entirety). We’ve given some thought as to which local titles we might
use for this and thought it would be useful to share these with you:
LB Newham - the Newham Recorder
RB Greenwich - the Greenwich Mercury or Greenwich News Shopper (our
preference is to use the Mercury as it has higher circulation figures)
LB Tower Hamlets - the Docklands & East London Advertiser
The SoCC itself would be available on line and at certain deposit point locations
(as specified in the SoCC itself). We’re also planning to link to the SoCC to our
contact database. If you have any comments on the titles we should use to
publicise the availability of the SoCC, please let me know by Monday 17 August.
Regards
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London

Mail: 3rd floor, 230 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8NW

From: Miles Andrew (ST)
Sent: 17 July 2015 11:38
To: 'Kim Smith'; Tim Jackson; 'murray.woodburn
'deirdra.armsby
; 'jack.ettinger
'margaret.cooper
Cc: Allder Chris; Saldanha Jason; Chester Neil
Subject: For comment - TfL's Statement of Community Consultation
Importance: High

Dear all
I am writing to seek your comments on a revised Statement of Community
Consultation (SoCC) for the Silvertown Tunnel scheme.
Please review the attached draft SoCC and let me have your comments by
Monday 17 August.
The key differences between this and the previous SoCC are:
·         The consultation dates have been changed. The consultation will now run
from Monday 28 September until Monday 20 November.
·         The order has been revised, so that the more immediate focus of the
document is on our consultation methodology,
·         We include confirmed dates, times and venues for roadshows to support
the consultation. We have been mindful of your comments on the previous
SoCC in determining the roadshow locations.
The document makes clear that we will make our consultation leaflet available in a
number of libraries, community centres and Children’s centres in the boroughs of
Newham and Greenwich, as requested by comms contacts we established in the
respective boroughs. We made contact with comms contacts in Tower Hamlets
but haven’t yet received their advice on where our leaflet should be placed. We
will follow our conversation up but would be grateful for Tower Hamlets’
comments on this issue in response to the SoCC.
The SoCC also confirms a number of ‘deposit points’ for the SoCC itself,
Preliminary Environmental Information Report and consultation leaflet. We’ve
suggested that these deposit points could be our offices on Blackfriars Road and
also the main offices of each Borough. We’d be very grateful for your comments
on this.
We look forward to your comments,
Regards
Andrew

Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: 3rd floor, 230 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8NW
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rivercrossings
From: Kim Smith
Sent: 26 August 2015 16:03
To: Miles Andrew (ST); Tim Jackson
Cc: Allder Chris
Subject: RE: For comment - TfL's Statement of Community Consultation

Dear Andrew,
I’ve just had a word with Tim and we agree that Charlton House would be preferable to Mycenae House as
an accessible venue which is the east of the A102
Thanks
Kim
Kim Smith
Royal Borough of Greenwich
Transportation Planning and Strategy Manager

From: Miles Andrew (ST)
Sent: 26 August 2015 14:48
To: Tim Jackson; Kim Smith
Cc: Allder Chris
Subject: RE: For comment - TfL's Statement of Community Consultation

Dear Tim/Kim
I wanted to drop you a note in follow up to the chain below. I need to make a decision on the
location of the second roadshow venue in Greenwich by the end of this week so that we can start
planning our publicity of the event. I’ve set out all the options we can think of in the table below,
along with our thoughts on whether each venue is suitable or not. In pulling this together I’ve
been minded of your feedback that the venue should be:




East of the A102/A2 corridor
Preferably with a high foot-fall
Be easily accessible, including to motorists who would ordinarily use the Blackwall Tunnel

Based on these requirements, I think the options are:
Venue
Ravensbourne College

The Valley (Charlton FC
home ground)

Assessment
Located on the Greenwich Peninsula. Easily accessible
to public transport passengers and likely with a high
foot-fall, however rejected as less easily accessible
directly by vehicle.
Located to the east of the A102/A2 corridor and easily
accessible from Charlton Station and local
roads. Unlikely to be a high passing footfall
however. Consider a possible venue.
1

East of the A102/A2 corridor and accessible by local
roads/Woolwich Dockyard Rail station. Potential for
footfall to be higher given the nature of the
venue. However, is more distant from the
Blackwall/Silvertown area and thus may be less suitable
as a venue. Rejected as a venue.
East of the A102/A2 and easily road by road and
Blackheath Rugby Club
Westcombe Park/Charlton rail stations. Unlikely to be a
high passing footfall and the Rugby World Cup may
impact on our ability to hold events here in
October. Rejected as a possible venue.
Located on the Greenwich peninsula and to the east of
Greenwich Yacht Club
A102/A2, however more distant from North Greenwich
LUL station. Rejected as less easily accessible by
vehicle.
The highest passing footfall and the most easily
North Greenwich LUL
accessible venue to public transport passengers. Less
Station
easily accessible by vehicle so rejected as a possible
venue.
Charlton House Community East of the A102/A2 corridor and accessible by local
road/short walk from Charlton rail station. Likely to be a
Centre
higher footfall as venue is a focus for a number of
community activities. Consider as a possible venue.
The Forum is to the west of the A102/A2 corridor so
Hold x2 weekday and x2
would not meet the criteria for a second
Saturday events at The
venue. Additionally, holding all events at a single venue
Forum
would limit Greenwich residents ability to
attend. Rejected.
Suggestion by RB Greenwich. The centre could only
Charlton Retail Park
offer us space within the car park. We judged that this
would be unsuitable, including because the roadshows
would be held in autumn/winter. Rejected.
New Charlton Community
Centre

So I’m left with The Valley and Charlton House Community Centre. Of these, the community
centre feels like a more appropriate venue, and I propose that we use it. If you have in mind an
alternative venue please let me know by close of play Friday 28 August, otherwise we will book
Charlton House.
Regards
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: 3rd floor, 230 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8NW

From: Miles Andrew (ST)
Sent: 18 August 2015 16:41
To: 'Tim Jackson'
Cc: Kim Smith; Allder Chris
Subject: RE: For comment - TfL's Statement of Community Consultation
2

Dear Tim
Thanks for your note and comments. All very useful and I’ll write again shortly with a copy of the
finalised SoCC and a full response to your feedback to the draft version. I wanted to drop you and
Kim a quick line in advance on the issue of the venue for our second set of roadshow events.
Based on your comments, we’ve identified a number of potential alternatives to Mycenae House,
as follows:








Ravensbourne College
The Valley (Charlton FC’s home ground)
New Charlton Community Centre
Blackheath Rugby Club
Greenwich Yacht Club
North Greenwich Station
Charlton House Community Centre

Of these, we’ve spoken today with The Valley, New Charlton Community Centre and Charlton
House and all three have confirmed that they would be available to us. We’ve made contact with
the other venues by email and hope to speak to them directly shortly. We’d like to make a
decision on the second venue by the end of this week, so perhaps can discuss on Thursday
afternoon? Alternatively, if you’ve any particular concerns about any of the alternatives, please let
me know. While there are some limitations on the number of potential venues available to us, we
do want you to be content with the venues we choose.
Regards
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: 3rd floor, 230 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8NW

From: Tim Jackson
Sent: 17 August 2015 17:28
To: Miles Andrew (ST)
Cc: Kim Smith
Subject: RE: For comment - TfL's Statement of Community Consultation

Dear Andrew,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the latest draft of the Statement of Community Consultation
(SoCC).
We welcome the wide written consultation area and note that all residents, those with land interests in the
area and stakeholders (including amenity and residents groups, political representatives and local
authorities) will be contacted directly. We also note you will directly contact all those who responded to the
2014 consultation.
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The SoCC also proposes a number of ‘deposit points’ for access to the consultation documents, including
the Woolwich Centre which we would concur with.
As with the previous consultation the SoCC shows a wide range of background information will be
published, and while the proposed ‘reading guide’ is welcome we would also encourage TfL to ensure that
all relevant background information is made part of the package. This is especially relevant in relation to the
traffic model and forecasts which inform the baseline of other reports. We would also encourage the
‘document creep’ found in the earlier consultation, where documents reproduced identical information, is
rationalised.
TfL is suggesting two venues for ‘roadshow’ events in Royal Greenwich –The Forum and Mycenae House both are relatively near to each other and Mycenae House is not easily accessible by public transport. A
second venue to the east of the A102/A2 corridor would be preferable for one of these events, and ideally
one which has a high footfall. We would also encourage TfL to ensure these events are staffed by team
members who are able to answer, what may be technical, questions at the time of the event and do not have
to respond retrospectively.
You proposal to use local newspapers to promote availability of the SOCC. In addition to the newspapers
you have identified you are advised to use Greenwich Time. That weekly publication is published by the
Council and delivered to every address within the Royal Borough. For the purpose of publishing “official
notices” (Traffic Orders, Planning Notices etc) it is classed as a local newspaper. Clearly it is not read
widely beyond the Royal Borough boundary but it would be an excellent publication to use.
We note that information will be made available in libraries and children’s centres in the Borough, we
would also encourage TfL to make use of community centres to distribute their leaflets
Yours etc

Tim Jackson
Assistant Director
Strategic Transportation
The Royal Borough of Greenwich
5th Floor
The Woolwich Centre


 The Woolwich Centre, 35 Wellington St, Woolwich, London SE18 6HQ

From: Miles Andrew (ST)
Sent: 11 August 2015 15:38
To: Kim Smith; Tim Jackson; 'murray.woodburn
'deirdra.armsby
'jack.ettinger
'margaret.cooper
Cc: Allder Chris; Saldanha Jason; Chester Neil
Subject: RE: For comment - TfL's Statement of Community Consultation

Dear all
I’m writing further to my email below as I wanted to bring to your attention a small change in our
consultation schedule.
We intend to commence our statutory consultation on Monday 5 October, running until midnight
Friday 27 November. This would still provide however a full eight weeks for a response.
4

We’d be very grateful if, when providing comments on the draft Statement of Community
Consultation (SoCC) I sent to you all on 17 July, you could acknowledge receipt of this note and
confirm your understanding that we have shifted very slightly our consultation start and finish
dates. The deadline for comments on the draft SoCC remains Monday 17 August.
You might recall that its necessary for us to promote the availability of the SoCC in the local press
prior to the start of consultation (specifically, the locations/channels through which a person could
see the SoCC, rather than the SoCC in its entirety). We’ve given some thought as to which local
titles we might use for this and thought it would be useful to share these with you:
LB Newham - the Newham Recorder
RB Greenwich - the Greenwich Mercury or Greenwich News Shopper (our preference is to use
the Mercury as it has higher circulation figures)
LB Tower Hamlets - the Docklands & East London Advertiser
The SoCC itself would be available on line and at certain deposit point locations (as specified in
the SoCC itself). We’re also planning to link to the SoCC to our contact database. If you have
any comments on the titles we should use to publicise the availability of the SoCC, please let me
know by Monday 17 August.
Regards
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: 3rd floor, 230 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8NW

From: Miles Andrew (ST)
Sent: 17 July 2015 11:38
To: 'Kim Smith'; Tim Jackson; 'murray.woodburn
'deirdra.armsby
'jack.ettinger
; 'margaret.cooper
Cc: Allder Chris; Saldanha Jason; Chester Neil
Subject: For comment - TfL's Statement of Community Consultation
Importance: High

Dear all
I am writing to seek your comments on a revised Statement of Community Consultation (SoCC)
for the Silvertown Tunnel scheme.
Please review the attached draft SoCC and let me have your comments by Monday 17 August.
The key differences between this and the previous SoCC are:



The consultation dates have been changed. The consultation will now run from Monday 28
September until Monday 20 November.
The order has been revised, so that the more immediate focus of the document is on our
consultation methodology,
5



We include confirmed dates, times and venues for roadshows to support the
consultation. We have been mindful of your comments on the previous SoCC in
determining the roadshow locations.

The document makes clear that we will make our consultation leaflet available in a number of
libraries, community centres and Children’s centres in the boroughs of Newham and Greenwich,
as requested by comms contacts we established in the respective boroughs. We made contact
with comms contacts in Tower Hamlets but haven’t yet received their advice on where our leaflet
should be placed. We will follow our conversation up but would be grateful for Tower Hamlets’
comments on this issue in response to the SoCC.
The SoCC also confirms a number of ‘deposit points’ for the SoCC itself, Preliminary
Environmental Information Report and consultation leaflet. We’ve suggested that these deposit
points could be our offices on Blackfriars Road and also the main offices of each Borough. We’d
be very grateful for your comments on this.
We look forward to your comments,
Regards
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: 3rd floor, 230 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8NW
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Silvertown Tunnel
Consultation Report
Document Reference: 5.2

Appendix E5 Statement of Community Consultation
E5.1

Introduction
This appendix contains the Statement of Community Consultation (SoCC) as
published and made publically available from 21 September 2015.
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6, Preparation and publication of the Statement of Community Consultation

TfL sought input from the Host Boroughs at an early stage in developing its plans for
consultation on the Silvertown Tunnel. There were three rounds of consultation in
total, including two rounds specifically on a draft Statement of Community
Consultation (SoCC) document.
On 30 January 2015, TfL contacted each Host Borough with a summary of the
methodology used in running an earlier round of consultation (held from October –
December 2014). TfL requested comments from the Host Boroughs on this
methodology, making clear that it would form the basis of the eventual draft SoCC.
TfL used feedback to prepare a draft SoCC and held an initial consultation with the
Host Boroughs from 27 February – 30 March 2015. TfL received a response from
each Host Borough and reviewed the draft SoCC based on the comments made.
TfL held a further consultation on the draft SoCC from 17 July – 17 August 2015 and
sent a copy of the updated SoCC to each Host Borough. TfL received comments
from each Host Borough and had due regard to them before finalising the SoCC.
The table below lists comments received from each Host Borough and TfL’s
response to them. This table was provided to the Host Boroughs with a copy of the
finalised SoCC on 15 September 2015.
The finalised SoCC was published online and in hard-copy at deposit point locations
on 21 September 2015, with notices posted in the local press from this point.

Royal Borough of Greenwich

Table of TfL’s responses to issues raised during draft SoCC consultation
Issues raised
Welcomes the wide
consultation area and
contact with
landowners,
respondents to the
previous consultation
and other stakeholder
groups.

TfL’s response
Noted.

Concurs with the choice
of the Woolwich Centre
as a ‘deposit point’

Noted.

Encouraged TfL to
ensure all relevant
background information
is published during
consultation, especially

TfL is preparing a suite of supporting
technical reports for publication at the
start of consultation, covering all
relevant disciplines. Our ‘Transport
Assessment’ includes relevant traffic

traffic
modelling/forecasting
information.

modelling and forecasting information;
an early draft of this report was shared
with the Host Boroughs for information
in August 2015.

Suggested that TfL
should rationalise
‘document creep’ within
the supporting technical
reports, to avoid
repetition

We recognise the need for the
supporting technical reports to be
comprehensive, fully addressing all
relevant disciplines. As such each
document needs to be capable of being
read and understood on its own. While
this will inevitably mean that certain
content is repeated from one document
to another (eg. a description of the
scheme itself will feature in several of
the reports, for context); we are taking
care during production of the reports to
ensure that this is rationalised and
standardised text is used where
possible.

Recommended holding
a roadshow event at a
venue to the east of
A102/A2, ideally at a
venue with a high
footfall.

On 28 August Andrew Miles and Kim
Smith of TfL and RB Greenwich
respectively agreed by email that the
roadshow event would be held at
Charlton House Community Centre.
Events at the venue have now been
booked and will be publicised in the
same way as the other roadshow
events we will hold.

Recommended that
roadshow events are
staffed by team
members who can
answer technical
queries in person rather
than retrospectively.

Our intention is that the roadshow
events will give opportunity for
interested members of the public to
discuss the scheme in depth with
relevant staff members. Accordingly,
each roadshow will be staffed by no
fewer than three members of the
Silvertown project team, covering a
variety of disciplines. We will
endeavour to answer all queries
comprehensively and in person. It may
be unrealistic however to expect that
every query could be resolved in this
way; it may be necessary to answer
some specialist and/or detailed queries
retrospectively. Where we are unable
to provide an answer in-person, we will
ensure that an answer is provided as
soon as possible.

London Borough of Newham

Recommended that a
Statement of
Community
Consultation notice be
posted additionally in
the Greenwich Time
newspaper

Agreed.

Suggested distributing
consultation leaflets to
Community Centres in
the Royal Borough

Agreed.

Happy to sign off the
Statement of
Community
Consultation

Noted.

Has concerns about the
‘readiness’ of
supporting technical
reports

We recognise the need for the
supporting technical reports to be
comprehensive, fully addressing all
relevant disciplines. At the same time,
work to develop and refine the
Silvertown Tunnel scheme will continue
post-consultation, in light of comments
made by respondents.
We recognise also that there may be
interest in these reports from members
of the public who perhaps do not have
specialist technical knowledge, and that
reading the reports may represent a
considerable resource requirement for
boroughs and other stakeholders.
We will take the following steps to
ensure the technical information
published as part of the consultation is
accessible:
•

•

Over the last few months we have
prepared briefing notes on relevant
topics of interest, and discussed
these with Borough officers in
person
We shared a draft version of the
Transport Assessment with officers
from all Host Boroughs on 14

•

•

London Borough of Tower Hamlets

•

August.
At the start of consultation we will
hold a briefing session for Borough
officers to explain the various
supporting documents and give an
opportunity for detailed discussions
on the summary of any outstanding
technical reports
We will publish supporting
factsheets during the consultation to
help explain the technical reports to
the lay-person
We will hold roadshow events (as
specified in the finalised SoCC) at
which members of the Silvertown
Tunnel project team will be available
to answer queries from the public

Suggested that
Statement of
Community
Consultation notice be
posted additionally in
the East End Life
newspaper
Requested that a set of
project documents be
made available for
inspection at Tower
Hamlets Town Hall

Agreed.

Recommended that the
consultation materials
make clear why a
residents/business
discount to the user
charge has not been
proposed

Agreed. At the start of consultation we
will publish a ‘Preliminary Charging
Report’, outlining our proposals for the
user charging element of the scheme.
We will also describe our proposals to
charge the Silvertown and Blackwall
Tunnels within our consultation leaflet
and website. All relevant materials will
include an explanation as to why a
discount to the charge for residents and
businesses is not considered feasible.

Agreed. The draft SoCC proposed that
the Preliminary Environmental
Information Report and finalised SoCC
would be made available in hard copy at
four ‘deposit point’ locations, including
Tower Hamlets Town Hall. Having
reflected on the Boroughs feedback, we
will provide a full set of project
documents in hard copy to each deposit
point location.

Recommended that TfL
work flexibly during the
consultation and
engage as necessary
with groups who have
hitherto not expressed a
view about the
Silvertown Tunnel
scheme

Agreed. We will publicise the
consultation as described in the draft
SoCC, using a variety of tools including
social media, letter-drop and press
advertising. Should any hithertounknown stakeholder groups approach
us during the consultation to request a
discussion we would make every effort
to meet them. We will hold a series of
roadshow events to support the
consultation, as set out in the finalised
SoCC, and these may be a suitable
channel through which to engage with
such groups.

Statement of Community
Consultation

1

1.

Introduction

Transport for London (TfL) is developing proposals to build a new twin bore road
tunnel – the Silvertown Tunnel – to link Silvertown with the Greenwich Peninsula.
We also propose to introduce user charging at the Silvertown and Blackwall Tunnels.
The proposed Silvertown Tunnel will be a new twin-bore tunnel providing a road link
beneath the Thames from the A102 on the Greenwich Peninsula to the Tidal Basin
roundabout in the Royal Docks area. We propose to apply to the Secretary of State
in 2016 for a Development Consent Order (DCO) giving us the powers to build and
operate the tunnel scheme.
A description of the scheme is also provided in section 5 and a summary of its
benefits in section 6 below.
This Statement of Community Consultation (SoCC) is prepared in accordance with
section 47 of the Planning Act 2008 and explains how we will consult the local
community on the proposed DCO application. Amongst other matters, this
document sets out:




When we will hold our consultation
The information that will be included in it
Who we will consult and the tools we will use to reach them and gather their
views

We consulted the Royal Borough of Greenwich, London Borough of Newham and
London Borough of Tower Hamlets about the content of this SoCC and we had
regard to these local authorities' views when finalising it.
2.

The planning process

In June 2012, the Secretary of State directed that the Silvertown Tunnel should be
treated as a ‘Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project’ for the purposes of the
Planning Act 2008. This means that the Silvertown Tunnel can only be authorised
by a DCO made by the Secretary of State under the Planning Act 2008.
We will submit the DCO application for the Silvertown Tunnel to the Planning
Inspectorate who will accept the application on behalf of the Secretary of State for
Communities and Local Government for examination only if it complies with the
relevant statutory formalities and standards.
If the application is accepted for examination, TfL will carry out further publicity in
relation to the scheme. Interested parties will then be able to register their interest in
the application with the Planning Inspectorate, who will examine the application on
behalf of the Secretary of State for Transport. Registering will enable interested
parties to participate in the Examination of the application and be kept informed of
opportunities to present their views.
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During the Examination of the application interested parties will be able to submit
written comments on the proposals and participate in the public hearings. The
Examination must be completed within six months.
Following the Examination, the Planning Inspectorate will make a recommendation
to the Secretary of State for Transport who will then decide whether or not to make
the DCO.
The DCO application must be decided in accordance with the National Policy
Statement for National Networks (NNNPS), which sets out the Government’s policies
for nationally significant road and rail projects. Further information about the NNNPS
is available online: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-policystatement-for-national-networks
Further information about the DCO process is available on the Planning Inspectorate
website at http://infrastructure.planningportal.gov.uk
Environmental information
The proposed Silvertown Tunnel is classified as ‘EIA Development’ for the purposes
of the EU Environmental Impact Assessment Directive. An Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) is therefore being undertaken to ensure the likely significant
effects of the scheme are understood and that appropriate mitigation of those effects
is put in place where necessary. The results of the EIA will be set out in an
Environmental Statement that will accompany the DCO application.
The preliminary results of the EIA will be presented in a ‘Preliminary Environmental
Information Report’ (PEIR) during our consultation on the proposed application, and
we will be seeking the local community’s views on the information contained in the
report.
3.

Consulting the community

We think it vital that the public and other stakeholders are closely involved in the
development of the Silvertown Tunnel scheme. Consultations help us to identify key
issues of concern, enabling us to address these and improve our proposals.
TfL has undertaken several previous non-statutory consultations on this scheme; the
most recent of which was held from October – December 2014. We have
considered all of the feedback received during the previous consultations in
developing and refining our proposals.
Section 47 of the Planning Act 2008 requires that we now consult people living in the
vicinity of the proposed new tunnel. This section sets out how we intend to carry out
that community consultation.
3.1.

When will the consultation be held?
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Our consultation will run from Monday 5 October until midnight on Sunday 29
November 2015. We cannot guarantee that responses received after this date will
be taken into consideration.
3.2.

Who will be able to comment on the tunnel proposals and how will we
publicise the consultation?

Our consultation will be open to anyone who has a view that they wish us to
consider.
At the start of the consultation, we will write directly to residents living across the
area bordered in blue in the map below. We consider that the people living within
this area constitute the 'local community' for the purposes of section 47 of the
Planning Act 2008. The same area was also used during our previous consultation
on the Silvertown Tunnel, which ran from October – December 2014. We will also
write to a number of additional stakeholder groups, political representatives,
residents’ associations and others, including those who replied to our previous
consultation on the Silvertown Tunnel and provided us with valid contact details.

In addition to writing to residents and other stakeholders we will also undertake the
following steps to promote the consultation more widely and ensure that as many
people as reasonably practicable are aware of it:


Publish statutory notices in local and national newspapers giving details about
the consultation
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Using targeted advertising in local news media, as well as in London-wide
news media. A number of adverts will appear throughout the consultation
Using our existing databases to send a targeted email at the start of the
consultation to members of the public considered likely to have a particular
interest in the Silvertown Tunnel
Using a range of digital marketing tools targeted locally or at people
considered likely to have a particular interest in the scheme. These tools will
be used throughout the consultation
By issuing a press release at the start of the consultation and sending regular
tweets throughout the consultation period

At the same time as consulting the local community we will also consult a wide range
of statutory consultees in accordance with section 42 of the Planning Act 2008.
These include:



3.3.

the host and neighbouring local authorities
statutory bodies (such as the Environment Agency)
people with an interest in land that might be affected by the proposals
What information will be available during the consultation?

TfL is preparing a number of documents, maps and plans showing the nature and
location of the proposed scheme. These documents are designed to assist people
who wish to comment on the scheme.
A full list of these documents is set out in the table below. Throughout this SoCC
and our other consultation materials, these documents will be described collectively
as 'the consultation documents'.
Consultation Booklet
Preliminary Environmental Information Report (PEIR)
Non-technical Summary of the PEIR
Consultation Plans, Maps and Drawings
Preliminary Case for the Scheme
Preliminary Charging Report
Preliminary Outline Business Case
Preliminary Engineering Report
Preliminary Transport Assessment
Preliminary Design & Access Statement
Preliminary Sustainability Statement
Preliminary Equalities Impact Assessment
As with our previous consultations, we will make all the consultation documents
available on our website. The consultation documents will cover a range of matters
concerning the scheme, as set out below:


An outline of how responses to our previous consultations have helped to
shape our thinking
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The specific traffic and other related issues facing east London that we
believe can be best resolved by building the Silvertown Tunnel. During
previous consultations the public and other stakeholders have suggested a
range of alternative schemes that they feel we should pursue. We will explain
why we have concluded that the tunnel scheme is the right solution to the
issues identified, having considered these suggestions in full
A description of the scheme, including the outline design of new junctions to
link the tunnel to the existing road network
An outline of the improvements to the public transport network that
construction of the new tunnel could enable, as well as improvements to the
local walking and cycling network
Our proposals for charging for use of the new tunnel as well as for use of the
Blackwall Tunnel, including our approach to exemptions and discounts
A description of the benefits of the scheme
The likely impacts of the scheme. This will include a Preliminary
Environmental Information Report, which will contain preliminary information
about the likely environmental impacts of the construction and operation of the
tunnel scheme and how we propose to mitigate and manage these

In light of the responses to our previous consultations, we will also publish a reading
guide to the consultation documents. The guide will explain in plain English the
purpose of each consultation document, the methodology we followed in producing it
and summarises its main findings.
The Consultation booklet, our website and the questionnaire on our website
will detail the specific matters on which we are seeking feedback, although
consultees are not restricted to commenting on these issues, and we welcome
feedback on any aspect of the proposals or the consultation documents.
3.4.

How and where can the community view the consultation documents?

Our website
During the consultation period the community will be able to view the consultation
documents and other information about the scheme using our website
www.tfl.gov.uk/silvertown-tunnel. The website will include a questionnaire so that
the public and other stakeholders can let us know their thoughts.
Roadshow events
During the consultation, TfL will hold a series of 'Roadshow' events at venues in the
boroughs of Greenwich, Newham and Tower Hamlets.
TfL staff involved in the project will be available at each event to answer questions
about the tunnel scheme and we will prepare display boards printed with information
regarding the proposals to help aid discussions.
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All of the consultation documents will be available to view in hard copy at the
Roadshow events and TfL staff will have copies of the consultation booklet for
members of the public to take away (subject to availability).
The dates, times and venues for the roadshow events are shown below.
Venue
Idea Store, Chrisp Street
At the Ground Floor Foyer, 1 Vesey
Path, London, E14 6BT

Dates
10am – 4pm, Saturday 7 November

Canary Wharf Shopping Centre
At the Canada Place crossroads,
London, E14 5AB

10am – 7pm, Tuesday 20 October

The Forum
Trafalgar Road, London, SE10 9EQ

10am – 4pm, Saturday 10 October

12pm – 7pm, Tuesday 17 November

11am – 5pm, Saturday 14 November

12pm – 7pm, Tuesday 10 November
Britannia Village Hall
65 Evelyn Road, London, E16 1TU

12pm – 5pm, Saturday 17 October
12pm – 7pm, Tuesday 27 October

Canning Town Library
Barking Road, London, E16 4HQ

10am – 4pm, Saturday 24 October
1pm – 7pm, Thursday 19 November

Charlton House Community
Centre
Charlton Road, London, SE7 8RE

12pm – 5pm, Saturday 31 October
12pm – 7pm, Thursday 26 November

Consultation document deposit points
As well as being available on our website at www.tfl.gov.uk/silvertown-tunnel,
all of the consultation documents will be available to inspect in hard copy during
the consultation period at the deposit point locations indicated below:
Location
Transport for London
230 Blackfriars Road
Southwark
London
SE1 8NJ

Opening times
Monday – Friday
10am – 4pm
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Royal Borough of Greenwich
The Woolwich Centre
Wellington Street
Woolwich
SE18 6HQ

Monday – Friday
10am – 4pm

London Borough of Newham
Newham Dockside
1000 Dockside Road
London
E16 2QU

Monday – Friday
10am – 4pm

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets
Town Hall,
Mulberry Place,
5 Clove Crescent,
London
E14 2BG

Monday – Friday
10am – 4pm

Consultation booklet collection points
The consultation booklet will contain a summary of the scheme proposals.
As well as being available at the document deposit points, the consultation booklet
will also be available free of charge at a number of libraries and other public
buildings throughout the consultation.
Please note that these collection points will only hold the consultation booklet (and
not other consultation documents) and that TfL staff will not be present at these
locations.
The locations and opening times of these venues are shown in a table in the
Appendix.
Ordering copies
TfL will provide paper or electronic copies of the consultation documents free of
charge on reasonable request. These can be requested from TfL using the contact
details at the end of this document.
3.5.

How can the community provide their comments?

Our website will include a questionnaire setting out the specific areas on which we
would like feedback. Consultees are not restricted to these issues, however, and we
welcome feedback on any aspect of the proposals or the consultation documents.
Our consultation booklet will direct respondents to our website to record their views
online, although we will also make a paper copy of our questionnaire available on
request.
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Respondents will also be free to write to us with their thoughts about the project,
rather than complete our questionnaire. Our post and email contact details will be:
Post – FREEPOST TFL CONSULTATIONS
Email – rivercrossings@tfl.gov.uk
Our consultation booklet and website will include these details, along with the times
and dates of our Roadshow venues.
The deadline for comments is midnight on Sunday 29 November 2015.
4.

How we will respond to the consultation

Once the consultation has closed we will collate and analyse the responses
received. We will carefully consider all of the issues raised and will take account of
this feedback when finalising the proposed application. As part of the DCO
application we will publish a Consultation Report, listing the issues raised in the
consultation and our response to them.
If, in response to the consultation feedback, the proposals change to the extent that
it is considered necessary to undertake further consultation or geographically
targeted consultation on the tunnel scheme, this will be undertaken, and publicised
via methods judged to be most appropriate by TfL.
Otherwise we will continue to update the public and other stakeholders on our
proposals at appropriate milestones throughout the project and keep them informed
of changes. We will also keep our project website up to date with the latest
information.
5.

What is the Silvertown Tunnel?

In east London, there are very few ways for vehicles to get across the river. In
particular, it is difficult for HGVs and buses. In contrast, following sustained
investment over the last 20 years, there have been significant improvements made in
public transport provision and capacity. These improvements will continue in future.
Much of the demand to cross the river by road in east London is focused at the
Blackwall Tunnel crossing and there is significant traffic congestion on the
approaches to the tunnel as a result. Some key facts about the conditions at the
Blackwall Tunnel:




On a normal day, there can be a two mile tail-back to access the Blackwall
Tunnel. The queue regularly extends to just north of the Sun-in-the-Sands
roundabout
The delays can regularly add around 25 minutes to journey times through the
tunnel
There are almost 1,000 incidents a year at the Blackwall Tunnel, including a
large number caused by tall HGVs
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The Blackwall Tunnel need only be closed for as little as six minutes for
there to be a three mile tail-back to the tunnel
Around 1,000,000 hours are wasted each year by people queuing for the
Blackwall Tunnel, costing around £10m in lost time

The congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel adversely affects bus and coach services,
and can also delay freight and other vehicles. The congestion is a contributing
factor to poor air quality and makes it more difficult for businesses to trade and
grow.
There are three core challenges:





There is regular congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel because demand regularly
exceeds the capacity of the tunnel. There can regularly be 25 minute delays at
the tunnel
A lack of alternative crossings means that when the Blackwall Tunnel has to be
closed – even if only for a short time – the congestion becomes much worse. The
resilience of the surrounding road network to incidents at the Blackwall Tunnel is
poor
Future growth in London’s population and economy will put even more pressure
on roads and river crossings in east London and will require new infrastructure
and services to support it

We have considered a wide range of potential solutions to the challenges at the
Blackwall Tunnel, including those suggested by respondents to our previous
consultations. These have included new rail crossings, new links for pedestrians
and cyclists and new road crossings elsewhere. Our conclusion is that a
combination of a new road tunnel between Silvertown and the Greenwich Peninsula
with user charging of the new tunnel and the Blackwall Tunnel is the most effective
solution.
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The Silvertown Tunnel would be
a new twin-bore, dual
carriageway road tunnel beneath
the River Thames linking the
A102 on the Greenwich
Peninsula to the Tidal Basin
Roundabout in the Royal Docks
area.
Our scheme incorporates a new
user charge at the Silvertown
and Blackwall Tunnels. The
charge would manage demand
for the crossings and pay entirely
for the new tunnel to be built and
operated. The scheme would
virtually eliminate traffic
congestion at the Blackwall
Tunnel, reduce the
environmental impact of traffic
congestion and give us
opportunity to introduce new
cross-river public transport
services in east London.The
soonest that the tunnel could be
open is 2022/2023.
We propose to make changes to the existing road network to create new
connections to the Silvertown Tunnel.
On the south side of the river, we would make the following changes to the A102
Blackwall Tunnel Approach Road:




Widening the A102 Blackwall Tunnel Approach Road to create space for the
Silvertown Tunnel Approach lanes
Building a new flyover for southbound traffic from the Blackwall Tunnel to
cross above the Silvertown Tunnel Approach lanes
Introducing new signage to direct drivers

On the north side of the river, we would make the following changes:




Modifying the existing Tidal Basin Roundabout to connect the Silvertown
Tunnel approach roads with Dock Road and the Lower Lea Crossing
Realigning Dock Road so that it links with the new roundabout
Introducing new pedestrian and cycle facilities within the modified roundabout
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We propose introducing a charge to use the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels. The
charge is necessary to manage demand and ensure that the local road network can
accommodate future traffic levels, reducing the environmental impacts of traffic
congestion. The charge would also pay for the new tunnel to be built.
The level of the charge would be set closer to the time that the Silvertown Tunnel
opens, taking account of the conditions that exist at that time. This approach would
maximise the effectiveness of the scheme in helping to resolve the issues at the
Blackwall Tunnel.
We propose to apply for a DCO containing the following powers in particular:





6.

Development consent for the tunnel, the new approach roads, the
connections to the existing road network and improvements to the public
realm where required
Powers to carry out related street works
Powers to introduce user charging at the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels.
These would include a power to collect and enforce the charges
Powers to acquire land or rights over land
Other powers necessary to build, operate and maintain the tunnel
Benefits and impacts of the Silvertown Tunnel

The proposed scheme would provide a number of benefits:











Congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel would be effectively eliminated
The scheme could be pay for through the user charge – there would be no
cost to the fare payer
The number of unplanned closures of the Blackwall Tunnel would be greatly
reduced, in particular closures caused by vehicles which are too tall for the
tunnel
The cross-river road network would be more resilient to incidents at the
Blackwall Tunnel because traffic would have a nearby alternative route to take
The scheme would help support population growth as it would keep traffic
moving in east London
Opportunities for new cross-river bus links would be created, enabling us to
transform cross-river bus services in this area
Journeys for deliveries and servicing would be more reliable and this could
help local employers to access new markets. This could help to create new
jobs in the local area, and help the UK and London economies to grow
In a recent survey, almost a fifth of businesses said they would take on more
staff as a direct result of the Silvertown Tunnel scheme
The environmental impact of current traffic congestion on some of London's
most polluted roads would be reduced
There would be new and improved connections to and from Docklands and
east London from south London
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The opening of the new tunnel would bring about a change in the way that traffic
uses the road network, and this could lead to changes in emissions and noise from
traffic. Information about these impacts will be set out in the Preliminary
Environmental Information Report, which will also include information about the
measures we would take to mitigate these impacts.
7.

Further Information

If you want to know more about the Silvertown Tunnel project or would like to
request copies of our consultation documents you can:
Visit our website www.tfl.gov.uk/silvertown-tunnel
Email us at rivercrossings@tfl.gov.uk
Call us on 0343 222 1155 (Available during normal office hours. Service and network
charges may apply. Visit tfl.gov.uk/terms for details).
Write to us via our freepost address ‘FREEPOST TFL CONSULTATIONS’
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APPENDIX: Consultation Booklet collection points
Venues in the London Borough of Newham
Venue
Opening Hours
Canning Town Library, Barking Road
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday, Friday &
London, E16 4HQ
Saturday: 9.30am – 5.30pm
Thursday: 9.30am – 8pm
Sunday & Bank Holidays: Closed
The Hub, 123 Star Lane, Canning Town,
London, E16 4PZ

Contact the centre for details
(020 3373 0750)

The Siemens Crystal, 1 Siemens
Brothers Way, Royal Victoria Dock,
London E16 1GB

Tuesday to Friday, 10.00am-5.00pm
Saturday to Sunday, 10.00 to 7.00pm.

Britannia Village Hall, 65 Evelyn Road,
E16 1TU

Contact the centre for details (0207 511 6118)

Emirates Air Line

Monday to Friday 7.00am-8.00pm
Saturday 8.00am -8.00pm
Sunday 9.00am-8:00pm

Newham Dockside, 1000 Dockside
Road, London E16 2QU

Monday – Friday: 8.30am – 5.30pm
Saturday & Sunday: Closed

East Ham Library and Customer Service
Centre, 328 Barking Road, East Ham,
London, E6 2RT

Monday & Thursday: 9:30am–8:00pm
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday & Saturday: 9:30am–
5:30pm
Sunday: Closed

Beckton Globe library, 1 Kingsford Way,
London E6 5JQ

Monday, Wednesday, Friday & Saturday: 9.30am –
5.30pm
Tuesday: 1.00pm – 8.00pm
Thursday: 9.30am – 8.00pm
Sunday: 1.00pm – 5.00pm

Beckton Community Centre, 14 East
Ham Manor Way,E6 5NG

9:00am-5:00pm Every day

Custom House Library, Prince Regent
Lane, Custom House, E16 3JJ

Monday, Tuesday & Saturday: 9.30am - 5.30pm
Thursday: 1.00pm – 8.00pm
Wednesday, Friday & Sunday: Closed

Queens Terrace Community Centre,
Queens Terrace (off Queens Road),
Plaistow,E13 9AL

Contact the centre for details ( 020 8471 7407)

Woodman community Centre, Woodman
Street, North Woolwich, E16 2NF

Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday: 11.00am-4.00pm
Thursdays & Fridays: 8.00am–9.00pm
Saturdays & Sundays: 9.00am–10.00pm

Queens Road West Community Centre,

Contact the centre for details (020 8552 1334)
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63 Queens Road West, Plaistow,
London, E13 0PE
Trinity Community Centre, Bothwell
Close, Canning Town, E16 1QS

Contact the centre for details (020 7476 5120)

Manor Park Community Centre, 524
High Street North, Manor Park, E12 6QN

Contact the centre for details (020 8514 0903)

Katherine Road Community Centre, 254
Katherine Road, Forest Gate, E7 8PN

Contact the centre for details (020 8548 9825)

Jeyes Community Centre, 1 James
Close, Plaistow, E13 9BB

Contact the centre for details (020 8548 9788)

Jack Cornwell Centre, Jack Cornwell
Street, Manor Park, E12 5NN

Contact the centre for details (020 8553 3459)

Flanders Community Centre, 116 Napier
Road, East Ham, E6 2SG

Contact the centre for details (020 8472 4020)

Grassroots Community Centre,
Grassroots CRC, Memorial Avenue,
Memorial Park,
E15 3DB

Contact the centre for details (020 3373 0650)

Drew Community Centre, 14a Camel
Road, Silvertown, E16 2DG

Contact the centre for details (020 7476 5023)

Cundy Community Centre, Hartington
Road, Custom House, E16 3NP

Contact the centre for details (020 7474 6056)

North Woolwich Library, 5 Pier Road,
E16 2LJ

Monday, Tuesday, Friday & Saturday: 9.30am –
5.30pm
Thursday: 1.00pm – 8.00pm
Wednesday & Sunday: Closed

Royal Borough of Greenwich
Abbey Wood Library, Eynsham Drive,
Abbey Wood SE2 9PT

Blackheath Library, Old Dover Road,
Blackheath SE3 7BT

Charlton House, Charlton Road,
Charlton SE7 8RE

Monday & Thursday: 2pm to 7pm
Tuesday & Friday: 9am – 5.30pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
Wednesday & Sunday: Closed
Library closed for lunch each day from 1pm-2pm.
Monday: 10am to 7pm
Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday: 9am – 5.30pm
Thursday: 9am - 7pm
Saturday: 9am - 5pm
Sunday: Closed
Monday & Thursday: 2pm - 7pm
Tuesday & Friday: 9am - 5.30pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
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Wednesday & Sunday: Closed
Library closed for lunch each day from 1pm to 2pm.
Coldharbour Library, William Barefoot
Drive, London SE9 3AY

Monday & Thursday: 2pm - 5.30pm
Tuesday & Friday: 9am - 5.30pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
Wednesday & Sunday: Closed
Library closed for lunch each day from 1pm-2pm

The Eltham Centre Library, Archery
Road, Eltham SE9 1HA

Monday to Friday: 6.30am - 10pm
Saturday & Sunday: 9am - 5pm

The Greenwich Centre Library, The
Greenwich Centre, 12 Lambarde
Square, Greenwich SE10 9GB

Monday to Friday 6:30am – 10pm
Saturday & Sunday: 8:00am – 8pm

New Eltham Library, Southwood Road,
New Eltham SE9 3QT

Monday & Thursday: 2pm - 7pm
Tuesday & Friday: 9am - 5.30pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
Wednesday & Sunday: Closed

Plumstead Library, Plumstead High
Street, Plumstead SE18 1JL

Monday & Thursday: 9am-7pm
Tuesday & Friday: 9am-5.30pm
Saturday: 9.30am – 5pm
Wednesday & Sunday: Closed

Slade Centre Library, Erindale,
Plumstead SE18 2QQ

Monday & Thursday: 2pm - 7pm
Tuesday & Friday: 9am - 5.30pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
Wednesday & Sunday: Closed
Library closed for lunch each day from 1pm-2pm.

Thamesmere Express Library
Thamesmere Leisure Centre,
Thamesmere Drive, Thamesmead SE28
8DT

Monday, Thursday & Friday: 7am - 9.30pm
Tuesday &Wednesday: 7am - 9.30pm
Saturday: 8am - 5.30pm
Sunday: 8am - 5pm

West Greenwich Library, Greenwich
High Road, Greenwich SE10 8NN

Monday: 2pm - 7pm
Tuesday: 9am - 5.30pm
Thursday: 9am - 7pm
Friday: 2pm - 5.30pm
Saturday: 9am - 5pm
Wednesday & Sunday: Closed

Woolwich Library, The Woolwich Centre,
35 Wellington Street, Woolwich SE18
6HQ

Monday & Thursday: 9am-7pm
Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday: 9am-5.30pm
Saturday: 9.30am – 5pm
Sunday: 12pm – 4pm

Abbey Wood Children's Centre, Dhalia

Contact the centre for details (020 8311 0619)
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Road, Abbey Wood SE2 0SX
Alderwood Children's Centre, Rainham
Close, London SE9 2JH

Contact the centre for details (020 8850 5927)

Brookhill Children’s Centre
Brookhill Road, Woolwich SE18 6UZ

Contact the centre for details (020 8319 5320)

Cardwell Children's Centre, Frances
Street,
London SE18 5LP

Contact the centre for details (020 8854 7342

Discovery Children's Centre, Battery
Road, London SE28 0JN

Contact the centre for details (020 8855 2470)

Eglinton Children’s Centre
Paget Rise, Plumstead SE18 3PY

Contact the centre for details (020 8331 0374

Eltham Children's Centre, The Eltham
Centre, 2 Archery Road, London SE9
1HA

Contact the centre for details (020 8859 1110

Quaggy Children’s Centre
Lewisham Road SE13 7QZ

Contact the centre for details (020 8465 9785)

Storkway Children’s Centre
Ridgebrook Road, Kidbrooke SE3 9QX

Contact the centre for details (020 8331 1970)

Waterways Children’s Centre
Southwood Road, Thamesmead SE28
8EZ

Contact the centre for details (020 8311 5491)

Greenacres Children's Centre,
Witherston Way, London SE9 3JN

Contact the centre for details (020 8860 0186)

Invicta Children's Centre, Invicta Road
(Blue Bungalow), London SE3 7HE

Contact the centre for details (020 8293 5037)

Margaret Bondfield Children's Centre
with Glyndon Community Centre, 77
Raglan Road, Plumstead SE18 7LB

Contact the centre for details (020 8317 9825)

Mulberry Park Children's Centre,
Boxgrove Road, Abbey Wood SE2 9JP

Contact the centre for details (020 8310 0040)

Mulgrave Children's Centre, Rectory
Place, Woolwich SE18 5DA

Contact the centre for details (020 8319 5727)

Plumstead Children's Centre, 6 Purrett
Road, Plumstead SE18 1JW

Contact the centre for details (020 8836 9252)

Pound Park Children's Centre, Pound
Park Road

Contact the centre for details (020 8858 1791)
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Charlton SE7 8AF
Rachel McMillan Children's Centre,
McMillan Street, Deptford SE8 3EH

Contact the centre for details (020 8692 4041)

Robert Owen Children's Centre, 43
Commerell Street, Greenwich SE10 0EA

Contact the centre for details (020 8858 0529)

Sherington Children's Centre, Wyndcliff
Road, Charlton SE7 7JP

Contact the centre for details (020 8305 3140)

Shooters Hill Children's Centre, 398A
Shooters Hill Road, Woolwich, SE18
4LP

Contact the centre for details (020 8856 9388)

Slade Children's Centre, Erindale
Plumstead SE18 2QQ

Contact the centre for details (020 8854 7900)

Vista Field Children's Centre, Middle
Park Avenue (Corner of The Vista)
Eltham, London SE9 5SD

Contact the centre for details (020 8859 1110)

Abbey Wood Community Centre, 4 Knee
Hill, London SE2 0YS

Contact the centre for details (020 8311 7005)

Anstridge Hall, Anstridge Road,
London SE9 2LL

Contact the centre for details (020 8850 2040)

CANE (Community Association of New
Eltham), New Eltham Library,
Southwood Road, London SE9 3QT

Contact the centre for details (020 8850 7122)

Charlton Assembly Rooms, Charlton
Village, London SE7 8UD

Contact the centre for details (020 8856 3951)

Charlton House, Charlton Road,
London SE7 8RE

Contact the centre for details (020 8856 3951)

Clockhouse Community Centre,
Defiance Walk, London SE18 5QL

Contact the centre for details (020 8855 7188)

Coldharbour Hall, William Barefoot
Drive, London SE9 3JD

Contact the centre for details (020 8855 9981)

Flintmill Hall, Flintmill Crescent,
London SE3 8LU

Contact the centre for details (020 8850 2040)

Forum @ Greenwich, Trafalgar Road,
London SE10 9EQ

Contact the centre for details (020 8853 5212)

Glyndon Community Recreation Centre,
75 Raglan Road,
London SE18 7LB

Contact the centre for details (020 8855 9981)
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Greenwichwest Arts and Community
Centre, 141 Greenwich High Road,
London SE10 8JA

Contact the centre for details (020 8333 0086)

Horn Park Community Centre, St Francis
House, 96 Sibthorpe Road,
London SE12 9DP

Contact the centre for details (020 8851 6131)

Invicta Hall, Strandfield Close,
London SE18 1LA

Contact the centre for details (020 8855 9981)

Lionel Road Hall, Westhorne Avenue,
London SE9 6DH

Contact the centre for details (020 8850 2040)

Middle Park Community Centre and the
Joan Currie Hall, 150 Middle Park
Avenue, London SE9 5SD

Contact the centre for details (020 8850 2638)

Mycenae House, 90 Mycenae Road,
Blackheath SE3 7SE

Contact the centre for details (020 8858 1749)

New Charlton Community Centre, 217
Maryon Road, London SE7 8DB

Contact the centre for details (020 8854 7008)

Orchard Hall, 120 Lewisham Road,
London SE13 7NL

Contact the centre for details (020 8333 0086)

Progress Hall, Admiral Seymour Road,
London SE9 1SL

Contact the centre for details (020 8850 2040)

Shaheed Udham Singh Asian
Community Centre, White Hart Lane,
London SE18 1DG

Contact the centre for details (020 8317 0244)

Shrewsbury House Community Centre,
Bushmoor Crescent, London SE18 3EG

Contact the centre for details (020 8854 3895)

Slade Hall, Pendrell Street, London
SE18 2PJ

Contact the centre for details (020 8855 9981)

St Mary’s (Eltham) Community Complex,
St Mary’s Community Centre,180 Eltham
High Street,
London SE9 1BJ

Contact the centre for details (020 8850 2040)

Turning Pages Community Centre, 6
Nesbit Road, London SE9 6HS

Contact the centre for details (020 8859 7925)

Woolwich Common Community Centre,
16 Leslie Smith Square, London SE18
4DW

Contact the centre for details (020 8855 2437)
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Woolwich Public Hall, Woolwich Town
Hall, Wellington Street, London SE18
6PW
London Borough of Tower Hamlets
Idea Store Bow, 1 Gladstone Place,
Roman Road
Bow, London E3 5ES

Contact the centre for details (020 8921 5065)

Monday – Thursday: 9am – 9pm
Friday: 9am – 6pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
Sunday: 10am – 4pm

Idea Store Canary Wharf, Churchill
Place, London E14 5RB

Monday – Thursday: 9am – 9pm
Friday: 9am – 6pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
Sunday: 12pm – 6pm

Idea Store Chrisp Street, 1 Vesey Path
East India Dock Road
London E14 6BT

Monday – Thursday: 9am – 9pm
Friday: 9am – 6pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
Sunday: 10am – 4pm

Idea Store Watney Market, 260
Commercial Road, London E1 2FB

Monday – Thursday: 9am – 9pm
Friday: 9am – 6pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm

Idea Store Whitechapel, 321
Whitechapel Road
London E1 1BU

Monday – Thursday: 9am – 9pm
Friday: 9am – 6pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
Sunday: 11am – 5pm

Cubitt Town Library, Strattondale Street,
London E14 3HG

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday: 10am –
6pm
Thursday: 10am – 8pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
Sunday: Closed

Alpha Grove Community Centre, Alpha
Grove, Isle of Dog, London, E14 8LH

Contact the centre for details (020 7538 1714)

Bethnal Green Community Centre,
Cottage, Back of Whitman House
Bethnal Green Estate, London
E2 0HR

Contact the centre for details (020 8980 1522)

Brady Arts & Community Centre, 192196 Hanbury Street, London
E1 5HU

Contact the centre for details (020 7364 7900)

Butley Court Community Centre and
Clubroom, 1a Butley Court
Ford Street, Bow, London E3 5LT

Contact the centre for details (020 8981 3883)

Canal Club, Waterloo Gardens

Contact the centre for details (020 8983 3678)
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London E2 9HT
Darul Umman Centre, 56 Bigland Street,
London, E1 2ND
Francis Lee Community Centre, Clare
House, 10 Hawthorn Avenue
Bow, London, E3 5PY

Contact the centre for details (020 7790 5166)

Garrett Centre, Mansford Street Church
117 Mansford Street
London
E2 6LX
Hanbury street community room, 103
Hanbury street, Spitafields, London
E1 5JQ

Contact the centre for details (020 7729 1231)

Island House Community Centre,
Roserton Street, London, E14 3PG

Contact the centre for details (020 7531 0310)

John Scurr Community Centre, 1a
Bekesbourne Street, E14 7JQ

Contact the centre for details (020 7790 3113)

Lansbury HARCA Community Centre, 5
Alton Street, London, E14 6BZ

Contact the centre for details (020 7515 0978)

Minerva community centre, 10 Minerva
street, Bethnal Green, E2 9EH

Contact the centre for details (020 7780 3070)

Contact the centre for details (020 8981 3883)

Contact the centre for details (020 7780 3070)

Ocean Estate Tenants and Leaseholders Contact the centre for details (020 7790 1294)
Association Community Hall, Anson
House Forecourt, Stepney, E1 4SE
Oxford House Community Centre in
Bethnal Green, Derbyshire Street
London, E2 6HG

Contact the centre for details (020 7739 9001)

Samuda Community Centre, 44 Stewart
Street, Millwall, London, E14 9HA

Contact the centre for details (020 7538 3855)

St Johns Community Centre, 37/43
Glengall Grove, London, E14 3NE

Contact the centre for details (020 7987 4030)

St Matthias Community Centre,
Woodstock Terrace, 112 Poplar High
Street, London, E14 0AE

Contact the centre for details (020 7987 0459)

St Peters north community centre, 1
Marian Place, Bethnal Green, E2 9AX

Contact the centre for details (020 7780 3070)

Tarling east community centre, 63
Martha Street, Shadwell, E1 2PA

Contact the centre for details (020 7780 3070)

Tramshed Community Centre, Digby

Contact the centre for details (020 8981 9637)
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Street, Bethnal Green, E2 OLP
Wrights Road Community Centre, 41
Wrights Road, Bow, London, E3 5LB

Contact the centre for details (020 8981 3883)

Zander court community club room, 50
Zander court, Bethnal Green, London
E3 7AY

Contact the centre for details (020 7780 3070)
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6, Preparation and publication of the Statement of Community Consultation

TfL sought input from the Host Boroughs at an early stage in developing its plans for
consultation on the Silvertown Tunnel. There were three rounds of consultation in
total, including two rounds specifically on a draft Statement of Community
Consultation (SoCC) document.
On 30 January 2015, TfL contacted each Host Borough with a summary of the
methodology used in running an earlier round of consultation (held from October –
December 2014). TfL requested comments from the Host Boroughs on this
methodology, making clear that it would form the basis of the eventual draft SoCC.
TfL used feedback to prepare a draft SoCC and held an initial consultation with the
Host Boroughs from 27 February – 30 March 2015. TfL received a response from
each Host Borough and reviewed the draft SoCC based on the comments made.
TfL held a further consultation on the draft SoCC from 17 July – 17 August 2015 and
sent a copy of the updated SoCC to each Host Borough. TfL received comments
from each Host Borough and had due regard to them before finalising the SoCC.
The table below lists comments received from each Host Borough and TfL’s
response to them. This table was provided to the Host Boroughs with a copy of the
finalised SoCC on 15 September 2015.
The finalised SoCC was published online and in hard-copy at deposit point locations
on 21 September 2015, with notices posted in the local press from this point.

Royal Borough of Greenwich

Table of TfL’s responses to issues raised during draft SoCC consultation
Issues raised
Welcomes the wide
consultation area and
contact with
landowners,
respondents to the
previous consultation
and other stakeholder
groups.

TfL’s response
Noted.

Concurs with the choice
of the Woolwich Centre
as a ‘deposit point’

Noted.

Encouraged TfL to
ensure all relevant
background information
is published during
consultation, especially

TfL is preparing a suite of supporting
technical reports for publication at the
start of consultation, covering all
relevant disciplines. Our ‘Transport
Assessment’ includes relevant traffic

traffic
modelling/forecasting
information.

modelling and forecasting information;
an early draft of this report was shared
with the Host Boroughs for information
in August 2015.

Suggested that TfL
should rationalise
‘document creep’ within
the supporting technical
reports, to avoid
repetition

We recognise the need for the
supporting technical reports to be
comprehensive, fully addressing all
relevant disciplines. As such each
document needs to be capable of being
read and understood on its own. While
this will inevitably mean that certain
content is repeated from one document
to another (eg. a description of the
scheme itself will feature in several of
the reports, for context); we are taking
care during production of the reports to
ensure that this is rationalised and
standardised text is used where
possible.

Recommended holding
a roadshow event at a
venue to the east of
A102/A2, ideally at a
venue with a high
footfall.

On 28 August Andrew Miles and Kim
Smith of TfL and RB Greenwich
respectively agreed by email that the
roadshow event would be held at
Charlton House Community Centre.
Events at the venue have now been
booked and will be publicised in the
same way as the other roadshow
events we will hold.

Recommended that
roadshow events are
staffed by team
members who can
answer technical
queries in person rather
than retrospectively.

Our intention is that the roadshow
events will give opportunity for
interested members of the public to
discuss the scheme in depth with
relevant staff members. Accordingly,
each roadshow will be staffed by no
fewer than three members of the
Silvertown project team, covering a
variety of disciplines. We will
endeavour to answer all queries
comprehensively and in person. It may
be unrealistic however to expect that
every query could be resolved in this
way; it may be necessary to answer
some specialist and/or detailed queries
retrospectively. Where we are unable
to provide an answer in-person, we will
ensure that an answer is provided as
soon as possible.

London Borough of Newham

Recommended that a
Statement of
Community
Consultation notice be
posted additionally in
the Greenwich Time
newspaper

Agreed.

Suggested distributing
consultation leaflets to
Community Centres in
the Royal Borough

Agreed.

Happy to sign off the
Statement of
Community
Consultation

Noted.

Has concerns about the
‘readiness’ of
supporting technical
reports

We recognise the need for the
supporting technical reports to be
comprehensive, fully addressing all
relevant disciplines. At the same time,
work to develop and refine the
Silvertown Tunnel scheme will continue
post-consultation, in light of comments
made by respondents.
We recognise also that there may be
interest in these reports from members
of the public who perhaps do not have
specialist technical knowledge, and that
reading the reports may represent a
considerable resource requirement for
boroughs and other stakeholders.
We will take the following steps to
ensure the technical information
published as part of the consultation is
accessible:
•

•

Over the last few months we have
prepared briefing notes on relevant
topics of interest, and discussed
these with Borough officers in
person
We shared a draft version of the
Transport Assessment with officers
from all Host Boroughs on 14

•

•

London Borough of Tower Hamlets

•

August.
At the start of consultation we will
hold a briefing session for Borough
officers to explain the various
supporting documents and give an
opportunity for detailed discussions
on the summary of any outstanding
technical reports
We will publish supporting
factsheets during the consultation to
help explain the technical reports to
the lay-person
We will hold roadshow events (as
specified in the finalised SoCC) at
which members of the Silvertown
Tunnel project team will be available
to answer queries from the public

Suggested that
Statement of
Community
Consultation notice be
posted additionally in
the East End Life
newspaper
Requested that a set of
project documents be
made available for
inspection at Tower
Hamlets Town Hall

Agreed.

Recommended that the
consultation materials
make clear why a
residents/business
discount to the user
charge has not been
proposed

Agreed. At the start of consultation we
will publish a ‘Preliminary Charging
Report’, outlining our proposals for the
user charging element of the scheme.
We will also describe our proposals to
charge the Silvertown and Blackwall
Tunnels within our consultation leaflet
and website. All relevant materials will
include an explanation as to why a
discount to the charge for residents and
businesses is not considered feasible.

Agreed. The draft SoCC proposed that
the Preliminary Environmental
Information Report and finalised SoCC
would be made available in hard copy at
four ‘deposit point’ locations, including
Tower Hamlets Town Hall. Having
reflected on the Boroughs feedback, we
will provide a full set of project
documents in hard copy to each deposit
point location.

Recommended that TfL
work flexibly during the
consultation and
engage as necessary
with groups who have
hitherto not expressed a
view about the
Silvertown Tunnel
scheme

Agreed. We will publicise the
consultation as described in the draft
SoCC, using a variety of tools including
social media, letter-drop and press
advertising. Should any hithertounknown stakeholder groups approach
us during the consultation to request a
discussion we would make every effort
to meet them. We will hold a series of
roadshow events to support the
consultation, as set out in the finalised
SoCC, and these may be a suitable
channel through which to engage with
such groups.

Statement of Community
Consultation
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1.

Introduction

Transport for London (TfL) is developing proposals to build a new twin bore road
tunnel – the Silvertown Tunnel – to link Silvertown with the Greenwich Peninsula.
We also propose to introduce user charging at the Silvertown and Blackwall Tunnels.
The proposed Silvertown Tunnel will be a new twin-bore tunnel providing a road link
beneath the Thames from the A102 on the Greenwich Peninsula to the Tidal Basin
roundabout in the Royal Docks area. We propose to apply to the Secretary of State
in 2016 for a Development Consent Order (DCO) giving us the powers to build and
operate the tunnel scheme.
A description of the scheme is also provided in section 5 and a summary of its
benefits in section 6 below.
This Statement of Community Consultation (SoCC) is prepared in accordance with
section 47 of the Planning Act 2008 and explains how we will consult the local
community on the proposed DCO application. Amongst other matters, this
document sets out:




When we will hold our consultation
The information that will be included in it
Who we will consult and the tools we will use to reach them and gather their
views

We consulted the Royal Borough of Greenwich, London Borough of Newham and
London Borough of Tower Hamlets about the content of this SoCC and we had
regard to these local authorities' views when finalising it.
2.

The planning process

In June 2012, the Secretary of State directed that the Silvertown Tunnel should be
treated as a ‘Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project’ for the purposes of the
Planning Act 2008. This means that the Silvertown Tunnel can only be authorised
by a DCO made by the Secretary of State under the Planning Act 2008.
We will submit the DCO application for the Silvertown Tunnel to the Planning
Inspectorate who will accept the application on behalf of the Secretary of State for
Communities and Local Government for examination only if it complies with the
relevant statutory formalities and standards.
If the application is accepted for examination, TfL will carry out further publicity in
relation to the scheme. Interested parties will then be able to register their interest in
the application with the Planning Inspectorate, who will examine the application on
behalf of the Secretary of State for Transport. Registering will enable interested
parties to participate in the Examination of the application and be kept informed of
opportunities to present their views.
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During the Examination of the application interested parties will be able to submit
written comments on the proposals and participate in the public hearings. The
Examination must be completed within six months.
Following the Examination, the Planning Inspectorate will make a recommendation
to the Secretary of State for Transport who will then decide whether or not to make
the DCO.
The DCO application must be decided in accordance with the National Policy
Statement for National Networks (NNNPS), which sets out the Government’s policies
for nationally significant road and rail projects. Further information about the NNNPS
is available online: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-policystatement-for-national-networks
Further information about the DCO process is available on the Planning Inspectorate
website at http://infrastructure.planningportal.gov.uk
Environmental information
The proposed Silvertown Tunnel is classified as ‘EIA Development’ for the purposes
of the EU Environmental Impact Assessment Directive. An Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) is therefore being undertaken to ensure the likely significant
effects of the scheme are understood and that appropriate mitigation of those effects
is put in place where necessary. The results of the EIA will be set out in an
Environmental Statement that will accompany the DCO application.
The preliminary results of the EIA will be presented in a ‘Preliminary Environmental
Information Report’ (PEIR) during our consultation on the proposed application, and
we will be seeking the local community’s views on the information contained in the
report.
3.

Consulting the community

We think it vital that the public and other stakeholders are closely involved in the
development of the Silvertown Tunnel scheme. Consultations help us to identify key
issues of concern, enabling us to address these and improve our proposals.
TfL has undertaken several previous non-statutory consultations on this scheme; the
most recent of which was held from October – December 2014. We have
considered all of the feedback received during the previous consultations in
developing and refining our proposals.
Section 47 of the Planning Act 2008 requires that we now consult people living in the
vicinity of the proposed new tunnel. This section sets out how we intend to carry out
that community consultation.
3.1.

When will the consultation be held?
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Our consultation will run from Monday 5 October until midnight on Sunday 29
November 2015. We cannot guarantee that responses received after this date will
be taken into consideration.
3.2.

Who will be able to comment on the tunnel proposals and how will we
publicise the consultation?

Our consultation will be open to anyone who has a view that they wish us to
consider.
At the start of the consultation, we will write directly to residents living across the
area bordered in blue in the map below. We consider that the people living within
this area constitute the 'local community' for the purposes of section 47 of the
Planning Act 2008. The same area was also used during our previous consultation
on the Silvertown Tunnel, which ran from October – December 2014. We will also
write to a number of additional stakeholder groups, political representatives,
residents’ associations and others, including those who replied to our previous
consultation on the Silvertown Tunnel and provided us with valid contact details.

In addition to writing to residents and other stakeholders we will also undertake the
following steps to promote the consultation more widely and ensure that as many
people as reasonably practicable are aware of it:


Publish statutory notices in local and national newspapers giving details about
the consultation
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Using targeted advertising in local news media, as well as in London-wide
news media. A number of adverts will appear throughout the consultation
Using our existing databases to send a targeted email at the start of the
consultation to members of the public considered likely to have a particular
interest in the Silvertown Tunnel
Using a range of digital marketing tools targeted locally or at people
considered likely to have a particular interest in the scheme. These tools will
be used throughout the consultation
By issuing a press release at the start of the consultation and sending regular
tweets throughout the consultation period

At the same time as consulting the local community we will also consult a wide range
of statutory consultees in accordance with section 42 of the Planning Act 2008.
These include:



3.3.

the host and neighbouring local authorities
statutory bodies (such as the Environment Agency)
people with an interest in land that might be affected by the proposals
What information will be available during the consultation?

TfL is preparing a number of documents, maps and plans showing the nature and
location of the proposed scheme. These documents are designed to assist people
who wish to comment on the scheme.
A full list of these documents is set out in the table below. Throughout this SoCC
and our other consultation materials, these documents will be described collectively
as 'the consultation documents'.
Consultation Booklet
Preliminary Environmental Information Report (PEIR)
Non-technical Summary of the PEIR
Consultation Plans, Maps and Drawings
Preliminary Case for the Scheme
Preliminary Charging Report
Preliminary Outline Business Case
Preliminary Engineering Report
Preliminary Transport Assessment
Preliminary Design & Access Statement
Preliminary Sustainability Statement
Preliminary Equalities Impact Assessment
As with our previous consultations, we will make all the consultation documents
available on our website. The consultation documents will cover a range of matters
concerning the scheme, as set out below:


An outline of how responses to our previous consultations have helped to
shape our thinking
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The specific traffic and other related issues facing east London that we
believe can be best resolved by building the Silvertown Tunnel. During
previous consultations the public and other stakeholders have suggested a
range of alternative schemes that they feel we should pursue. We will explain
why we have concluded that the tunnel scheme is the right solution to the
issues identified, having considered these suggestions in full
A description of the scheme, including the outline design of new junctions to
link the tunnel to the existing road network
An outline of the improvements to the public transport network that
construction of the new tunnel could enable, as well as improvements to the
local walking and cycling network
Our proposals for charging for use of the new tunnel as well as for use of the
Blackwall Tunnel, including our approach to exemptions and discounts
A description of the benefits of the scheme
The likely impacts of the scheme. This will include a Preliminary
Environmental Information Report, which will contain preliminary information
about the likely environmental impacts of the construction and operation of the
tunnel scheme and how we propose to mitigate and manage these

In light of the responses to our previous consultations, we will also publish a reading
guide to the consultation documents. The guide will explain in plain English the
purpose of each consultation document, the methodology we followed in producing it
and summarises its main findings.
The Consultation booklet, our website and the questionnaire on our website
will detail the specific matters on which we are seeking feedback, although
consultees are not restricted to commenting on these issues, and we welcome
feedback on any aspect of the proposals or the consultation documents.
3.4.

How and where can the community view the consultation documents?

Our website
During the consultation period the community will be able to view the consultation
documents and other information about the scheme using our website
www.tfl.gov.uk/silvertown-tunnel. The website will include a questionnaire so that
the public and other stakeholders can let us know their thoughts.
Roadshow events
During the consultation, TfL will hold a series of 'Roadshow' events at venues in the
boroughs of Greenwich, Newham and Tower Hamlets.
TfL staff involved in the project will be available at each event to answer questions
about the tunnel scheme and we will prepare display boards printed with information
regarding the proposals to help aid discussions.
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All of the consultation documents will be available to view in hard copy at the
Roadshow events and TfL staff will have copies of the consultation booklet for
members of the public to take away (subject to availability).
The dates, times and venues for the roadshow events are shown below.
Venue
Idea Store, Chrisp Street
At the Ground Floor Foyer, 1 Vesey
Path, London, E14 6BT

Dates
10am – 4pm, Saturday 7 November

Canary Wharf Shopping Centre
At the Canada Place crossroads,
London, E14 5AB

10am – 7pm, Tuesday 20 October

The Forum
Trafalgar Road, London, SE10 9EQ

10am – 4pm, Saturday 10 October

12pm – 7pm, Tuesday 17 November

11am – 5pm, Saturday 14 November

12pm – 7pm, Tuesday 10 November
Britannia Village Hall
65 Evelyn Road, London, E16 1TU

12pm – 5pm, Saturday 17 October
12pm – 7pm, Tuesday 27 October

Canning Town Library
Barking Road, London, E16 4HQ

10am – 4pm, Saturday 24 October
1pm – 7pm, Thursday 19 November

Charlton House Community
Centre
Charlton Road, London, SE7 8RE

12pm – 5pm, Saturday 31 October
12pm – 7pm, Thursday 26 November

Consultation document deposit points
As well as being available on our website at www.tfl.gov.uk/silvertown-tunnel,
all of the consultation documents will be available to inspect in hard copy during
the consultation period at the deposit point locations indicated below:
Location
Transport for London
230 Blackfriars Road
Southwark
London
SE1 8NJ

Opening times
Monday – Friday
10am – 4pm
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Royal Borough of Greenwich
The Woolwich Centre
Wellington Street
Woolwich
SE18 6HQ

Monday – Friday
10am – 4pm

London Borough of Newham
Newham Dockside
1000 Dockside Road
London
E16 2QU

Monday – Friday
10am – 4pm

London Borough of Tower
Hamlets
Town Hall,
Mulberry Place,
5 Clove Crescent,
London
E14 2BG

Monday – Friday
10am – 4pm

Consultation booklet collection points
The consultation booklet will contain a summary of the scheme proposals.
As well as being available at the document deposit points, the consultation booklet
will also be available free of charge at a number of libraries and other public
buildings throughout the consultation.
Please note that these collection points will only hold the consultation booklet (and
not other consultation documents) and that TfL staff will not be present at these
locations.
The locations and opening times of these venues are shown in a table in the
Appendix.
Ordering copies
TfL will provide paper or electronic copies of the consultation documents free of
charge on reasonable request. These can be requested from TfL using the contact
details at the end of this document.
3.5.

How can the community provide their comments?

Our website will include a questionnaire setting out the specific areas on which we
would like feedback. Consultees are not restricted to these issues, however, and we
welcome feedback on any aspect of the proposals or the consultation documents.
Our consultation booklet will direct respondents to our website to record their views
online, although we will also make a paper copy of our questionnaire available on
request.
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Respondents will also be free to write to us with their thoughts about the project,
rather than complete our questionnaire. Our post and email contact details will be:
Post – FREEPOST TFL CONSULTATIONS
Email – rivercrossings@tfl.gov.uk
Our consultation booklet and website will include these details, along with the times
and dates of our Roadshow venues.
The deadline for comments is midnight on Sunday 29 November 2015.
4.

How we will respond to the consultation

Once the consultation has closed we will collate and analyse the responses
received. We will carefully consider all of the issues raised and will take account of
this feedback when finalising the proposed application. As part of the DCO
application we will publish a Consultation Report, listing the issues raised in the
consultation and our response to them.
If, in response to the consultation feedback, the proposals change to the extent that
it is considered necessary to undertake further consultation or geographically
targeted consultation on the tunnel scheme, this will be undertaken, and publicised
via methods judged to be most appropriate by TfL.
Otherwise we will continue to update the public and other stakeholders on our
proposals at appropriate milestones throughout the project and keep them informed
of changes. We will also keep our project website up to date with the latest
information.
5.

What is the Silvertown Tunnel?

In east London, there are very few ways for vehicles to get across the river. In
particular, it is difficult for HGVs and buses. In contrast, following sustained
investment over the last 20 years, there have been significant improvements made in
public transport provision and capacity. These improvements will continue in future.
Much of the demand to cross the river by road in east London is focused at the
Blackwall Tunnel crossing and there is significant traffic congestion on the
approaches to the tunnel as a result. Some key facts about the conditions at the
Blackwall Tunnel:




On a normal day, there can be a two mile tail-back to access the Blackwall
Tunnel. The queue regularly extends to just north of the Sun-in-the-Sands
roundabout
The delays can regularly add around 25 minutes to journey times through the
tunnel
There are almost 1,000 incidents a year at the Blackwall Tunnel, including a
large number caused by tall HGVs
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The Blackwall Tunnel need only be closed for as little as six minutes for
there to be a three mile tail-back to the tunnel
Around 1,000,000 hours are wasted each year by people queuing for the
Blackwall Tunnel, costing around £10m in lost time

The congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel adversely affects bus and coach services,
and can also delay freight and other vehicles. The congestion is a contributing
factor to poor air quality and makes it more difficult for businesses to trade and
grow.
There are three core challenges:





There is regular congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel because demand regularly
exceeds the capacity of the tunnel. There can regularly be 25 minute delays at
the tunnel
A lack of alternative crossings means that when the Blackwall Tunnel has to be
closed – even if only for a short time – the congestion becomes much worse. The
resilience of the surrounding road network to incidents at the Blackwall Tunnel is
poor
Future growth in London’s population and economy will put even more pressure
on roads and river crossings in east London and will require new infrastructure
and services to support it

We have considered a wide range of potential solutions to the challenges at the
Blackwall Tunnel, including those suggested by respondents to our previous
consultations. These have included new rail crossings, new links for pedestrians
and cyclists and new road crossings elsewhere. Our conclusion is that a
combination of a new road tunnel between Silvertown and the Greenwich Peninsula
with user charging of the new tunnel and the Blackwall Tunnel is the most effective
solution.
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The Silvertown Tunnel would be
a new twin-bore, dual
carriageway road tunnel beneath
the River Thames linking the
A102 on the Greenwich
Peninsula to the Tidal Basin
Roundabout in the Royal Docks
area.
Our scheme incorporates a new
user charge at the Silvertown
and Blackwall Tunnels. The
charge would manage demand
for the crossings and pay entirely
for the new tunnel to be built and
operated. The scheme would
virtually eliminate traffic
congestion at the Blackwall
Tunnel, reduce the
environmental impact of traffic
congestion and give us
opportunity to introduce new
cross-river public transport
services in east London.The
soonest that the tunnel could be
open is 2022/2023.
We propose to make changes to the existing road network to create new
connections to the Silvertown Tunnel.
On the south side of the river, we would make the following changes to the A102
Blackwall Tunnel Approach Road:




Widening the A102 Blackwall Tunnel Approach Road to create space for the
Silvertown Tunnel Approach lanes
Building a new flyover for southbound traffic from the Blackwall Tunnel to
cross above the Silvertown Tunnel Approach lanes
Introducing new signage to direct drivers

On the north side of the river, we would make the following changes:




Modifying the existing Tidal Basin Roundabout to connect the Silvertown
Tunnel approach roads with Dock Road and the Lower Lea Crossing
Realigning Dock Road so that it links with the new roundabout
Introducing new pedestrian and cycle facilities within the modified roundabout
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We propose introducing a charge to use the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels. The
charge is necessary to manage demand and ensure that the local road network can
accommodate future traffic levels, reducing the environmental impacts of traffic
congestion. The charge would also pay for the new tunnel to be built.
The level of the charge would be set closer to the time that the Silvertown Tunnel
opens, taking account of the conditions that exist at that time. This approach would
maximise the effectiveness of the scheme in helping to resolve the issues at the
Blackwall Tunnel.
We propose to apply for a DCO containing the following powers in particular:





6.

Development consent for the tunnel, the new approach roads, the
connections to the existing road network and improvements to the public
realm where required
Powers to carry out related street works
Powers to introduce user charging at the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels.
These would include a power to collect and enforce the charges
Powers to acquire land or rights over land
Other powers necessary to build, operate and maintain the tunnel
Benefits and impacts of the Silvertown Tunnel

The proposed scheme would provide a number of benefits:











Congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel would be effectively eliminated
The scheme could be pay for through the user charge – there would be no
cost to the fare payer
The number of unplanned closures of the Blackwall Tunnel would be greatly
reduced, in particular closures caused by vehicles which are too tall for the
tunnel
The cross-river road network would be more resilient to incidents at the
Blackwall Tunnel because traffic would have a nearby alternative route to take
The scheme would help support population growth as it would keep traffic
moving in east London
Opportunities for new cross-river bus links would be created, enabling us to
transform cross-river bus services in this area
Journeys for deliveries and servicing would be more reliable and this could
help local employers to access new markets. This could help to create new
jobs in the local area, and help the UK and London economies to grow
In a recent survey, almost a fifth of businesses said they would take on more
staff as a direct result of the Silvertown Tunnel scheme
The environmental impact of current traffic congestion on some of London's
most polluted roads would be reduced
There would be new and improved connections to and from Docklands and
east London from south London
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The opening of the new tunnel would bring about a change in the way that traffic
uses the road network, and this could lead to changes in emissions and noise from
traffic. Information about these impacts will be set out in the Preliminary
Environmental Information Report, which will also include information about the
measures we would take to mitigate these impacts.
7.

Further Information

If you want to know more about the Silvertown Tunnel project or would like to
request copies of our consultation documents you can:
Visit our website www.tfl.gov.uk/silvertown-tunnel
Email us at rivercrossings@tfl.gov.uk
Call us on 0343 222 1155 (Available during normal office hours. Service and network
charges may apply. Visit tfl.gov.uk/terms for details).
Write to us via our freepost address ‘FREEPOST TFL CONSULTATIONS’
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APPENDIX: Consultation Booklet collection points
Venues in the London Borough of Newham
Venue
Opening Hours
Canning Town Library, Barking Road
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday, Friday &
London, E16 4HQ
Saturday: 9.30am – 5.30pm
Thursday: 9.30am – 8pm
Sunday & Bank Holidays: Closed
The Hub, 123 Star Lane, Canning Town,
London, E16 4PZ

Contact the centre for details
(020 3373 0750)

The Siemens Crystal, 1 Siemens
Brothers Way, Royal Victoria Dock,
London E16 1GB

Tuesday to Friday, 10.00am-5.00pm
Saturday to Sunday, 10.00 to 7.00pm.

Britannia Village Hall, 65 Evelyn Road,
E16 1TU

Contact the centre for details (0207 511 6118)

Emirates Air Line

Monday to Friday 7.00am-8.00pm
Saturday 8.00am -8.00pm
Sunday 9.00am-8:00pm

Newham Dockside, 1000 Dockside
Road, London E16 2QU

Monday – Friday: 8.30am – 5.30pm
Saturday & Sunday: Closed

East Ham Library and Customer Service
Centre, 328 Barking Road, East Ham,
London, E6 2RT

Monday & Thursday: 9:30am–8:00pm
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday & Saturday: 9:30am–
5:30pm
Sunday: Closed

Beckton Globe library, 1 Kingsford Way,
London E6 5JQ

Monday, Wednesday, Friday & Saturday: 9.30am –
5.30pm
Tuesday: 1.00pm – 8.00pm
Thursday: 9.30am – 8.00pm
Sunday: 1.00pm – 5.00pm

Beckton Community Centre, 14 East
Ham Manor Way,E6 5NG

9:00am-5:00pm Every day

Custom House Library, Prince Regent
Lane, Custom House, E16 3JJ

Monday, Tuesday & Saturday: 9.30am - 5.30pm
Thursday: 1.00pm – 8.00pm
Wednesday, Friday & Sunday: Closed

Queens Terrace Community Centre,
Queens Terrace (off Queens Road),
Plaistow,E13 9AL

Contact the centre for details ( 020 8471 7407)

Woodman community Centre, Woodman
Street, North Woolwich, E16 2NF

Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday: 11.00am-4.00pm
Thursdays & Fridays: 8.00am–9.00pm
Saturdays & Sundays: 9.00am–10.00pm

Queens Road West Community Centre,

Contact the centre for details (020 8552 1334)
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63 Queens Road West, Plaistow,
London, E13 0PE
Trinity Community Centre, Bothwell
Close, Canning Town, E16 1QS

Contact the centre for details (020 7476 5120)

Manor Park Community Centre, 524
High Street North, Manor Park, E12 6QN

Contact the centre for details (020 8514 0903)

Katherine Road Community Centre, 254
Katherine Road, Forest Gate, E7 8PN

Contact the centre for details (020 8548 9825)

Jeyes Community Centre, 1 James
Close, Plaistow, E13 9BB

Contact the centre for details (020 8548 9788)

Jack Cornwell Centre, Jack Cornwell
Street, Manor Park, E12 5NN

Contact the centre for details (020 8553 3459)

Flanders Community Centre, 116 Napier
Road, East Ham, E6 2SG

Contact the centre for details (020 8472 4020)

Grassroots Community Centre,
Grassroots CRC, Memorial Avenue,
Memorial Park,
E15 3DB

Contact the centre for details (020 3373 0650)

Drew Community Centre, 14a Camel
Road, Silvertown, E16 2DG

Contact the centre for details (020 7476 5023)

Cundy Community Centre, Hartington
Road, Custom House, E16 3NP

Contact the centre for details (020 7474 6056)

North Woolwich Library, 5 Pier Road,
E16 2LJ

Monday, Tuesday, Friday & Saturday: 9.30am –
5.30pm
Thursday: 1.00pm – 8.00pm
Wednesday & Sunday: Closed

Royal Borough of Greenwich
Abbey Wood Library, Eynsham Drive,
Abbey Wood SE2 9PT

Blackheath Library, Old Dover Road,
Blackheath SE3 7BT

Charlton House, Charlton Road,
Charlton SE7 8RE

Monday & Thursday: 2pm to 7pm
Tuesday & Friday: 9am – 5.30pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
Wednesday & Sunday: Closed
Library closed for lunch each day from 1pm-2pm.
Monday: 10am to 7pm
Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday: 9am – 5.30pm
Thursday: 9am - 7pm
Saturday: 9am - 5pm
Sunday: Closed
Monday & Thursday: 2pm - 7pm
Tuesday & Friday: 9am - 5.30pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
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Wednesday & Sunday: Closed
Library closed for lunch each day from 1pm to 2pm.
Coldharbour Library, William Barefoot
Drive, London SE9 3AY

Monday & Thursday: 2pm - 5.30pm
Tuesday & Friday: 9am - 5.30pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
Wednesday & Sunday: Closed
Library closed for lunch each day from 1pm-2pm

The Eltham Centre Library, Archery
Road, Eltham SE9 1HA

Monday to Friday: 6.30am - 10pm
Saturday & Sunday: 9am - 5pm

The Greenwich Centre Library, The
Greenwich Centre, 12 Lambarde
Square, Greenwich SE10 9GB

Monday to Friday 6:30am – 10pm
Saturday & Sunday: 8:00am – 8pm

New Eltham Library, Southwood Road,
New Eltham SE9 3QT

Monday & Thursday: 2pm - 7pm
Tuesday & Friday: 9am - 5.30pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
Wednesday & Sunday: Closed

Plumstead Library, Plumstead High
Street, Plumstead SE18 1JL

Monday & Thursday: 9am-7pm
Tuesday & Friday: 9am-5.30pm
Saturday: 9.30am – 5pm
Wednesday & Sunday: Closed

Slade Centre Library, Erindale,
Plumstead SE18 2QQ

Monday & Thursday: 2pm - 7pm
Tuesday & Friday: 9am - 5.30pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
Wednesday & Sunday: Closed
Library closed for lunch each day from 1pm-2pm.

Thamesmere Express Library
Thamesmere Leisure Centre,
Thamesmere Drive, Thamesmead SE28
8DT

Monday, Thursday & Friday: 7am - 9.30pm
Tuesday &Wednesday: 7am - 9.30pm
Saturday: 8am - 5.30pm
Sunday: 8am - 5pm

West Greenwich Library, Greenwich
High Road, Greenwich SE10 8NN

Monday: 2pm - 7pm
Tuesday: 9am - 5.30pm
Thursday: 9am - 7pm
Friday: 2pm - 5.30pm
Saturday: 9am - 5pm
Wednesday & Sunday: Closed

Woolwich Library, The Woolwich Centre,
35 Wellington Street, Woolwich SE18
6HQ

Monday & Thursday: 9am-7pm
Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday: 9am-5.30pm
Saturday: 9.30am – 5pm
Sunday: 12pm – 4pm

Abbey Wood Children's Centre, Dhalia

Contact the centre for details (020 8311 0619)
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Road, Abbey Wood SE2 0SX
Alderwood Children's Centre, Rainham
Close, London SE9 2JH

Contact the centre for details (020 8850 5927)

Brookhill Children’s Centre
Brookhill Road, Woolwich SE18 6UZ

Contact the centre for details (020 8319 5320)

Cardwell Children's Centre, Frances
Street,
London SE18 5LP

Contact the centre for details (020 8854 7342

Discovery Children's Centre, Battery
Road, London SE28 0JN

Contact the centre for details (020 8855 2470)

Eglinton Children’s Centre
Paget Rise, Plumstead SE18 3PY

Contact the centre for details (020 8331 0374

Eltham Children's Centre, The Eltham
Centre, 2 Archery Road, London SE9
1HA

Contact the centre for details (020 8859 1110

Quaggy Children’s Centre
Lewisham Road SE13 7QZ

Contact the centre for details (020 8465 9785)

Storkway Children’s Centre
Ridgebrook Road, Kidbrooke SE3 9QX

Contact the centre for details (020 8331 1970)

Waterways Children’s Centre
Southwood Road, Thamesmead SE28
8EZ

Contact the centre for details (020 8311 5491)

Greenacres Children's Centre,
Witherston Way, London SE9 3JN

Contact the centre for details (020 8860 0186)

Invicta Children's Centre, Invicta Road
(Blue Bungalow), London SE3 7HE

Contact the centre for details (020 8293 5037)

Margaret Bondfield Children's Centre
with Glyndon Community Centre, 77
Raglan Road, Plumstead SE18 7LB

Contact the centre for details (020 8317 9825)

Mulberry Park Children's Centre,
Boxgrove Road, Abbey Wood SE2 9JP

Contact the centre for details (020 8310 0040)

Mulgrave Children's Centre, Rectory
Place, Woolwich SE18 5DA

Contact the centre for details (020 8319 5727)

Plumstead Children's Centre, 6 Purrett
Road, Plumstead SE18 1JW

Contact the centre for details (020 8836 9252)

Pound Park Children's Centre, Pound
Park Road

Contact the centre for details (020 8858 1791)
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Charlton SE7 8AF
Rachel McMillan Children's Centre,
McMillan Street, Deptford SE8 3EH

Contact the centre for details (020 8692 4041)

Robert Owen Children's Centre, 43
Commerell Street, Greenwich SE10 0EA

Contact the centre for details (020 8858 0529)

Sherington Children's Centre, Wyndcliff
Road, Charlton SE7 7JP

Contact the centre for details (020 8305 3140)

Shooters Hill Children's Centre, 398A
Shooters Hill Road, Woolwich, SE18
4LP

Contact the centre for details (020 8856 9388)

Slade Children's Centre, Erindale
Plumstead SE18 2QQ

Contact the centre for details (020 8854 7900)

Vista Field Children's Centre, Middle
Park Avenue (Corner of The Vista)
Eltham, London SE9 5SD

Contact the centre for details (020 8859 1110)

Abbey Wood Community Centre, 4 Knee
Hill, London SE2 0YS

Contact the centre for details (020 8311 7005)

Anstridge Hall, Anstridge Road,
London SE9 2LL

Contact the centre for details (020 8850 2040)

CANE (Community Association of New
Eltham), New Eltham Library,
Southwood Road, London SE9 3QT

Contact the centre for details (020 8850 7122)

Charlton Assembly Rooms, Charlton
Village, London SE7 8UD

Contact the centre for details (020 8856 3951)

Charlton House, Charlton Road,
London SE7 8RE

Contact the centre for details (020 8856 3951)

Clockhouse Community Centre,
Defiance Walk, London SE18 5QL

Contact the centre for details (020 8855 7188)

Coldharbour Hall, William Barefoot
Drive, London SE9 3JD

Contact the centre for details (020 8855 9981)

Flintmill Hall, Flintmill Crescent,
London SE3 8LU

Contact the centre for details (020 8850 2040)

Forum @ Greenwich, Trafalgar Road,
London SE10 9EQ

Contact the centre for details (020 8853 5212)

Glyndon Community Recreation Centre,
75 Raglan Road,
London SE18 7LB

Contact the centre for details (020 8855 9981)
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Greenwichwest Arts and Community
Centre, 141 Greenwich High Road,
London SE10 8JA

Contact the centre for details (020 8333 0086)

Horn Park Community Centre, St Francis
House, 96 Sibthorpe Road,
London SE12 9DP

Contact the centre for details (020 8851 6131)

Invicta Hall, Strandfield Close,
London SE18 1LA

Contact the centre for details (020 8855 9981)

Lionel Road Hall, Westhorne Avenue,
London SE9 6DH

Contact the centre for details (020 8850 2040)

Middle Park Community Centre and the
Joan Currie Hall, 150 Middle Park
Avenue, London SE9 5SD

Contact the centre for details (020 8850 2638)

Mycenae House, 90 Mycenae Road,
Blackheath SE3 7SE

Contact the centre for details (020 8858 1749)

New Charlton Community Centre, 217
Maryon Road, London SE7 8DB

Contact the centre for details (020 8854 7008)

Orchard Hall, 120 Lewisham Road,
London SE13 7NL

Contact the centre for details (020 8333 0086)

Progress Hall, Admiral Seymour Road,
London SE9 1SL

Contact the centre for details (020 8850 2040)

Shaheed Udham Singh Asian
Community Centre, White Hart Lane,
London SE18 1DG

Contact the centre for details (020 8317 0244)

Shrewsbury House Community Centre,
Bushmoor Crescent, London SE18 3EG

Contact the centre for details (020 8854 3895)

Slade Hall, Pendrell Street, London
SE18 2PJ

Contact the centre for details (020 8855 9981)

St Mary’s (Eltham) Community Complex,
St Mary’s Community Centre,180 Eltham
High Street,
London SE9 1BJ

Contact the centre for details (020 8850 2040)

Turning Pages Community Centre, 6
Nesbit Road, London SE9 6HS

Contact the centre for details (020 8859 7925)

Woolwich Common Community Centre,
16 Leslie Smith Square, London SE18
4DW

Contact the centre for details (020 8855 2437)
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Woolwich Public Hall, Woolwich Town
Hall, Wellington Street, London SE18
6PW
London Borough of Tower Hamlets
Idea Store Bow, 1 Gladstone Place,
Roman Road
Bow, London E3 5ES

Contact the centre for details (020 8921 5065)

Monday – Thursday: 9am – 9pm
Friday: 9am – 6pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
Sunday: 10am – 4pm

Idea Store Canary Wharf, Churchill
Place, London E14 5RB

Monday – Thursday: 9am – 9pm
Friday: 9am – 6pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
Sunday: 12pm – 6pm

Idea Store Chrisp Street, 1 Vesey Path
East India Dock Road
London E14 6BT

Monday – Thursday: 9am – 9pm
Friday: 9am – 6pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
Sunday: 10am – 4pm

Idea Store Watney Market, 260
Commercial Road, London E1 2FB

Monday – Thursday: 9am – 9pm
Friday: 9am – 6pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm

Idea Store Whitechapel, 321
Whitechapel Road
London E1 1BU

Monday – Thursday: 9am – 9pm
Friday: 9am – 6pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
Sunday: 11am – 5pm

Cubitt Town Library, Strattondale Street,
London E14 3HG

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday: 10am –
6pm
Thursday: 10am – 8pm
Saturday: 9am – 5pm
Sunday: Closed

Alpha Grove Community Centre, Alpha
Grove, Isle of Dog, London, E14 8LH

Contact the centre for details (020 7538 1714)

Bethnal Green Community Centre,
Cottage, Back of Whitman House
Bethnal Green Estate, London
E2 0HR

Contact the centre for details (020 8980 1522)

Brady Arts & Community Centre, 192196 Hanbury Street, London
E1 5HU

Contact the centre for details (020 7364 7900)

Butley Court Community Centre and
Clubroom, 1a Butley Court
Ford Street, Bow, London E3 5LT

Contact the centre for details (020 8981 3883)

Canal Club, Waterloo Gardens

Contact the centre for details (020 8983 3678)
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London E2 9HT
Darul Umman Centre, 56 Bigland Street,
London, E1 2ND
Francis Lee Community Centre, Clare
House, 10 Hawthorn Avenue
Bow, London, E3 5PY

Contact the centre for details (020 7790 5166)

Garrett Centre, Mansford Street Church
117 Mansford Street
London
E2 6LX
Hanbury street community room, 103
Hanbury street, Spitafields, London
E1 5JQ

Contact the centre for details (020 7729 1231)

Island House Community Centre,
Roserton Street, London, E14 3PG

Contact the centre for details (020 7531 0310)

John Scurr Community Centre, 1a
Bekesbourne Street, E14 7JQ

Contact the centre for details (020 7790 3113)

Lansbury HARCA Community Centre, 5
Alton Street, London, E14 6BZ

Contact the centre for details (020 7515 0978)

Minerva community centre, 10 Minerva
street, Bethnal Green, E2 9EH

Contact the centre for details (020 7780 3070)

Contact the centre for details (020 8981 3883)

Contact the centre for details (020 7780 3070)

Ocean Estate Tenants and Leaseholders Contact the centre for details (020 7790 1294)
Association Community Hall, Anson
House Forecourt, Stepney, E1 4SE
Oxford House Community Centre in
Bethnal Green, Derbyshire Street
London, E2 6HG

Contact the centre for details (020 7739 9001)

Samuda Community Centre, 44 Stewart
Street, Millwall, London, E14 9HA

Contact the centre for details (020 7538 3855)

St Johns Community Centre, 37/43
Glengall Grove, London, E14 3NE

Contact the centre for details (020 7987 4030)

St Matthias Community Centre,
Woodstock Terrace, 112 Poplar High
Street, London, E14 0AE

Contact the centre for details (020 7987 0459)

St Peters north community centre, 1
Marian Place, Bethnal Green, E2 9AX

Contact the centre for details (020 7780 3070)

Tarling east community centre, 63
Martha Street, Shadwell, E1 2PA

Contact the centre for details (020 7780 3070)

Tramshed Community Centre, Digby

Contact the centre for details (020 8981 9637)
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Street, Bethnal Green, E2 OLP
Wrights Road Community Centre, 41
Wrights Road, Bow, London, E3 5LB

Contact the centre for details (020 8981 3883)

Zander court community club room, 50
Zander court, Bethnal Green, London
E3 7AY

Contact the centre for details (020 7780 3070)
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Appendix E6 Notices publicising the Statement of
Community Consultation
E6.1

Introduction
This appendix comprises copies of the notice publicising the availability of the
finalised Statement of Community Consultation in local press titles.
Specifically:
 Monday 21 September 2015: East End Life
 Tuesday 22 September 2015 : Evening Standard / Greenwich Time
 Wednesday 23 September 2015: Greenwich Mercury/ Newham
Recorder
 Thursday 24 September 2015: Docklands and East London Advertiser
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Appendix E7 Email publicising Statement of Community
Consultation
E7.1

Introduction
This appendix comprises TfL’s email advertising the launch of the SoCC, and
promoting the forthcoming consultation exercise, to all contacts within its
Silvertown Tunnel Contact Database.
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From:
Subject:
Date:

rivercrossings
Update on the Silvertown Tunnel scheme
21 September 2015 10:44:02

On 5 October 2015, TfL will launch a major consultation on our proposals for the
Silvertown Tunnel scheme.
The Silvertown Tunnel scheme will reduce congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel,
improve the resilience of the surrounding road network and support economic and
population growth.
We have published a ‘Statement of Community Consultation (SoCC)’, which
explains the timings of our consultation, the information that will be included and
the tools we will use to encourage people and other stakeholders to take part and
tell us their views. Our SoCC is available to download here.
Over the course of this week we will post official notices in local newspapers in the
boroughs of Greenwich, Newham and Tower Hamlets. These will help people
understand where they can view our SoCC.
During our consultation we will hold a series of roadshow events, to allow people
with an interest in the scheme to speak to TfL staff who have been involved in its
development. The roadshows will be held at the following venues:
Venue
Idea Store, Chrisp Street
At the Ground Floor Foyer, 1 Vesey
Path, London, E14 6BT

Dates
10am – 4pm, Saturday 7 November

Canary Wharf Shopping Centre
At the Canada Place crossroads,
London, E14 5AB

10am – 7pm, Tuesday 20 October

The Forum
Trafalgar Road, London, SE10 9EQ

10am – 4pm, Saturday 10 October

12pm – 7pm, Tuesday 17 November

11am – 5pm, Saturday 14 November

12pm – 7pm, Tuesday 10 November
Britannia Village Hall
65 Evelyn Road, London, E16 1TU

12pm – 5pm, Saturday 17 October
12pm – 7pm, Tuesday 27 October

Canning Town Library
Barking Road, London, E16 4HQ

10am – 4pm, Saturday 24 October
1pm – 7pm, Thursday 19 November

Charlton House Community
Centre
Charlton Road, London, SE7 8RE

12pm – 5pm, Saturday 31 October
12pm – 7pm, Thursday 26 November

We will write to you again on 5 October to invite you to take part in our
consultation.

In time meantime, please let me know if you have any questions.
Yours sincerely
Andrew
Andrew Miles | Consultation Specialist
Surface Strategy & Planning | Surface Transport | Transport for London
Mail: 3rd floor, 230 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8NW

